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Listen to the important stuff we have to say and write in to us - we
will print your letters and comments here, too.

Major News in the World of Fantasy

The foremost editor and popular fantasy writer, Marion Zimmer Bradley, suffered a major
heart attack on Tuesday, September 21 and died Saturday, September 25, 1999. She was born
June 30, 1930 and is best known for her Darkover series and Mists of Avalon (the story of
King Arthur from the women's point of view) and its sequel Lady of Avalon.  She is infamous
for setting high standards in the editorial field with her magazine Marion Zimmer Bradley's
Fantasy which will still be published by her staff and an endowment left by her.  Many
writers all over the world have gotten their big break from her, and many more have framed
hand-written rejection slips hanging on their walls. She was an incredible woman and pioneer
in the field of fantasy and will be greatly missed.  Kudos to you Marion, and may you rest
peacefully in the Elysian Fields.

Sincerely,
The Staff of Fantasy, Folklore & Fairytales

Letter from the Publisher –
     The Ancients call this time of the year The Time Of The Little Sun.  The Autumn
Equinox is the beginning of respite for nature. Here at FF&F we are not letting the shorter
days and nature's respite hinder us in the least. We are growing and will continue to grow
bigger and better in the coming months.  Our premier issue was 73 pages of stories, poetry
and artwork. This issue promises the same quality plus more.
     FF&F Gnomes are quietly working behind the scenes to bring you the best the fantasy
world has to offer.  Fantasy Elves are forever on the lookout for quality submissions to fill
our pages. Fantasy Today has a lot to look forward to. I want to thank all those who have sent
us submissions and encourage those who have not to send in your stories, poems, and
artwork. Come, be a part of a fascinating new wave in publishing. Join a fantasy adventure,
which will surpass all your dreams. As I write this the Gnomes and Elves are all ready
working the November Issue and looking ahead to December and January issues and beyond.
FF&F is an international magazine for both contributors and readers. It is exhilarating for us
at Fantasy Today to have such wonderful support.
     Be sure to catch up with Don, The Dragonslayer's next adventure.  It is sure to bring a
smile to your face. The review section has an interesting article on Shamanism and… I am
writing Electronic Publishing Book reviews starting this month. E-Publishing is the New
Wave in Publishing and I am proud to be a part of the wave. There are many quality books
being produced electronically. Look for a lot more about this exciting New Wave in future
issues.  So, grab a cuppa, sit back, and enjoy the journey into fantasy. We look forward to
your letters to let us know what you think of the October Issue.

May the Willow Breeze Bring You Joy
Lea Docken, Publisher

Letter from the Editor –



Dear Readers & Writers!

     Welcome to our second issue. I believe it is even better than our first, and it will just keep
getting better!  I learned a lot from the first issue, not only in order of setup and layout, but
how truly difficult it is to send rejections. I wish I could print everything, but time and space
just doesn't allow it. Tell your friends, family and everybody on the street about us – get those
subscriptions rolling. We have some good discount packages, too.  My kids are so sick of
hearing about it – 'Gawd Mom, you tell everyone!'  Well, I'm excited about it.  This is a
fantastic mag and from the feedback we've gotten, many others think so too.
     To be truthful, I've never worked so hard in my life, but I'm loving every minute of it. My
house is wreck (thus the Imawreck alias) and I'm single, and my 3 cats are upset they can't all
fit on the back of my computer chair, but hey, sometimes you gotta prioritize.  My mother told
me 'all good things come to those who wait' and I've been waiting a long time. Isn't it great
that you don't have to?  You're getting the cutting edge of the best fantasy works being
published right now!
     I've received so many nice replies from writers and artists. Thank you all. Kindness means
everything in this world.  I am very grateful for the comments – editors need encouragement,
too.
    This brings me to another important point – local writers groups. Not everyone is so lucky
to have a group of writers to meet with every week like I do.  Lea and I have run a local guild
for 6 years now, and it is truly a highlight in many of our lives. If you have access to a local
writers support group, do give it a try.  Some are good and some aren't.  The most important
thing to remember in a group is that it is for writers, not a support group for personal problems
(although those do affect your writing), not a dating service, not a place to exert your power
over others and most of all, not a place to toot your credentials horn.  We have members from
all different walks of life. We all believe each has something important to give to the group
and accept everyone as peers – writers.  If you don't have a local group, start one!  We've met
at coffee shops, restaurants, parks and now at my house.  Some charge a fee, it's up to the
group. All I ask is some compensation for coffee, tea, sugar and creamer.  Actually, I've never
had to ask – and these people bring treats sometimes, too! Not everyone comes every week,
some do. They even come when they haven't written anything, and that's wonderful because
just being with others who understand the writer's life is food to get the creative juices
flowing.
     If you are out in the middle of nowhere or have tried the local groups and they are not 'up
to par' then you might be interested in joining a group on the web. In addition to a local group,
you may be interested in Lea's IFWA - the International Fantasy Writers Association. There is
a critique list, a chat, and access to editing, research and writing classes all at the site at
www.Fantasytoday.com
     I know I've talked more to the writers here, but you readers are why we write.  You are
the reason we toil over paper and keyboards until our fingers are numb and the coffeepot
blows out. If we are not pleasing you then our work is in vain.  True, we do write because we
have to, but if our work isn't being shared then how can our writing come alive? We need your
feedback and comments so we can continue to please you. Simple as that.
     Well, here I go back to the pile of manuscripts for next month.  My pen that writes upside
down (a gift from one of my guild members, bless his heart), my 7 fluffed pillows, 3 cats and
LARGE glass of iced tea are waiting. And if my Amazon parrot will be quiet long enough, I
can get some work done!
     And as Janice Terry says, "May the dragon be always on your side!"  Until next month,

Your editor,
Kathleen Hill

http://www.fantasytoday.com/


SUPRISE ANNOUNCEMENT! Our Feature Section of the Mother Goose Archives is
now open for your submissions! Get busy and 'Goose' us!!

Dearest Readers & Writers:

Chaosmanor Enterprises and their website at www.Fantasytoday.com announce the premiere
international e-zine for fantasy readers and writers - FANTASY FOLKLORE &
FAIRYTALES.  We are now accepting submissions (manuscripts and artwork) and
advertising.  FF&F is a monthly e-zine, and published the 1st issue on September 1, 1999. 
Charter member subscriptions are free for 2 months (Sept/Oct 99).  See the above webpage
for subscription information.

We feature articles and reviews, short stories, poetry and artwork dealing with pre-selected
topics.  Additionally, we feature a Strange Picture Contest monthly, which will be interactive
with the Fantasytoday.com website, where all electronic submissions are available for review
by the public.  Each monthwe invite readers to vote for their top 2 favorites. The winners will
be published in the next issue along with the Editor's Choice.

December is "Who Hid the Yule Log?" and the deadline is October 20th.
January's theme is "Millenium – The Real Story" and closes November 20th .
February's theme is "How do I love thee, Oh Dragon, let me count the ways..." with a
December 20th deadline.
March's theme is "The Sea Couldn't Hold Them" with a January 20th close.

Subjects will be posted 3 (three) months in advance in the magazine.  We will accept
submissions up to 3 (three) months in advance.  Please be sure to specify which theme is
used.

What we are looking for:

FF&F is interested in publishing quality fiction, non-fiction and art with a fantasy, folklore
and/or fairytale background.  We feel the subjects of fantasy, folklore and fairytales
intermingle, but can also stand separately.  Fantasy deals with things that can't quite be. 
Folklore is based on myth and legend.  Fairytales span the reaches of time, creating parodies
of life.  First and foremost we want to be entertained.

http://www.fantasytoday.com/


Submission guidelines are as follows:

All manuscripts should be double-spaced and in a readable font such as Courier or Times
New Roman, size 10 to 14.  For poetry, see specific guidelines below.  Your name and
address (including e-mail if you have it), monthly theme, title of piece and word count should
be on the cover page along with a short bio.  Please number your pages and put your last
name on each page.  Include a SASE for reply. Do not send us originals.  If you want your
manuscript returned, you must send a SASE with sufficient postage. E-mail submissions
should follow basically the same guidelines so when they are printed off they will be easily
readable.  Please paste the manuscript into the body of the e-mail; no attachments at this
time.  Also, please send only one poem or manuscript per e-mail.  E-mail submissions will be
replied through e-mail.  If you want further help with your work, contact us through the
webpage for classes and editing services.

All work will be subject to editorial approval; no explicit sex or extreme violence. FF&F will
retain rights for the month in which your work is published.  After that, rights will revert back
to you.  The author/artist will be required to sign a release of the rights for the month the
work is published by us.  Hard copy will be mailed, and those with e-mail will be sent e-mail,
both to be returned in hard copy or by fax.

Articles and Reviews must deal with art, books, games, history, movies, or other publications
that fall under our subject headings.  These do not necessarily have to match the monthly
themes, but are better if they do.  They should not be in excess of 1,500 words.  Articles and
reviews pay $5 per accepted manuscript upon publication.

Artwork must be yours.  Please send a publishable photocopy and keep your original, as they
will not be returned.  Photographs of your drawings, paintings, sculpture or other art forms
are acceptable.  Again photos will not be returned - do not send originals.  If you are
interested in illustrating stories and can work quickly under a short deadline, send us samples
of your work (remember, copies!) with a background.  We will need several people 'on call'
for monthly illustrations or covers.  Cover art pays $20 on acceptance.  Other art will pay
$5-$15 upon publication.

Poetry should be laid out on paper exactly as you want it published including line breaks,
capitalization and punctuation.  There is no limit as to lines, but be reasonable: no epic poetry
here.  It must agree with the subject matter for the month submitted.  Please send no more
than 3 poems per month.  Remember to only send 1 (one) poem per e-mail.  If using regular
mail, up to 3 may be sent together.  Poetry pays $3 for each poem chosen for publication
upon publication.

Short Stories must follow the theme per issue.  Word count acceptable is 1,500 to 7,500. 
Shorter pieces may be published.  If the story is an excerpt from a novel, please note this in
your cover letter.  But, the story must be able to "stand alone."   If you have illustration, that's
wonderful.  If not, we may contract illustration for the piece.  After all, we do print art, too. 
Contracted illustration will be chosen by the staff of FF&F, and is not subject to approval by
the author.  Short stories will pay $10-$15 upon publication.

The Strange Picture Contest will be interactive with the webpage at www.Fantasytoday.com. 
You must access the submission form through the webpage.  In 500 words or less, write a
story or poem about the picture, and remember it must fall under the heading of fantasy,
folklore and/or fairytales.  The monthly theme does not apply to this section, but if you can
work it in, then kudos!  Remember that all submissions will be posted on the website for you
to vote on throughout the month.  The top 2 readers' favorites and the Editor's Choice will be
published in the next month's issue.  It will be interesting to see if they agree!!

Please send e-mail submissions to submissions@Fantasytoday.com
Regular mail submissions should be sent to: FF&F submissions % Chaosmanor Enterprises,
P. O. Box 753, Sioux City, IA 51102.  Letters to the Editor can be e-mailed or mailed to
either above address.

mailto:submissions@Fantasytoday.com


To FAX us dial 712-258-3635.

Subscription and advertising information can be accessed through the website at
www.Fantasytoday.com or by contacting the publisher at publisher@Fantasytoday.com  We
offer yearly subscriptions as well as single copy rates.

Thank you for your interest in this exciting new venture!  We look forward to seeing your
work with anxious anticipation and gratitude.

Sincerely,
Kathleen A. Hill, Editor  E-mail: Editor@Fantasytoday.com
Lea Docken, Publisher  Email: Publisher@Fantasytoday.com

Fantasy, Folklore & Fairytales E-Zine
Phone: 712-258-2655
Div. of Chaosmanor Enterprises, Ltd.
Fax: 712-258-3635
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In November we bring you 'Hollow Trees.' The leaves have fallen and
left bare silhouettes against the oncoming winter sky. It's a peaceful time
of year with an underlying promise of death and rebirth. We'll have
pieces about things that happened in the woods, trees that remember,
trees that house spirits and trees with feelings.  You've heard of high
maintenance girlfriends or pets, right?  Ever heard of a high maintenance
tree?! Plus, a brand new Don adventure and more Mother Goose
Archives will be here waiting for you. Plus, our artwork will hit you
deep in your roots. You should be really impressed by now. This is your
last free month.  Start your Holiday shopping early and buy your
subscriptions now for everyone on your list!

December is coming soon and we are hoping to be able to tell you
'Who Hid the Yule Log.' Of course we'll gift you with a couple of
holiday pieces.  Didn't you know that the very season is laced with
fantasy and folklore?  Ever had trouble with that dreaded tinsel fairy?
We will also have a true Rock Concert, by a troll named Gronk - Rock &
Troll Forever! We're going to entertain and educate you at the same
time. Angela is a little girl who knows how to get to Santa's house and
you get to hear her story. We might even provide you with a magical
cookie recipe or two, or send us yours!  Have someone on your list who
has it all?  Get that person a subscription to our magazine and they'll
thank you for the next twelve months, guaranteed!

January 2000 - the start of the end of a new century and millenium -
and we want "Millenium, The Real Story." Maybe this is confusing.
Maybe we're all a little confused! You must realize that there are
different timelines than the Christian calendar. For example, in the
Jewish calendar it is the year 5760. And there are different planes of
reality - the spiritual plane, the mental plane - and what about beings
who only exist in television, books, art or fantasy, folklore and
fairytales? They never grow older. Time portals seem to deal more with
science fiction, or do they? We'll bring you stories of altered reality.
Some figures exist only in our minds, or do they? What about fictional
characters - do they have any say as to where they end up or what they
get to do in their stories? We have a story about them. Are you one of
those people who make New Year's Resolutions?  Where do your hopes
and dreams go when you don't carry through with them? I hope we can
answer a few of these questions. If we can't, then at least you will be
entertained in the highest degree possible on this timeline!



In future issues read about Love and dragons - now here's an odd
combination - but it works very well.  The sea is still a hidden frontier -
won't it be interesting to see what it may cough up? We're steering
Mother Goose into uncharted territory.  And Don will continue his
escapades so you can travel along as he encounters dragons, goddess
warriors and even an angel that's not one you'd be anxious to meet. It's
not who you think! We may even bring you a whole issue just on the
Fair Folk or faeries, as you've never known them. Who knows what
magical things the winds and muses will bring our way, but you'll want
to be onboard our ship as we unfurl our sails to take you on wonderful
journeys each and every month! Back issues will be available so you
won't have to miss anything.



Welcome to our monthly feature, The Misadventures of Don.  He is
our very own anti-hero, brainchild of Merry Johnson-Muhsman.  He
lives and travels through a magical world laced with fantasy and folklore
of all kinds.  You never know just where he'll turn up, but we can assure
you he'll be right in the middle of something he (or you) would never
expect.  Here, we provide our readers with grand adventures at each new
turn of the road in his world.  We are also gracing you with illustrations
of Don, done specifically for each story by Judith Huey.  Follow along
with us each month as we present an ongoing tale guaranteed to endear
our favorite guy to your hearts and funnybones.
DON, THE PRODIGAL SON, part 2 - finds him back home, alive, but drastically changed.
The village is still there, and grandmother. See what advice she has for his homecoming. Next
month, a new adventure - Don, the Dragonslayer.

Peek into our Mother Goose Archives; you'll never know what you're
going to find. We're not sure exactly when the real Mother Goose lived
or if there was an actual person the character is based upon, but her
stories started being published between the 1700's and 1800's. Either
way, the stories that are accredited to her were radical for their times.  In
those days one could be severely punished or ostracized for ridiculing
the clergy, government or monarchy.  So, what better way to spread
gossip or speak your mind than to make up a story that's "fictional?" But,
how different are we really from those who lived in 'Mother Goose'
land? We have been receiving some 'Mother Goose' writings that have
never been seen before. You be the judge as to whether or not they are
authentic; and even if you decide they aren't, we think you'll get a kick
out of them. Remember, anyone can submit material for this feature.
THE MOTHER GOOSE MUSEUM PAPERS - finish up our first collection of
manuscripts from a Mother Goose land called the Far and Away Kingdom. There are letters,
newspaper articles, special notices and even a menu for Humpty Dumpty's restaurant. See
what develops in court - Foxy Loxy's on the chopping block! This set continues from last
month.

CHECK OUR STRANGE PICTURE CONTEST RESULTS from the webpage. Every
month we feature a different Strange Picture at www.Fanatsytoday.com where you may
submit your interpretation of the picture in 500 words or less.  Be it a poem or short
short story (that's what it is called), your piece will be posted there on the page for all to
see.  Then, you and our other loyal viewers can read and vote for their favorite.  At the
end of the month, the elves tabulate the votes and we print the results here. Sometimes
the Viewer's Choice and Editor's Choice match, this month they didn't, so you have two
stories to read.  Congratulations to the winners, they are now published in an
international fantasy magazine!

http://www.fanatsytoday.com/


OUR WINNERS THIS MONTH ARE: for the Viewer's Choice - "Rescue Run" by Diane
Davis; and the Editor's Choice - "Winter's Breath" by Paul Crilley. Kudos to both! Wait
until you see the picture for October. You have a month to submit.  We'll post the winners in
next month's issue. See you then. . .



Editor's Note: Hopefully you've read the first part of this story.  If not, better get the September issue because
you missed a lot! But, just to refresh your memory, Don returned home alive after being kidnapped by three
ancient beings as a sacrifice.  Although his village was still there, he had aged and things were very different
from when he left.  How long had he been gone...?

Don's First Sale
Commissioned Art by Judith Huey

DON, THE PRODIGAL SON, part 2
by Merry Johnson-Muhsman

     Stumbling to shore, Don noticed an awkward silence and the smell of decay and disuse. A
steady breeze nipped his skin as he wrapped his long arms around his broad body. Don was
alone on shore and this surprised him considering the time of day. Morning, he guessed, yet
there were no boats, no birds squawking, it was desolate and . . . lonely. A sense of dread
crept into his gut.  Something was not right.
     Quickening his pace, he hurried to his village and presently discovered it was still there.
He started to breathe a sigh of relief, but it caught in his throat. His village . . . home . . . it
was different. The busy little village was much smaller than Don remembered.  He wondered
if this was another byproduct of youth: things seemed larger to the young than the old.
Longing for something familiar, something that hadn't changed, he hurried to his own home,
still gazing in disbelief at the differences around him. The people, what was left of them,
seemed familiar, yet he couldn't place a name.
     Thankfully, his home hadn't changed, at least in outward appearance. Don rushed to the
door and flung it open, expecting a welcome family, and was greeted with dusty emptiness.
Gingerly, he entered and noticed the first signs of neglect: cobwebs crisscrossed over the
entrance and the door barely hung from the frame. The floor was full of debris: animal bones,
branches, a tin cup and  . . . Don shivered . . . a rat.
     "Who's there?" an old shaky voice croaked.
     Peering through the dusty light, Don noticed a figure slumped in a chair, wrapped in a
shawl.
     "Grandmother," Don exclaimed, rushing to her side wrapping her in a giant hug. She
winced slightly and moaned under his weight. Don released his hold, unfamiliar to his new



strength. Nada blinked a few times then suddenly the recognition lit up her face like a torch.
     "Don," she returned the hug. "Don, you have returned to us . . ." The happiness melted
from her face. "We thought you were dead," she stammered then gripped him hard, her
fingers digging into his arms. "Where have you been?" she scolded.
     His answer was careful and timid, contrary from what was expected of him.
"Grandmother," he started slowly, "how long have I been gone?"
     Nada slowly reclined back into the chair and regarded him with aged eyes. "First, tell me
what happened."
     Despite the curiosity threatening to swallow him whole, he told her the entire story
beginning with Mairi then leading to his kidnapping, the island, the messenger, the death of
the two seeresses, his escape in the row boat and Mairi's apparent death. The entire time,
Nada remained quiet and reflective, nodding at times, but keeping a face of stone.
     Don finished his story, and asked again, "How long have I been gone?"
     "Six years," she stated flatly. The time hit Don hard and sucked the wind from his frame.
His knees suddenly failed him and he sunk to the floor, disbelief settling into his mind like the
roar of a coming storm.
     "A lot has happened in that time, Don. Prepare yourself, this will not be easy." Nada laid a
hand on his head and paused, staring at the change in his hair.  Don realized she was just
noticing his hair color was almost as white as hers. She stroked his head, then continued.
     "Shortly after you disappeared, our land was hit with a plaque.  Many died, including your
brothers." Sorrow ebbed from his stomach and he fought it back down. He was a man now, he
told himself.
     "Your parents left shortly after." She leaned in closer and forced him to look straight at
her. She had aged so much since he left; Don wanted to crawl into her lap and hide.
     "Many people left, Don, it was not just your parents."
     "They left you! How could they leave you," he screamed, his sorrow stabbing him.
     "They thought I was dead. The plague tried to take me, too. I was dying, Don, and I forced
them to leave. There was no reason for them to stay and watch me die."
     Don's anger pounded as a stallion leading a chariot, but Nada reined it in. "There is no time
for anger. Do not be angry with them. I thought I was dying, but somehow I was spared. One
day, I woke up and I felt better." She smiled warmly at him. "Now I know why." She leaned
back and looked him over again. "You have grown up well, such a handsome lad."
     Many thoughts swirled in Don's head like a whirlpool and at the center was a fear he
couldn't let go. "Grandmother, the plague . . . the timing . . . it's my fault, isn't it?"
     "No, I do not believe that. It was merely a coincidence.  Others might think it was you,"
she paused, then nodded.  "It may be best if we don't tell them the complete truth," she said, a
wide smile crossing her ancient face as she stroked his cheek. "So much has changed, you are
so different."
     Six years. It seemed like a lifetime had been lost. It made no sense. He longed for answers.
What happened to me? Why did I age?
     Instinctively, she took both his hands in hers and examined them, turning them over again
and again. "The ocean is full of secrets. Churning and laughing, the waves keep those secrets
within its deep fathoms. Why you lost six years out there? Even I can't answer that for you.
Be thankful that you survived, especially considering the state of your hand." She laughed.
"To think, my grandson met hell's messenger, defeated three seeresses and merely aged six
years." Her cackling laughter filled the house and became so intoxicating that Don couldn't
help but join in.
     Despite the momentary bit of joy, the pain of loss held onto him like a noose around his
neck. He got up from Nada to gaze out the door.  "Six years, Grandmother. There was so
much I wanted to accomplish in my life, somewhere else I thought I would be. I am as
hopelessly lost as the day I left here."
     Behind him, he heard the chair creak and the wisdom of age shuffled across six years of
distance to stand beside him.
     "Listen to me carefully, Don, for your grandmother knows more about lost time than you.
A boy, now a man stands before me, but a confused man he is. "You lost your precious youth,
the experience of learning who you are and who you can be. But you are not crippled, you are
too strong."
     Don turned to her, feeling hopeless and frustrated, trying to cope with his lost years, his
experiences, the fear that was eating him alive.  "I was robbed of my life, my family, my



brothers, my future. I have less than nothing now. I don't even know who I am!"
     Nada laid a gentle hand on his shoulder and gripped his hand within her own. "You have
experience something few can imagine or comprehend. You were touched and you shall
become greater than you ever dreamed." She stopped and looked beyond the doorway. People
were staring at the stranger and whispering to each other. "Your return frightens them. You
are a stranger to them, to yourself." She nodded and turned Don to look directly at her.
"Discover your destiny, Don, your gift of life. Do not feel sorry for yourself, you were lucky
to survive. The plague was not your fault. Had you been here, you might have died, too."
     Humbled, Don looked down at his feet and noticed that his toes were sticking through his
boots. Nada raised his chin, stood on tiptoe and kissed his forehead lightly. "I can't ask you to
stay, Don. The village is wary of strangers and magic. They may see your return as another
omen. No, you must go and find yourself . . . Your parents are out there, somewhere."
     Don shook his head. "I don't know where to start."
     She smiled. "I do. Seek out your family and use the trade that your father wanted you to
be. Go be a peddler and encounter the world."
     He dreaded the thought. "A peddler?" But knew she was right. "What will I peddle?"
     "I have a few things that can help you get started for I have little need of them anymore."
Don started to protest, but her milky gray eyes flashed a warning and he stopped before the
words escaped his lips.  "Beware, arguing with your Grandmother is a battle few have won."
Don nodded, remembering many heated discussions. "There is a woman who lives in cave
along the shore. I want you to go to her tomorrow and try to sell her something. She will pay
richly, I assure you."
     "What about the villagers," Don asked, even though he knew the answer.
     Nada shook her head. "No, there would be too many questions and they are too poor. The
woman by the shore is your best opportunity."
     Sighing deeply, Don resigned to his fate, he didn't like it, but he knew she was right. There
was no other way, not now.
     The sun dipped down to kiss the water's edge, spilling a brilliant stream of light across the
clouds and into the water. It was comforting.  Then, like the familiarity of an old friend, he
remembered his dream. Go discover the world, it had been what he always wanted. He smiled
at Nada and wrapped an arm around her.
     She leaned upon his chest and whispered, "Welcome home, prodigal son."

     Armed with a fur, walrus ivory necklaces and combs, Don made his way to the woman
who lived by the sea. He was exhausted. The previous night's sleep had been restless, filled
with nightmares of the seeresses and flashes of memories: some of his brothers, but mostly of
rowing on the ocean, rowing away from Mairi. Six years. It seemed incomprehensible.
     Magic! There's no sense to it. You can't touch it, you can't eat it and you can't sell it. And, I
have no more use for it!
     He spat at the ground. It made him feel better. His thoughts wandered back to Nada. Why
had she kept these things?  Why didn't she sell them and leave herself? She was waiting for
him to return . . . How did she know? He smiled. Well, I was always her favorite grandson.
     Slowing his pace, he caught his first glimpse of the cave. It was a rocky coastline,
dangerous to travel across and foreboding and dark. Her cave was located at the top of a cliff,
nestled just under a grassy hill.  It was dark and looked fairly lifeless except for the thin trail
of smoke escaping from the foreboding darkness. Adjusting the pack on his back, Don
grasped the nearest rock and began to climb the slippery slope. His shoulders began to ache
from the weight of his pack and he was thankful that age had given him strong shoulders. He
imagined his grandmother chuckling a little at his adventure. Each rock was slippery and
slimy, and he slipped once, then twice, almost catapulting down from his perch by the weight
of his bag. As Don neared the cave, the rocks warmed to his touch making the ascent easier.
He skimmed each rock like a lizard. The he smell of something sweet filled his nostrils.
Silently, he recited his grandmother's last words of advice. A good peddler can sell someone
what they need, but a successful peddler can sell them what they don't need. Seek out what
they don't need, find what they want most of all. Pulling himself up to the entrance of the
cave, Don peered into the murky light. A prickling sensation rippled through Don's scarred
hand.  Instinctively, he grabbed it and held it to him, surprised by the feeling.  It disappeared
as soon as it had struck. Shaking it off, he chuckled. Must be the stress of newly developed
muscles. For the first time since he could remember, his confidence ebbed like heat from the



sun. He called into the darkness. "Hulllooo? Annemette?  Are you home?"
     A rumble answered him and the ground suddenly began to shake. Don felt a lump form in
his throat and wondered if it was too late to turn around . . . and run.
     At first, Annemette's foot sliced the darkness like a knife. One curled claw announced the
entrance of a foot filled with scales and webbed like a bird. Then came a leg, small at the knee
and fleshy around the thigh; it too was filled with scales and needles dangerously protruded
from the skin. Finally, Annemette appeared.
      This is too much. I'm going to be sick.
     Her entire body was round like a pebble, an overinflated pebble and was hairy like the fur
in his pack, except her hair was molting, tangled and thick with flies. Her nose, her snout was
long and round filled with rows of teeth that dripped with saliva. Two enormous long horns
fanned away from her small head and four emerald eyes (the only thing Don could find fairly
attractive) blinked continuously at him. Her arms were like twigs and her hands resembled her
feet. Don shuddered. So, this is a monster. Don stumbled back a few steps, making sure he
had a method of escape. A few pebbles tumbled down to skip across the rocks below. Not that
way. Sensing his fear or simply checking him out, Don wasn't sure, Annemette lumbered
closer to him. Sticking her nose toward him she inhaled deeply, arching her neck back over
her head. Suddenly, her head snapped back and Don was eye-to-four-eyes with those emerald
beauties. Her cold breath blew against his face causing him to squint and the saliva dripped
from her teeth to his hands. Don's heart hammered in his chest. Annemette came closer, closer
and said . . . "Boo."
     Don screamed and flailed his arms at her to distract her. Tumbling, running, climbing he
flung himself away from the cave, screaming so long he thought his lungs would burst.
     Nada wasn't sympathetic. In fact, she couldn't stop laughing for what seemed like an
eternity.
     "I don't find this the least bit funny," he snapped.
     Her laughing turned to mild giggles as she tried to contain her amusement. "I'm sorry, I
should have told you."
     "What, that Annemette is a monster? A hideous, blood-sucking, beady-eyed,
sharp-toothed, eat-humans-for-fun monster. Yes, I think that was something you left out."
     "Really, you didn't even talk to her. I've always found her to be pleasant."
     Don nearly fell off his chair. "You mean you've talked to her?"
     "She and I have done business together. Really, it wasn't a big deal."
     This time he did fall off the chair, painfully hitting the floor. "Wasn't a big deal?
Grandmother are you ill?" She flashed him a look that made Don feel like a shriveled, dead
fish that even a starving cat wouldn't touch. Perhaps, he had been a little brash. "Forgive me,
Grandmother. It was quite an ordeal." Don crawled back into the chair and began ripping
chunks from his bread.
     Nada giggled, despite herself. "Tomorrow, you must go back again."
     "W-What?"
     "Annemette will pay you well. She's your only chance."
     Don shook his head. "I can't go back, she frightens me."
     "She frightens everyone," Nada answered, dismissively. "I have an idea." She got up from
the table and left the room.
     Don continued to stare at his plate as he plucked the crust from his bread. I can't go back.
She's ugly; she smells, she'll eat me, she'll freeze me with that breath. I can't go back. Nope.
Can't do it.
     After a brief rustle in her trunk and several muffled words that Don was certain were
words he'd never hear Nada utter, she returned with a small parcel. She placed it on the table
and unrolled it slowly. Tenderly, she pulled out a leather cord. At the end of the cord was a
teardrop-shaped amber stone. Don's eyes grew wide as the light caught the stone changing it
from orange to yellow to red, then all three were present in its depths.  Magnificent.
     "Do you like it?" Don was certain the expression on his face was the only answer she
needed. "It is yours. For protection." Walking around to stand behind him, she fastened it
around his neck and let it fall beneath his shirt. The stone warmed his skin as if a magical aura
was surrounding him.
     "This stone will protect you from Annemette and will give you courage."
     Don pulled it from his shirt to examine it more closely. "Where did you get it?" he asked,
hesitantly.



     "It was a gift, a long time ago when I needed protection. Now, let's discuss your strategy
for tomorrow. What do you think Annemette doesn't need?"
     Without hesitating, Don answered, "A fur. She has fur on her stomach, maybe she needs
the fur to sleep on?"
     "Did you see what she sleeps on?" Nada asked, her eyes narrowed.
     "No, I didn't, but it is a fine fur. I can talk her into it."
     Nada leaned against her chair and rocked back and forth. The she smiled. "Try it, it can't
hurt."
     Don returned to the cave, warmed by the protection of his amber, climbed the cliff and
called out Annemette's name. She appeared holding a piece of mutton, the meat still stuck to
her teeth. Quickly, Don presented her with a blanket made of white fur. The night before he
had spent an hour combing it until it shined. He gave her his best sales pitch, telling her of the
quality of the fur, the softness against any skin and the purity of its color.
     Snorting, she grabbed the fur from his arms, smeared the greasy piece of mutton across the
white fur and threw it back at him. Don stood dumbfounded as she retreated into her cave,
chewing on the mutton.
     The next day, Don presented her with a comb made from a walrus tusk and inlaid with
specks of gold. "It will bring new luster to your hair," he assured her.
     Annemette grabbed the comb and turned it over several times. Checking out the quality,
I'm sure. Finally, I found something she likes.
     Smiling at Don with her teeth bared, she proceeded to use the comb to pick out pieces of
yesterday's mutton from her teeth. When she was done, she threw it at Don's feet and waddled
into her cave.

     "Kill them with kindness. That's always been my rule. Kindness is the key to winning
people over," Nada advised Don as he wearily laid his head on the table, nursing his pride.
     "You should try telling that to Annemette," he answered with disgust. "In fact, she simply
needs a lesson in manners."
     "Kindness, Don. Kindness is the key." Nada leaned down and planted a kiss on his head
before shuffling toward her room. "Often kindness requires great sacrifice. Indeed sacrifice
and kindness. Yes."
     Don didn't bother to raise his head; the throbbing wasn't as bad when his head was on the
table.  I had no idea peddling could be this difficult. Father never mentioned any troubles.
Although, I can't imagine that he ever had to deal with creatures, humans were his only
customers, I'm sure. I guess I always took it for granted that we had food on the table and
clothes on our backs. If only I could tell him . . . As he rubbed his aching neck and back, Don
cursed himself for falling asleep on the table. Thankfully, the climb to Annemette's home was
getting easier so he could favor his sore joints. Don had carefully planned his words and was
ready to make the sales pitch of his life. I'm not coming back without my money!
     Unfortunately, Annemette was waiting for him at the top of the hill. Having taken him by
surprise, Don completely forgot how to begin.  Nevertheless, he tried to raise himself up to
the entrance to her cave.
     With her body, Annemette blocked his way, her claws menacingly skimming the edge of
the rock. Don tried to maneuver around her, first left then right. Every time, she swayed to
block his way, barring her teeth. His limbs began to ache from his precarious perch on the
rocks and his frustration was starting to become uncontrollable.
     Suddenly, he smiled at her. "Nice try, but you can't hurt me, Annemette. Because I have
this!" He yanked the amber necklace from beneath his shirt and flung it up at her. She
shuffled away, her steps shaking the earth and causing Don to grip tighter onto the rocks to
keep from falling.  Was she surprised? Don couldn't be sure beneath that hideous face. Rising
to her level, Don dusted himself off, and kept the amber in full view. "Now then," he started
setting the pack on the ground and began sifting through it as he continued. "For two days, I
have tried to sell you something and I think I have just the thing today.  Kill them with
kindness. "By, the way, you're looking lovely today. The color of your eyes is very . . ..
attractive in this light." Don looked up to gaze at her reaction and he almost fainted.
     Annemette had tears rolling down her face.
     "What? What's wrong? What did I say?" Don asked wildly.
     Slowly, she raised a claw to point at him.
     "What? What's wrong with me?"



     The large tears were flowing freely from all her eyes. Shaking her head, she pointed again
and again until he finally understood. It was the amber. Leaving his pack, Don gingerly
picked up the amber and sauntered toward her with careful steps, holding the amber before
him like a shield.  He was shaking so much he could barely breathe.
     This time, Annemette didn't back away, but raised her hand toward Don. Don leaned away
warily, gripping the amber tighter. Annemette gasped.  Gasped? Then turned her face away
and began to sob with monster-size heaves shaking her body.
      I don't understand. For the past two days, she has chased me away and now, when I try to
protect myself . . . it makes her cry. I think she wants the amber. But . . . if I give it to her, I
won't be able to protect myself if she turns on me. Don shuddered at the thought of those
claws ripping his fragile body. He looked at her again and sympathy latched hold of him.
Poor creature. Perhaps, she really just needs someone to show her some  . . . kindness. Before
he could change his mind, Don quickly pulled the necklace over his head. "Annemette," he
said gently.
     The monster turned toward him, the huge wells of tears still flowing. Don swore that even
her lip quivered as he grabbed hold of her scaly hand and placed the amber necklace across
her palm. He stifled the urge to shudder at the touch of her rough skin.
     Annemette didn't say a word, but simply stared at the amber. Then suddenly, she began to
hop from foot to foot and wave her hands in the air, the amber swinging around wildly in her
hand.
     This is it. I'm going to die. The creature's dance continued to gain fury. Annemette began
to twirl around, faster and faster until she became a colorful blur. She appeared more like a
windstorm as she raised dirt and rocks all around him. Despite the painful biting of the dust
slamming into him, Don continued to watch Lightning bolts wrapped around the whirlwind
and a stench Don didn't recognize spread in a cloud from the top of the whirlwind. A loud
clap of thunder knocked Don to the ground.
     Silence.
     Gathering his wits, Don rose slowly. The vision before him was the last thing he'd expect
     Holding his amber necklace was a raven-haired woman whose hair cascaded down her
back. Her skin was white as a frost and she stared at him with emerald eyes. Her body was
curvy beneath clothing that resembled his tattered attire. She was smiling. "Thank you, you
have broken the spell that kept me prisoner."
     Don sank to the ground and shook his head in disbelief. The woman knelt beside him and
gave him a kiss on his cheek. "Annemette?" he whispered.
     "Yes, I am Annemette."
     "How can that be?" he asked, his mind beginning to clear. "I didn't do anything."
     "I was a troll, cursed by a sea sprite who was jealous of my beauty. As a human, I used to
comb my hair by the water. I was vain and gazed at my reflection for hours. One day, I
dropped my amber necklace into the water and rippled its calm surface. The sea sprite was so
angry she cursed me changing me into a troll."
     "How did I break the curse?" Don asked dumbfounded.
     "The curse would be broken if someone made a great sacrifice that would endanger their
own lives, just to please me. As a hideous troll, most people never give their life to save me."
     "How long have you been this way?"
     Annemette sighed. "Two years, I think. It's difficult to know."
     "What will you do now? Will you stay here?"  Can I marry you?  She was indeed a
bewitching beauty. And Don wondered if perhaps their paths crossed for a reason.
     "No, I want to find my family. I was to be married to a man." She stopped and gazed down
at the amber in her hand. "He was waiting for me, when I disappeared."
     Don's heart sank.
     Suddenly, she gestured for Don to take the amber necklace. "My apologies, it's yours."
     "No, just pay me for it when we find your family. It's brought you luck, and now, I don't
need it anymore."
     Rising, Don extended his arms to help Annemette to her feet and together they made the
journey back to the village.

     "Grandmother! You'll never believe what happened to me." Don rushed through the door,
his pockets jingling with coins. "Grandmother, I . . ." he stopped at the sight of her. She was
lying on the floor, a kettle overturned beside her. Within a heartbeat, Don was at her side.



"Grandmother?" She was unresponsive and her body felt cold to his touch. As if he was
holding a child, he carefully scooped her up in his arms and carried her to her bed.
Instinctively, Don hurried from her room and returned with a cup of water. Raising her head,
he forced a few drops down her throat. At this, she opened her eyes.
     "Don . . . you've returned." She coughed, her body arched from the effort. "Were you
successful?"
     "What happened?"
     "Answer . . . me . . . first," she heaved.
     "Yes, Annemette was really a woman. We found her family in the village and her
soon-to-be husband. They gave me enough money for both of us to leave."
     Nada shook her head. "No, Don, only you . . . can leave . . . now."
     "What's wrong? Are you  . . ." the words would not come. Don could feel his eyes welling
with tears.
     Nada breathed deeply and Don could see her breath was shallow and difficult. "I'm dying,
my boy. This time, it's for good."
     "No," Don screamed. "I won't lose you, too. I will find something, someone to help you."
     She laid a hand on Don's trembling arm. "I have seen many seasons.  Every one comes to
their . . . final winter. This is mine." She gripped his arm with inhuman strength; Don believed
it was the last bit left in her body. "I don't want anyone watching me die, especially you."
     He started to protest, but her hand gripped him tighter. "You must leave and find your
parents. If you stay and watch me die, the villagers will believe my death and your return
symbolizes the return of the plague.  . ." She coughed again, this time it attacked her body so
fiercely, she curled up into a ball. "Go . . . now." Her voice came in a hoarse whisper and
Don's tears flowed freely.
     "Grandmother, I can't leave you," he sobbed.
     "I . . . will . . .not . . .let . . . you . . .watch . . .me . . .die. Leave, or I'll scream that you've
brought the plague upon me."
     Don laid across her bony body and held her tightly. He knew she would keep her promise.
Too soon, she pushed him away and wiped a tear from his eyes.   "Good bye, my boy. You'll
make a fine peddler. Remember, try to do what is right, no matter what the consequences."
     Reluctantly, Don got up from her, kissed her cold forehead and walked away.

     Don watched the retreating shore from the deck of the ship. His belongings were packed in
the sack beside him. He rubbed the amber around his neck; Annemette had been firm that he
should keep it. It was a gift from a special lady. New tears welled in his eyes and he let them
fall into the ocean's depths. Leaving her was automatic, it was what she wanted. She would
have told the villagers it was me, just to get me to leave. So, why do I feel horrible?
     Nada watched the ship leave the harbor, making certain that Don was aboard. The ship
navigated the waves until it disappeared on the horizon. Turning back to the village, Nada
decided to pay a visit to Annemette. They had much to discuss.
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        Ten O'clock Scholar Academy
        Mulberry Bush Blvd.
        Far and Away Kingdom

Old Woman Who Lives in a Shoe
One Shoe
Hickory Dickory Hills
Far and Away Kingdom

Dear Old Woman Who Lives in a Shoe,

The teachers of Ten O'clock Scholar academy would like to arrange a time (or times) to meet with you to
discuss some problems a few of your children are having at school.  I'm sure you agree with Ten O'clock
Scholar's educational philosophy that a solid basis in reading, writing, arithmetic, history, geography,
computers and social deportment will produce the future citizens Now and Then Kingdom needs.  The
following are a few of the concerns the Academy has about your offspring.

1. Wee Willie Winkie is arriving at school wearing his nightgown.  He insists upon running up and down the
halls and staircases at all hours – especially during geography class.
2.  Georgie Porgie keeps kissing the girls.  We have received complaints from the parents of Little Bo Peep,
Sulky Sue, Little Miss Muffet and Mary and her little lamb.
3.  Jack Be Nimble – Now that Fire Prevention Week is over, he must stop bringing matches, candles and
candlesticks to school.  Besides the danger of starting a fire, his continual jumping is hard on the floor, not to
mention very disturbing to the classroom below.  Perhaps Jack could enter the Jump the Rope Competition.
4.  Little Jack Horner should not bring any more Christmas pies to school.  This would be permissible if he
could keep the pies in his lunchbox until mealtime.  He keeps putting his thumb in the pies during all hours
of the morning.  Teachers, janitors and students are weary of removing purple plum stains from desks, floors,
homework papers, hair and clothing.  The plum stains are almost impossible to completely remove.
5.  Mary, Mary Quite Contrary has learned the concept of opposites – perhaps too well.
6.  The Little Girl with the curl in the middle of her forehead is having problems adjusting to her classmates. 
Perhaps by now you could give her a name.  This might prove to be very helpful with her identity process.
7.  Tom Tom the Piper's son must stop borrowing pigs to bring for Show and Tell.  The Farmer in the Dell is
tired of coming to school every day to retrieve a pig.  I know Tom Tom is only staying with you until his
father returns from visiting the Man in the Moon.  Conditions at the shoe are crowded, but perhaps a pet pig
for Tom Tom would solve the problem.
8.  Although Simple Simon has improved his reading skills, he still needs help with his math.  He is buying
pies on his way to school.  Because of this, he never has the correct amount of coins to buy his milk ticket. 
Also, Simple Simon needs to leave his fishing pail at home.  Now that the weather is colder, the water spills
from the pail are causing dangerous ice patches in the academy's hallways.

We at Ten O'clock Scholar Academy are always ready to help our students with any problems they may
have.  We are looking forward to meeting with you.  Please contact the academy and let us know when you
can meet with us.  Our telephone exchange is Pumpkin Patch 246.  We are eagerly waiting to hear from you.

Sincerely,
Dame Trot and cat
(Acting Head Mistress)
Faculty and Staff
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Handsome Hero Huntsman
One Room Log Cabin
North Edge of Forest
Far and Away Kingdom

Widow Riding Hood
Thatched Cottage
East Edge of Forest
Far and Away Kingdom

Dear Widow Riding Hood,

As you know times are difficult in and around the forest.  In the spring there was too much rain. 
Summertime brought much dryness.  Fall fast approaches and I find I was not able to earn enough to support
my needs for the rest of the year, especially now I'm courting Goldilocks.  We met as she was running
through the forest playing a game of touch football with Baby Bear and his rough and tumble older cousins. 
She was about to tackle cousin Bruiser Bear when she slid into Herbert Hare who was taking a nap while
waiting for Timothy Tortoise to return from Cole's Royal McDiner.  As Goldie hurtled over the sleeping



Herbert, she slipped on his tail and was sent flying into the air.  Fortunately, I was returning from delivering a
cord of wood to Ella's house.  Ella was tiring of cleaning dirty cinders from the fireplace and had decided to
try burning wood instead.  My arms were empty as Goldie crash-landed in them.  It was love at first jolting
glance.

Now, I have to think of such things as flowers from Mary Contrary's Garden Shoppe, Mrs. Sprat's
hand-dipped chocolates, rings made by Jack Be Nimble's fingers, as well as redecorating and enlarging my
cottage, and a new wardrobe for Goldie.  Because I absolutely refuse to allow her to join any more sporting
games with the bears, she will need a different style of apparel.

Much as it saddens me, I am starting to charge for some services.  Below is my bill for rescuing your
daughter Little Red.

Running to the rescue – 25 coins
Use of Axe – 15 coins
Surgery on wolf – 75 coins
Rescuing Grandma – 50 coins
Rescuing Little Red – 50 coins
Mending axe hole in Grandma's door – 35 coins
Escorting Little Red home through the forest – 20 coins

As my bills are piling higher daily, prompt payment will be appreciateD.

Your humble servant,
H. H. Huntsman
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Last known photo of Aloysius Wolf

PROCLAMATION NEWS FLASH

MISSING! MISSING! MISSING! MISSING!
Looking for Aloysius Wolf. Missing from Dr. Fell's Eating Disorders
Clinic! Mr. Aloysius Wolf can be easily recognized by the 2 surgical

scars on his tummy.

One long, neat scar running north and south was made by Mrs. Kid when
she rescued her 6 children.  The second scar running east and west was

made by Handsome Hero Huntsman when he rescued Grandma and Little
Red.  This line is very choppy and crooked.

Dr. Fell stresses Mr. Wolf's treatment needs to be completed!

Mr. Wolf had only taken 3 Varied Vegetables Classes and 2 Fruity
Favorites Classes when it was noticed he had failed to show up for the

Fifty Ways to Fix Nuts and Berries lecture.

Dr. Fell also stated Mr. Wolf failed to attend his behavior
modification classes.  Without passing the behavior modification classes



Mr. Wolf should be considered dangerous to the following members of
society:

Small goats, Pigs of any size and shape, Grandmas and Little Girls
wearing solid colored cloaks of any color

If sighted, do not try to apprehend.  Send a notice to either the
King's Men or Dr. Fell's Clinic.

MR. ALOYSIUS WOLF SHOULD BE CONSIDERED HUNGRY
AND DANGEROUS!!!
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REWARD

A LARGE REWARD IS BEING
OFFERED BY BRICK PIG TO ANYONE
WHO HAS INFORMATIONABOUT THE
MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCES OF
HIS BROTHERS HAYS AND STRAWS

AFTER THEIR HOMES WERE
DESTROYED ON THE EVE OF THE

WOLK HOWLING CONTEST

Photo of missing
pig
Hayes (photo of
Straws
unavailable) 
last seen on eve
of Wolf Howling
Contest
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MISSING FOWL REPORT

The families of Henny Penny, Turkey Lurkey, Goosey Loosey and
Ducky Lucky reported these four friends as missing when they failed

to appear at the Corn Meal Festival last night.

The four friends were last seen on Acorn Tree Road.

All were wearing their cleanest feathers.

Acorn Tree Road is a dead end.  Footprints on Acorn Tree Road are
confusing.

Any information concerning these missing fowl friends should be
given directly to the King's Men.

King Cole is upset these loyal subjects are missing!

REWARD WILL BE GIVEN
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Goosey Loosey - photo from archive

EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA!

NEWS FLASH!

In a surprise announcement this morning Egg Head and Sons
announced their firm would join forces with Prosecutor Brick Pig in

trying the Case of Foxy Loxy.

Hard Boiled stated his firm would donate their services to the
country!

Egg Head declared, "We will leave no whisker unturned, no feather
undusted to see justice is served and the guilty party is punished to

the fullest extent of the law!"



"FOWL! FOWL! FOWL!"

Cried F. Lee Butterfingers, lawyer for Foxy Loxy upon hearing the
announcement.

"I shall appeal!  This is a conflict of interest!"

READ ALL ABOUT THIS STARTLING DEVELOPMENT IN
THE SPECIAL AFTERNOON EDITION OF

THE TOWN CRIER
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Prosecutor Brick Pig -
Photo Coutesy of
3 Blind Mice Photography
Studio

THE NATIONAL TATTLETALE COMING SOON!

FOXY TALKS!
IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NATIONAL TATTLETALE LOOK FOR AN

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW BY FOXY LOXY! IN ORDER TO RAISE MONEY TO
PAY DEFENSE LAWYER F. LEE BUTTERFINGERS, FOXY LOXY GRANTED AN

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW TO MISS INFORMATION, DAUGHTER OF NTT'S
PUBLISHER!

THE DEFENSE CLAIMS

SINCE NO REMAINS HAVE BEEN FOUND THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF FOWL PLAY.  THE
YOUNG FEATHERED FRIENDS DECIDED TO GO ON A LAST MINUTE VACATION TOGETHER
AND HAVE BEEN SO BUSY ENJOYING THEMSELVES, THEY HAVE NOT TAKEN TIME TO SEND
POSTCARDS HOME.

THE TRAIL OF FEATHERS LEADING FROM THE ACORN TREE ROAD TO THE DOOR OF FOXY
LOXY'S CAVE WERE PLANTED BY THE KING'S MEN IN ORDER TO QUICKLY SOLVE THE CASE
AND MAKE KING COLE MERRY AGAIN.

FOXY LOXY REPORTED A PAIR OF HIS DIRTY SNEAKERS WERE STOLEN FROM HIS CAVE
TWO DAYS BEFORE THE CORN MEAL FESTIVAL, THEREFORE THE SNEAKER PRINTS FOUND
ON ACORN TREE ROAD DO NOT BELONG TO HIS PAWS.

DR. QUACK HAS RECORDS TO PROVE FOXY LOXY IS DEATHLY ALLERGIC TO FEATHERS.

THE THREE MEN IN A TUB TRAVEL AGENCY ACCIDENTLY MIXED UP THE RECORDS OF THE
RED TUB EXPRESS FOXY LOXY TOOK TO THE CASTLE ON THE NIGHT OF THE CORN MEAL
FESTIVAL. A PASSENGER ON THIS LAST RED TUB EXPRESS TO THE CASTLE CAN STATE
THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE OF FEATHERS OR BLOOD ON FOXY LOXY'S CLOTHING.



BECAUSE FOXY LOXY WAS ON A SECRET SCIENTIFIC MISSION TO THE CASTLE TO REPORT
A PROBLEM WITH THE SKY, IT WAS DECIDED NOT TO HAVE A RECORD OF THE MEETING
WRITTEN IN THE KING'S APPOINTMENT BOOK. THE ROYAL GATEKEEPER HAD NO
KNOWLEDGE OF FOXY LOXY'S APPENDING ARRIVAL, AND FOXY LOXY WAS TURNED
AWAY AT THE CASTLE GATE.  HE SPENT THE NIGHT AT THE ROYAL COACH INN.  AFTER
RETURNING HOME THE NEXT MORNING, FOXY LOXY WAS ONLY TAKING HIS NEW WHITE
SKATEBOARD FOR A TEST RUN ON THE ROAD OUT OF TOWN.  THE BLOOD DROPLETS ON
THE BOARD WERE CAUSED WHEN THE WHEELS OF THE SKATEBOARD HIT A STICK IN THE
MUDDY ROAD AND FOXY FELL OFF AND SCRATCHED HIS KNEES.

FOXY LOXY IS BEWILDERED BY KING COLE'S DENIAL OF ANY KNOWLEDGE OF THIS
SECRET MEETING. WHILE FOXY LOXY IS LANGUISHING IN HIS JAIL CELL, NOTHING'S BEING
DONE TO FIND THE FEATHERED FRIENDS.  IF FOWL PLAY HAS BEEN DONE TO THE FOUR
FEATHERED FRIENDS, WHY ARE THE KING'S MEN NOT LOOKING FOR THE ACTUAL
GLUTTENOUS CULPRIT?

LOOK FOR THIS AND MORE
 IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NATIONAL TATTLETALE!

DOCUMENT 18

THE TOWN CRIER
JUDGE CREAMS BUTTERBALL'S APPEAL!

PROSECUTORS TO STAY ON CASE

Late this afternoon Judge Oliver Wendell ItoLance rendered his decision
concerning F. Lee Butterfingers' motion to have the prosecution team of Brick Pig and Egg
Head and Sons removed from the trial of Foxy Loxy due to several conflicts of interest. 
Judge ItoLance issued the following three-point ruling:

1. Although Prosecutor Brick Pig has been engaged to marry Miss Lucille Lucky, this
relationship ended shortly after Brick Pig's two brothers, Hays Pig and Straw Pig's
homes were mysteriously leveled to the ground, and no trace of the brothers was ever
found.  When Miss Lucy realized her dreams of happily ever after had been huffed
away, she moved to the southern part of the kingdom and she has no contact
whatsoever with Prosecutor Pig.

2. Although some members of the Wolfe family, who are second cousins to the Loxy
family, were suspected in having something to do with the mysterious disappearances
of Hays Pig and Straws Pig, no evidence was ever found to link any member of their
family to these events.  Therefore, Prosecutor Brick Pig has no reason to transfer any
feelings of ill will he may harbor for the Wolfe family to the Loxy family.  Prosecutor
Pig will stay on the case.

3. Although some members of the Egg Head family are related by marriage to the
Pennys, the Luckys, the Looseys and the Lurkey families, these marriages took place in
the olden times during the Great Porridge Pot Overflow and are so far back in time they
are not relevant to this case.  Egg Head and Sons will not be removed from this case.

Then Judge Oliver Wendell ItoLance commended the firm of Egg Head and Sons for
donating their time and services to the kingdom.

Court dismissed and will be reconvened in three weeks time.
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EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA!

THE NATIONAL TATTLETALE

"PEA BRAINED JUDGE!" EXCLAIMS BUTTERBALL

"Poultry Feathers!" sputtered angry lawyer F. Lee Butterfingers
upon leaving court after hearing Judge Oliver Wendell ItoLance

deny his petition to have the dream prosecution team removed from
the trial of Foxy Loxy.  "The judge has let the media circus go to his

pea brain!" muttered Butterfingers under his breath.

READ ALL ABOUT THIS AND MORE INSIDE THIS
SPECIAL EDITION OF

THE NATIONAL TATTLETALE!

DOCUMENT 20

EARLIER THAN THE EARLY BIRD EDITION

THE TOWN CRIER
BUTTERBALL HELD IN CONTEMPT!

5 DAYS IN THE BIRDHOUSE!!
Later than late yesterday evening, in a special session of court, a very upset Judge Oliver
Wendell ItoLance sentenced lawyer F. Lee Butterfingers to five days in the Birdhouse Pen for
contempt of court.  Yesterday afternoon as the angered F. Lee Butterfingers stormed out of
the courtroom after hearing his motion to have the prosecution tem replaced was denied, he
was overheard by Miss Information, the daughter of the National Tattletale's publisher,
saying, "Poultry Feathers! The Judge has let the media circus affect his pea brain!"

Miss Information promptly reported this to the offices of the NTT.  NTT rushed to print a
special edition of their rag.  While standing in the checkout line at Mother Hubbard's
convenience store, Judge ItoLance's glance caught the special edition of the NTT.   According
to the cashier, Miss Calculated Mathe, the Judge's face turned a brilliant shade of green as he
reached for his carrier pigeon and placed an all points bird bulletin to be sent to all the King's
Men for the immediate arrest of Lawyer Butterfingers.

Upon arriving in the courtroom the Judge stated, "I am using my pea sized brain to sentence
Mr. Butterfingers to five days in the Birdhouse Pen for contempt of court.  Perhaps while he
is there he will reflect upon using the proper respect while in my courtroom."  The Judge also
sent a large, sour bar of soap along with Mr. Butterfingers.

Look for more details in the morning edition of the Town Crier.
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The Town Crier
M. Dee Waxler Called to Testify for the prosecution.

Reporters for the Town crier have learned M. Dee Waxler will
be called by the prosecution to testify in the trial of Foxy
Loxy. M. Dee Waxler is an expert in forensic evidence and
pathology. It is expected M.D.W. will testify that the
feathers found on Acorn road are consistent with the feathers
of the missing fowl friends . The prosecution also will expect
M.D.W. to support their theory the blood found on the white
skate board is NOT from Foxy Loxy's skinned shin but belongs
to Turkey Lurkey.

Turkey Lurkey - Archive Photo

DOCUMENT 22

THE NATIONAL TATTLE TALE
BUTTERFINGERS CALLS SCHLOCK TO TESTIFY!!!

 

Today, Lawyer F. Lee Butterfingers, looking slightly pale after his five day stay in the Birdhouse Pen,
called Barty Schlock to the stand. Schlock refuted the testimony of M. Dee Waxler. Schlock stated the
way the King's Men took test rides on the White Skateboard contaminating the blood on the board.
Also Barty called into question the way King's Man Furby Marx, the first official on the scene, walked
all over Foxy Loxy's yard, causing the confusing foot and paw tracks. Schlock also suggested Furby
Marx has an extreme hatred for the Loxy family.

DOCUMENT 23

Brawl outside the courthouse!!!
M. d. Waxler and Barty Schlock

duke it out.
 

After court adjourned for the day, Barty Schlock
and M. Dee Waxler were involved in a loud
argument on the courthouse Steps. King's Man
Furby Marx was racing down the steps on his way
to a 119 call and did not see the two men had
stopped walking. Officer Furby ran into Barty,
who in turn fell into M. Dee Waxler, and all
three fell on the steps. Upon arising fists
started flying. It Took Nine King's Men to pull
apart the combatants!
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Foxy Loxy - photo furnished by
3 Blind Mice Photography
Studio

PROCLAMATION News flash
Itolance declares a mistrial!!

FOXY LOXY TO GO FREE!
In an early than earlier court session this a.m., Judge Oliver
Wendell Itolance declared a mistrial in the trial of Foxy
Loxy!! A very angry Judge stated his extreme displeasure at the
shenanigans displayed on the courthouse steps on the previous
evening.

"The integerity of this trial has been jepordized and I have no
choice but to declare a mistrial."

Judge Iotlance also Sentenced M. Dee Waxler, Barty Schlock, and
Furby Marx to 2,000 hours of community service and each has to
complete a class in cultural diversity at The Ten O'clock
Scholar Academy.

Lawyers Brick Pig and Egg Head will make a decision at a later
date whether to retry the case.

F. Lee Butterfingers hosting a victory party at Dumpty's
Delights at seven p.m. tonight.





Here are the results of our Strange Picture of the Month Contest!

This strange guy, we call Herbie, by
Jeva Singh-Anand, was the subject of
our first Strange Picture Contest.  He
was posted on the webpage at
www.Fantasytoday.com starting in
September.  Viewers had 30 days in
which to write a story (or poem) about
him in 500 words or less.  Now, for the
neat part - all the viewers got to read the
pieces and vote for their favorite!  We
received eleven entries this first month. 
All were very creative and fit with our
picture well. But there are at possible,
only 2 winners, unless the public and the
editor agree - then there'll be only one!
Printed here are the winners! And don't
forget to check out our new contest
picture for November!

Our winner this month for the Viewer's Choice is Diane Davis with Rescue's Run.  (Gee,
I seem to recognize that name - so she writes prose, too?) The Editor's Choice is different -
Winter's Breath by Paul Crilley. Both are printed below.  Congratulations to you both!
You're published!

VIEWER'S CHOICE

Rescue Run
By Diane M. Davis

     Master was cruel, savage and unforgiving if someone crossed him. When he stared at you
with one eye bulging forth from his skull, you knew he was searching your soul for just the
right punishment that would break your resolution.
     He entered the barn from the side door.
     "Where are you, boy?" Master shouted.
     THUMP, SCRAPE. His telltale limp echoed on the wooden floorboards as he hobbled
down the center aisle.
     Please don't let him look behind the manure pile, Jeff prayed fervently. It wasn't my fault
the dragon got loose. He was thirsty and saw the water...
     "I know you're here, boy. I can smell you," Master called. His head turned from side to
side, his nostrils flaring as he sought out the child. Jeff buried himself deeper within the pile,
nearly gagging from the stench. Surely he couldn't smell him now.
     Master stopped, frozen as if he had sensed something. Raising the shovel high above his
head, he charged down the aisle, screaming his alien battle cry.

http://www.fantasytoday.com/


     Please make him leave, Jeff prayed. The smoldering manure burned his skin, and he nearly
swooned from the pain. Hold on, he told himself. Hold on just a few more minutes and he'll
look somewhere else.
     Furious at not discovering his prey, Master flung his shovel at the empty stall. It sunk deep
into the manure pile, missing Jeff's head by barely an inch.
     "If you are here boy," he shouted, "then hear me well. For the day I get my hands on you
will be your last. That dragon cost me a fortune, and a scrubby wisp of a barn boy like you is
nothing compared to the winnings that dragon would bring me." He limped noisily out the
barn.
     Slowly Jeff counted to one hundred, pushing back the urge to leave his hiding place as
soon as the master was gone. Carefully, he kept to the shadows, as much to save his skin the
pain of the hot sun, as to assist his escape.
     He stopped. Someone was behind him. Jeff flattened his body as much as possible against
the barn. Maybe they hadn't seen him yet. If he didn't move...
     "Hey you, boy..."
     Jeff leaped into the courtyard. It didn't matter who saw him anymore. He had no choice. It
was run or die. He raced down the hill towards the border when the renegade dragon stepped
out from behind the farmhouse. Jeff leaped onto the young dragon's neck. He had never flown
a dragon before. What was he supposed to do? He kicked his feet frantically into its side
flanks.
     "Go dragon," he pleaded. "Go as if your life depended on it. For surely mine does." A tear
escaped his eye. The dragon looked at him questioningly. Then, as if suddenly understanding
the situation, she leapt into the air leaving the farm complex far behind.

***************************************************************

EDITOR'S CHOICE

Winter's Breath
by Paul Crilley

     The snow falls again. Another winter is here, and this one will be harder to survive than the
last. Each year I am amazed when the first signs of spring are revealed and I realize I am still
alive, though my eyes are dimmer, my skin more wrinkled, and the harsh winter sun shining
brightly off the snow did not blind me as it used to.
     There is food on my doorstep, left there by the villagers. They think me a witch, in league
with those of Faerie, because I am old and live alone, and know how to cure minor illnesses
with herbs. They will turn on me. They tolerate me because of my knowledge, but they fear
what they do not understand.
     I am alone because I loved once, but he disappeared, never to be heard of again. I do not
speculate on his fate, though a day does not go by when I don't miss him with all my heart.
     I tell no one of this. It was a long time ago, when I was young and the world was full of 
promise.
     Dusk is falling, cold and grey. I must put the goats away for the night. I open the door,
wincing at the freezing wind that enters uninvited and whirls through my cottage, like an
unwanted guest touching and prodding everything.
     A man is standing before me, looking confused and scared. He is holding a torch, the flame
of which whips and snaps in winter's breath, his face an orange confusion of flickering
shadows.
     "Who are you?" he asked.
     "I think the question must be asked me to you."
     "I live here. I left this morning for a walk in the sun and fell asleep beneath a thorn tree. Do
you know my wife? Are you a friend?"
     The wind died down for a moment, and the light stilled. Standing before me is my love, not
a day older that when I saw him last. My heart thuds in my throat, despair washing over me in
cruel waves.
     "Gideon?" I whisper.
     He is looking at the snow, a frown of puzzlement clear no his face. He turns to me. Tears
are flowing from my ancient eyes.  I reach out to touch him, see the shock of recognition glint



in his eyes.
     Then he changes before me. The years we should have spent together unroll before me,
stolen by Faerie magic. Wrinkles form and deepen. His hair grows, then thins, then falls out,
white and invisible on the snow. He hunches over, a lump protruding from his shoulders. His
hands gnarl with arthritis. One eye swells open. He is older than I. His lips thicken and darken.
He cries out in pain.
     Life fades from his eyes. The torch falls to the ground, hissing like a snake.  He follows,
still changing, now an emaciated dwarf. Then he is a pile of dust that scatters in the wind
     The tears freeze in the furrows of my face.



Welcome to our story section.   For your reading pleasure we
waded through piles of submissions from all over the world.  It has been
very difficult indeed to choose only a few to present in our issue.  The
subjects vary widely but we are sure you will enjoy each one for it's
unique quality. This month's theme is 'Hauntings' and we are definitely
going to haunt you.  We have 9 pieces for you that fall under our
category.  Some are strictly fantasy, but we have a few based on some
folklore. All are guaranteed to give you the shivers. Come on, Halloween
is coming and being scared during October is traditional. Just remember,
these stories are fictional, or are they?

ASK YOUR LOCAL PALMIST by Marge B. Simon  (also illustrated by her) kind of
pulls the plug on some of the charlatans who call themselves psychic and prey on people for
money.  When dealing with the occult, one must follow the rules of the occult.  The first and
foremost one is "Do as you will as long as it doesn't harm anyone." Taking money and lying
to innocent old people is bad enough, but this woman doesn't stop there.

BUMP IN THE NIGHT by Darin Park is about a boy with nightmares - no wonder with
his father being a such jerk.  Poor little guy. Illustration - Possession -  by Steven King.

CIRCUMSTANCES OF GHOSTLY CATS by Mike Minnis is a good old sword and
sorcery tale, complete with evil wizard and his ghoulish sidekick.  But, what happens when
the townspeople have had enough and need a champion to fight for them?  Will no one step
forward? Illustrated by Marge B. Simon

CRIME BY THE STONE by Joseph McCullough V is a story of a ghostly crime that
repeats itself over and over.  Is there no justice in that world either?

FIEND & SCREAM by Janice E. Terry is a newspaper section straight from
Halloweenville, or somewhere therabouts! They advertise a beer I've never heard of.
Illustration - Skull - by Cathy Buburuz

LITTLE JACK by Randy B. Money is about a surgeon who likes flea markets.  He and his
wife usually like what they find.  This time, his wife isn't so nuts about his purchase. Told in
journal format, I had to call the author and make sure this one wasn't for real! Illustration -
Repair Work - by Duncan Long

QUEEN OF HEARTS by Kelly McClymer is a kind of fairytale.  It includes a king and
queen, a princess marrying a prince and some strange customs.  The only fairy-type character
is the dead mother-in-law.  Don't those women ever go to rest?! Illustrations - Stairs to the
Sky, Stained Glass Window, Topographical Map of the Heart - by Duncan Long

SECOND CHANCE FOR LOST SOULS by Jeva Singh-Anand is about a grumpy old
man in an old house who just feels too damned sorry for himself.  What would it take to
change his attitude?

THE UGLY FACE by James Voller is a very short story but packs a whollop of a punchline!
Illustration - Pan - by Greg Hoose



Edtior's Note: Some psychics are real, some do it for profit and gain.
People still don't seem to realize when you dabble in the occult there
are rules. The one that apples here would be "Ever beware the law of
three, what you do comes back to thee..."

ASK YOUR LOCAL PALMIST
Artwork & Story by

Marge B. Simon

There are as many pleasures for the body as tortures for the spirit...

     Her husband's murder proved to be more costly than Helen
anticipated. She had to sell their estate in Virginia, settle up with the
hit man, and pay off the creditors. But you get what you pay for, which
in this case was freedom. A nympho on the social register must be
careful and she'd slipped. Harry had found out and threatened divorce,
giving her no choice but to have him silenced. Divorce under the circumstances would have left her
with nothing, as her extravagances had already strained their credit. Her dalliances were restricted to
one-night stands with total strangers, so the inquiry turned up no motive and she was free as the
bereaved widow to settle her affairs and move on.  She didn't need the house and she'd been sick of
Harry for years anyway. Left with only a modest sum, she drove straight to Florida to weep
crocodile tears on her sister Agatha's shoulder. By the time she arrived in Belleview, she'd spent
ample hours considering the future and it wasn't looking prosperous at all.
     Unfamiliar with her sister's locale, she was looking for street signs and failed to heed a stop sign.
She hadn't noticed a man wearing dark glasses in the crosswalk until she saw a dog's face slam into
the passenger window. Helen felt a jolt as the rear tires bumped over something soft and lumpy.
Panic rose in her throat and she accelerated. In the mirror she saw the blind man waving frantically
in her direction. As she drew away he stooped to fumble toward a brown furry body bleeding in the
street.
     She checked the rear mirror. Amazing luck, no cars behind her for several blocks. She let out her
breath in a whistle. "Screw him! One more day, one less guide dog," she muttered.
     Spotting her sister's street, she turned and minutes later was pulling into Aggie's driveway.
     One of the first conversations they'd had after Helen unpacked was about her future prospects.
Though still trim and stunningly attractive at thirty-eight, she had no job skills.
     Employment paying only minimum wage was out of the question. Now happily married, Agatha
had invited her for a visit, not as a permanent houseguest.  In truth, they'd never been close. Helen
had been Daddy's favorite since childhood with her vivacious charm and an avid interest in social
status. Aggie, though equally lively seemed uninterested in appearances and offered no competition
for Helen. Their friends came from opposite circles, which was fine with both of them. Of course,
no one in the family knew about her secret weakness. She needed a place of her own and soon.
When she mentioned that, Agatha's eyes lit up.
     "Roddy and I have already thought of something I know you'll be interested in. Now, you've got
to keep a broad mind about this, because when I tell you I know what your first reaction will be."
She stumbled over the next words of explanation until Helen interrupted her.
     "Palmistry? Ridiculous! Bizarre! Surely you aren't serious, Aggie?  Besides, I don't know
anything about fortune telling. You know I don't believe in such things."
     "That's the beauty of it, Sis. You can fake it, can't you? Nobody knows you around here in



Belleview. It sounds fun to me, you just think it over. I know this little house outside of town that's
for rent. You can see it from the highway, and it would make a wonderful tourist trap for
snowbirds—that's what we call the folks from up North."
     "Tourist trap? I don't think—"
     "Oh, I don't know who you'd get besides the locals, but they'd be decent  sorts. I'll help you get
set up, and you'll need a sign by the road, maybe with a giant hand—"
     "Oh, please. Really. What do you want me to do, wear one of those turbans and dye my hair
black?"
     "No, no. You just dress normally. The one I went to in DeLand wasn't dressed like a gypsy.
She—"
     "I'm not interested. Forget it. And what were you doing that for anyway—getting your future
told by some kook? You're always doing nutty things, honestly."
     Agatha raised a brow and smirked. "Now you know how I am, Helen. I'll bet you always wanted
to be a free spirit—or at least wondered what it would be like. You just need to loosen up. Think
about it. You'd be much better off working for yourself and you can't beat doing it out of your own
house. And there's always a good chance to meet Mr. Right!"
     "Mr. Right? What makes you think I need to find another husband?"
     Agatha didn't reply. Instead, she set a stack of books on the kitchen table with titles related to
fortune telling. Then she handed Helen a ledger containing estimates and a starting budget. For the
finale, she pulled out a cardboard mock-up of a sign she'd made. Neatly lettered, it read:
'PALMIST', and under that, 'Helena Loggia'.
     "Helena Loggia? Now I know you've lost it, Sis."
     "Don't be so sure," Agatha smiled. Roddy and I have already paid the security deposit, plus first
and last month's rent for you. It's a 12-month lease. All you have to do is move in, get a license and
you're in business, you'll be certified!"
     "Certifiable, you mean," Helen frowned, thinking. Crazy as it was, it was worth considering. A
woman like her—a woman of her particular needs, could have the best set-up possible. "Well, guess
what, I'm going to try it. You may be right about one thing, Sis."
     "What's that?"
     "If nothing else, I'll be making men happy without having sex."
      "What a silly thing to say!" Agatha exclaimed. She didn't notice her sister's fingers were crossed
behind her back. The two spent the rest of the day looking through the books on the table.

     That night marked the first of her bizarre nightmares. She was standing in a field facing an
enormous pack of dogs, thousands of them coming down a hill towards her.  She tried to run but her
feet wouldn't respond and she could see their red eyes, feel their hot breath on her face. Oddly, they
all wore red leather collars. She awoke shaken to hear a dog howling outside the window. "Aggie's
damn mutt, has to be Nipper," she told herself.
     When she came down for breakfast in the morning, she complained. "That stupid pet of yours
kept me up all night."
     Aggie looked astonished, then shook her head. "Nippy stays with us all night. He sleeps on the
rug by our bed. We don't have any other dogs in the neighborhood, Helen. I don't know what you
heard but we didn't hear anything like that." Helen was sure her sister was lying, but she was
anxious to see the house they'd rented for her. She wouldn't be here tonight if all went well, so she
decided to drop it.
     It didn't take long to set up shop as a palmist. In fact, it had been much easier than she'd
expected. "Le Grande Rip-off," she would whisper, watching another satisfied client drive away.
Helen found herself actually enjoying the new role. It gave ample opportunity to charm customers
into overspending on further readings, and she made things up as she went along to draw them back
for another load of rubbish. "The lines of your palm alter slightly from week to week. If I'm to give
you the help you seek, you need to come back as often as you can."
     That was her favorite lie, and it worked very nicely. She was able to replace the furniture she'd
acquired at a local auction with new pieces within the first five months, and as word of mouth
spread—especially among the ill or aging, her business grew and flourished. She also began taking
in men—particularly those well off enough to appreciate discretion. Yet even after they'd left, she
was unable to sleep well. The nightmare she'd had returned and along with that, the sound of a dog
howling outside until sunrise.
     Six months after she'd opened the shop, Agatha dropped in unannounced.  "The place looks just
fabulous, sister. Have you been staying up all night working on this? You look tired."



     "I'm not tired," Helen snapped. "I just haven't gotten a good night's sleep since I came here.
There's this damn stray hound that keeps me awake barking all night. I called the pound, but they
couldn't find it. But you're right, things are going great, I upped the prices yesterday."
     "I know, I saw the sign--$100 for a reading, you've got a real flair for this. We're so happy for
you!"
     "What brings you here—I thought you and Rod gave me this first year as a gift. You aren't here
asking for that back are you?"
     "Oh, no. Nothing like that unless you want to, I mean. What I came about is Nipper. Can you
keep him for a week? We're going out of town, and I—"
     "Absolutely not!" Helen interrupted. "I hate dogs of any kind including that little mutt of yours.
Now, if there's nothing else I'm expecting someone—"
     Agatha's face had fallen at Helen's last remark. "Well, I won't keep you. Is it a client?"
     "In a way. I mean, yes—yes, of course it's a client," Helen told her as she ushered her out the
door. After Aggie had left, she locked it and turned to the bedroom. "You can come out now, lover.
Take the back road out as you leave, I don't like attracting attention." An elderly man emerged from
the room and handed her a roll of twenties. "You're incredible, luscious lady. May I see you again?"
Helen made an appointment for him using a small notebook.
     "From now on, it'll only be by appointment. I run a business here too, you know?" she told him
as he left by the side door.

     It was the end of a long day the following week. "You've been ill recently, haven't you?" Helen
asked the rotund lady seated across the table. "Well don't worry, I see you will soon come into a
large sum of money."
     "Oh really? That's wonderful news, dear!"
     "Now be sure to buy a lot of lottery tickets tomorrow. I'm absolutely certain that your lucky
number is as good as drawn already. If you don't win, it's because you don't believe. As I've said,
you must have faith in yourself, it's right here in your own hand," Helen said, rising from the table.
"Now, I'm afraid time's up. Cash only, please Mrs. Tidwell."
     The woman paid her and waddled happily to the door. Helen saw her out, then locked it.
     "There goes my last sucker of the day," she sighed tiredly. She was about to make herself a drink
when the doorbell rang.
     "I'm sorry, no more clients today, I—" she began, pulling the door half-open. Then she froze
mid-sentence, mouth open. It was the same man, the blind pedestrian. Up close, he was well-built,
muscular beneath his lightweight jacket but he still wore the same shades and carried a white cane.
     "My mother told me about your ad in the paper, Ms. Loggia. Do you have a moment?"
     What the hell, it's not like he can see me, she told herself. "After hours I double my usual rates.
Are you willing to pay $200?"
     "Yes, if you'll take a local check for the extra hundred," he replied grinning broadly.
     "All right, come in Mr.--?"
     "Ian Riverton, and I thank you very much," he said, taking a seat.
     "Very well—Ian. How did you get here? Is someone waiting for you?"
     "Oh, I walked," he held up his cane. "Took me a little longer than I thought it would. A neighbor
is picking me up at seven. Do we have enough time?"
     Helen assured him that they would, even though it was already 6:45 p.m.  He'll never know the
difference if he doesn't know what time he got here, she thought, smiling to herself.
     "Now, may I see your hand?" she asked.
     "Hand? I should have told you sooner but that's not why I'm here, Ms. Loggia. I don't need my
palm read."
     "Oh?" Helen pricked up her ears. Is he hinting at what I'm thinking? A nice guy like him, well
you never know. Sexy, too.  Great smile, sensual lips—I can almost taste his tongue in my mouth.
She felt a familiar wetness between her legs.
     "I was hoping you could do something else for me," Todd continued, fumbling in his jacket
pocket. Helen wet her lips and lowered her eyelids seductively, forgetting he was blind. Then she
gasped as he pulled out a battered red leather collar and placed it on the table in front of her.       
     "It belonged to my guide dog, Sol—short for Solomon, if you need to know that," he said. "You
see, he was killed by a hit-run driver six months ago. Every night since, I have this dream that he's
trying to find me—you know, find his way back. Maybe he's out in limbo somewhere and needs to
return so his spirit can rest. I've read about that, I'm sure it's nothing new to you either, in your
profession."



     Helen sputtered, trying to think what to say but he continued. "If you have his collar, maybe you
can reach him with your psychic powers, it would mean more than I can tell you to me. Please say
you'll try."
     Finding her voice, Helen made it as firm as possible. "Mr. Riverton, I am a palmist, not a
psychic. I don't hold seances, I don't talk to ghosts and I certainly don't talk to dogs. I'll be glad to
help you in any other way I can, but I just don't think you—"
     "Oh, that's what I'd thought you might say, Ms. Loggia. It's all right, I can understand that you
don't do this normally but Mother heard you had amazing powers to predict the future. You're
getting quite a reputation, you know? If it's money, I'm prepared to offer you more—"
     "I'll be happy to do anything that I can for you," Helen began. She was going to say "anything
but this" but an idea came to her and she changed her mind. "All right. Why don't we set up another
time—later in the evening, perhaps? And I'll drive you home, that way you don't have to depend on
anyone else."
     Before Ian could respond, a horn beeped outside in the driveway. "That must be Lennie.
     The time has flown by so fast, Ms. Loggia. We were just getting started.  Well, I guess we'll have
to take a rain check then. I'll take you up on that offer. How about this Saturday, about the same
time? Would that be all right?"
     "Yes, Saturday is fine. Do you like lasagna? I've a new recipe and I'd love to have your opinion
of it. We can enjoy a cozy little supper, just the two of us. After that, I'll try to contact your dog.
How does that sound?"
     Ian nodded, apparently both surprised and slightly confused. The horn beeped again before he
could say anything else and Helen took his arm, linking it through hers. "Now don't dress up and
don't you worry about the money. We can discuss that later."
     After he left, she noticed he'd forgotten to take the dog collar with him. She went over and
picked it up. It felt curiously warm as if it had just been around a dog's neck. It slipped from her
fingers, bouncing across the tabletop. Perhaps he'd left it on purpose to remind her.
     She decided to leave it alone since the idea of touching it again made her uneasy.
     "Cocktail hour! Dinner can wait, Helen is thirsty and Helen is having a drink," she said aloud
going to the kitchen cabinet. She mixed up a bloody Mary and sat down at the table to plan
Saturday night. "I've never done it with a blind man. What a hunk, too.  Baby has been missing the
ride of his life, and Helen is going to fix that for him, yes, indeed." Then she scowled, remembering
what he was expecting her to do on his next visit.  "Shit. I'll have to fake this one good. At least I
won't have to fake what I have in mind for us later, though.
     Now, I wonder what Aggie put in that bookshelf she brought for me..." Helen went over to it
running down the titles. "Aha! CONTACT: The Psychic's Guide, Vol.I." She pulled it out and set it
on the table. After refilling her glass, she sat down again to read until she dozed off.
     Glass breaking followed by a thud startled her awake to find the house in total darkness.
     She heard the rustle of toenails ticking across the linoleum floor of the kitchen. She sat up, eyes
wide in panic. What had happened to the lights? Just then a thunderclap and lightning flashed close
to the front window. Ten feet away, she caught a glimpse of a dog, fur soaked from the rain, which
was now pounding the roof in sheets. When another flash came, she could see it crouched snarling
next to the table. Thunder boomed again and the dog leapt upwards, landing in front of her. She
could feel the heat of its breath on her face. Screaming, she tried to stand and tripped, her head
slamming into the table's rim. Her body slumped to the floor as the lights blinked, came on and
stayed.

     Slowly Helen's consciousness returned. She must have passed out when she hit her head.
     The smell of antiseptic and bright lights told her she was in a hospital bed.  She became aware
that though her eyes were open she couldn't move or even blink. At the foot of her bed she saw two
officers engaged in discussion. Gradually it dawned on her that they were talking about her as if she
didn't know they were there.
     "Apparently something startled her—probably that broken branch we found. It must have hit the
window during the storm hard enough to break the glass."
     "Even so, why d'you think she had that dog collar around her neck? Do you think she did that
herself?"
     "Sure, Steve. Hey, these weirdoes do crazy things, you gotta trust me on that one. You see that
book she was reading? Some mumbo jumbo about psychic contact, all that?  She could've been
doing it to reach the spirit of somebody's dog. Anyway that blind guy outside claimed the collar.
Says it belonged to his dog. He had something else to tell us, but wants to speak to her first."



     "Speak to her? The gal's catatonic. She can't hear a word we're saying, can she?"
     "Careful, buddy. You never know what they can see or hear when they're like this."
     The other man obliged by lowering his voice. "What's the diff? They said the damage to her
brain's irreversible. She isn't going to be telling any more fortunes.  Damn shame, too. Good looking
broad like this, I'd like to have her tell my fortune in private, know what I'm saying?"
     "You're sick, Steve. You know that? C'mon, the blind man's waiting to talk to her. Says he needs
to speak to her in private. Funny, he seems so sure she can hear him."
     The two policemen left and shortly another figure had replaced theirs at the foot of her bed.
     "I've come to tell you I know what you did. One of your clients—a Mrs.  Tidwell, she witnessed
the accident and wrote down your tag. Maybe you didn't know, but it was in the papers the day after
you ran Sol over. Anyway, she lost the paper she'd written it on until yesterday when she was at
your house. She found it in her purse when she went to pay you.
     She'd walked outside and there was your car, sitting in the garage. The numbers matched with
the ones on the scrap of paper she had, so she called me this morning."
     Then he came closer feeling his way along the bed until he reached the pillow. He bent down to
continue in a whisper. "What I really wanted to tell you is that I know Sol's at peace, now. That
recurring dream I've had every night since his death is gone." Ian straightened and walked back to
the door using his cane. When he reached it, he paused and turned toward her. "Maybe he's in your
dreams now, Ms. Loggia. Heaven help you if he is."

     She cannot close her eyelids nor escape in darkness. No one attends to chase away the fly that
lights on her face or to relieve that persistent itch between her legs.  Within her world she has but
one entity for company. In the far corner of her eye, Sol sits and waits patiently for her to succumb
to madness. She longs for that blessing, if only it would come.
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     The thing had no eyes, at least none that Little Richard was aware of. But it knew he
was there.  And Little Richard could feel its malevolence.  It fairly reeked of evil.  There
were no limbs, no arms, no legs that he could see; but it was stirring.  Little Richard could
sense that the thing had lain asleep for many years, much longer than his nine years of
life, in a tunnel that was dark and deep.  When Richard thought about it, he realized that
he was dreaming.  He was safe in bed having a nightmare about something that existed
only in his mind.  All he had to do was wake up.  But he couldn't.
     Patience, little one, came a thought, dark and slithering, slipping around inside his
mind greasily.  Centuries have passed while I've slept, gorged on the souls of the children
of yesterday's crop.  Soon I will return and feast again.  My essence is still laden with
drowsiness from my sleep.  But I will be fully alert once again.
     And Richard could see that, indeed, this creature did have arms as it uncurled a dark
forelimb that ended with ebony claws.  Which it flexed, leisurely.  And, indeed, it also
had eyes as they opened and shone with a dull red colour.  The colour of molten lava.
    Patience little one, it thought again.  I'll be with you soon.

     "I'm here, Richard.  Richard, I'm here.  Wake up."  Familiar voice; soothing,
feminine.  Richard opened his eyes and hurtled himself into his mother's arms.  He found
himself shaking and shuddering, goose bumps pricking his skin.
     "You were crying in your sleep.  Are you okay?"
     Fading, the dream was fading, and with it the fear.  "I dreamed of a monster, mommy. 
It was a bad one, too."  He could feel the tremor that his voice made as it clutched at his
chest.
     "Oh, Little Richard, that's not like you.  I've never known you to have a bad dream." 
His mother tousled his hair with one hand then hugged him again.
     "I don't like bad dreams, mommy."
     "Bad dreams can't hurt you.  They only make you feel bad."  She reached down and
turned on the night light beside his bed, the night light that he hadn't used for quite some
time.  "We'll just turn this on.  A little light always keeps the dark dreams away."  She
smiled down at him, gave him another quick hug, and kissed his cheek.  She closed the
door softly as she left to return to bed.



     Actually, it does seem better, thought Richard, as he looked about the dimly lit room. 
Formless shapes in darkness became familiar objects of daylight hours.  Over there, that
wasn't a lurking beast with dripping fangs.  It was just his baseball cap sitting atop the
windbreaker that was draped over the chair by his desk.  The light dispelled the fear and
showed things as they truly were.
     Still, the dream had been vivid.  But he remembered he had other dreams that were
just as vivid but much more pleasant.  Like the fishing trip with Big Richard that they had
never taken.  He remembered dreaming of the water dancing with sparkles of sunlight, of
seeing trout as they frantically shoved each other out of the way to get at his hook.  His
father's laugh was a pleasant noise in his ears as Little Richard landed a fish that was
much bigger than he could handle in real life.  He could still almost feel the friendly clap
on the shoulder as they both experienced the moment.
     But that had been the dream.  Richard's father had never really gone on a fishing trip
with him.  He was always too busy, he said.  Little Richard knew that wasn't true.  He
wasn't too busy to take Amy figure skating every day.  He wasn't too busy to teach her to
drive when she got her learner's license.  Richard's eyes felt hot and he had to rub his nose
with a sleeve from his pajamas.  And his father was always yelling at him.  Everything
Richard did was always wrong.  His school marks weren't good enough.  He'd slammed
the door too hard when he came in.  How did he manage to burn the toast every morning
at breakfast?  Wasn't he watching it?  Did he want to catch the house of fire?
     What little comfort his mother had offered him slipped away, and with eyes blurred
with tears, Richard struggled to return to sleep and dream of a world that held more
happiness than this one.

     Little one, you have returned to slumber.  Good.  I'm just outside now.  I've managed
to make my way to your home. 
     Richard shuddered and tried to wake. 
     I'm climbing up the tree beside your window.  Now I'm on the ledge peeking in.  You
look so small and helpless while asleep.  The window is open a crack.  That's all I need.
     Like a formless blob, the creature flowed into the half inch opening and into the
room.  In his dream, Richard could see it hovering above him.  The small night-light
hadn't made it any more discernible.  It was dark but had no colour.  If there was such a
thing as true black, then this was the colour it wore.  The light was sucked into it, as if it
were a cold void from which nothing could be reflected.  It's dull glowing eyes looked
down on him, and Richard thought his heart would stop.   But the thing hesitated and
spoke again.
     I could take you now, my young friend.  Hungry as I am, it would be easy to do.  I
would just flow into your slightly open mouth and fill up your insides, especially your
lungs.  And as you suffocated, I would take the spark you call life and use it to assuage
me.  Then, I would leave you empty, lifeless, your staring eyes seeing nothing
forevermore.  Yes, I could do that.  But I will not.  Many years have I been slumbering
and while awake there are only a few with the ability to receive my voice.  I find I am
lonely.  I would like to have someone to talk to while I go about my business.  Tell me,
who do you dislike.  I am hungry.  I will favour you by taking someone who hasn't earned
your trust.
     Richard couldn't help himself.  He immediately thought of Timmy, the large fifth
grader who bullied the younger kids.  It just flew into his mind.
     Ah, and where does this "bully" live?
     Again, the words brought pictures to him.  He had to pass by Timmy's house every
day and was always in fear, constantly worrying that he would be trapped by the cruel
boy and beaten.
     I will let you travel with me as I go there, said the thing.
     Richard felt a wrenching and he was suddenly looking down at himself.
     As one, they approached the window.  As they went through, Richard's first night of
horror began.
 
     "Dad, are there really such things as monsters?"  Little Richard hadn't felt like eating
breakfast.  He was nauseous—and scared.
     The morning newspaper moved only an inch below furled eyebrows.  The cold look



his father gave Richard made him think of the thing in the night.  "Your mother told me
you had a bad dream.  That's all it was Richard, a dream.  Forget it."
     "Now, Dick, can't you be a little more reassuring than that?" Mom was always coming
to his aid.  Although, Richard appreciated it, he sometimes wished she wouldn't because
it sometimes...
     "Dam it, Beth.  Do I always have to walk on glass around the boy?  He's turning into
such a wimp.  All this pussy footing around him is babying him too much, as far as I'm
concerned!  Christ!  Now he's crying about 'things that go bump in the night.'" 
     Richard's father tossed the newspaper on the table and left the house, slamming the
screen door within a fraction of breaking the glass.  The sound of the car starting, then
motoring away, told Richard it was all right to breathe again.  He looked to his mother
who was wearing that too familiar sad face.  Richard sighed.  He didn't need to burn the
toast after all.  All he had to do was just be in his father's presence to ignite his anger.
     "You'd better get ready for school, Richard."  His mother echoed his sigh with one of
her own.  "It's starting to get late."

     The news was all over the school when he got there.  Johnny Altman, his best friend,
tried to give it to him without once taking a breath.  "You musta been late if you didn't
see the police car and the ambulance.  They put him on a stretcher and had him all
covered over with a sheet.  He musta been dead.  I heard 'em say there wasn't a mark on
him.  He died in his sleep, just like baby Willie last year."
     "Who?" interrupted Richard.  "Who died?"
     "Timmy," came the answer.  Then Johnny bolted toward some other  kids he knew to
pass the story.
     A shiver caressed Richard right between the shoulder blades.

     Baby Willie died when he was four months old.  They called it crib death.  But he
knew what happened to Timmy wasn't that.  He had seen Timmy die.  His confused mind
tried to sort out the information.  There were no such things as monsters, only bad
dreams.  His parents had both told him that.  But last night when he went back to sleep,
the thing in his dream made him watch as he entered Timmy's house.  The monster had
slid noiselessly inside as if the door wasn't even there, then up the stairs.  Richard didn't
know which room the boy was in, but almost as if the creature had extra senses, it flowed
unhesitatingly toward the room at the end of the hallway.  It was open just enough to let
light from the bathroom enter the room.  Richard had almost laughed at that.  Here was a
kid who had everyone at school doing their best to stay out of his way, and he was afraid
to go to sleep without a light.  As they approached the slumbering boy, Richard felt a hot
flush and realized that it was the thing, anticipating.  Closer they flowed until Richard
could see every detail in the small cruel face.  Timmy was sleeping on his side with one
arm under his head.
     Stay and watch, came the voice.
     A black cloud separated from Richard's consciousness and drifted toward Timmy's
open mouth.  Richard wanted to shake Timmy.  He hated him but didn't want to see him
die.  He had no hands.  He tried to shout, but no sound left his mouth.  He didn't even
know if he had one.  He didn't know how he was seeing this.  It's a dream, he thought. 
This is just a dream.
     As Timmy started to inhale, the cloud went into his mouth and nose, as if Timmy were
sucking the creature straight into his lungs.  In an instant, the boy's eyes opened and
Richard could see the look of stark terror.  He flailed about uselessly, clutching toward
his face, smothering.  His struggles became weak and his arms flopped away, lifeless. 
For a second, Richard thought that Timmy had first looked straight at him, that he could
see him.  But Richard knew this was a dream, and he also knew that his own body was
back at his own house.
     Richard turned away from the stricken face, away from the accusing eyes that stared
sightlessly towards him.  Then he felt a touch in his mind and heard the voice.
     Why does this bother you, little one?  You said he was a bully.  Did he deserve no
less?  I have served two purposes this night.  I hunger a little less and you have no one to
hurt you in future.  This night has been profitable for us both.  Tomorrow night, I'll take
you with me inside so you can feel what it's like.



     The creature had returned him home, left him awake and sobbing into his pillow.  It
was only a dream he had told himself.  It was only a bad dream.
     But Timmy was dead.  Richard looked toward the school entrance and made up his
mind.  He had to get away, far away, from here.  If the creature came again tonight, it
would take somebody else, maybe one of his friends.  He knew the thing of his nightmare
was real.  There was no other explanation for Timmy to be dead.  Richard walked quickly
away from the school grounds before anybody could notice he was leaving.

     Hunger gnawed at his belly, and the cold night air gave him ceaseless shivers. Richard
had walked as far as he could until it got dark.  He'd left the outskirts of the town and
ventured onto the wooded highway.  There were few cars, and he had plenty of time to
hide himself on the side of the road when he saw lights coming toward him.  Now, he was
really afraid.  He had no food, no water, and no clothing to protect him from the night
air.  More than once, he thought to turn around, but the memory of Timmy kept his back
toward home.
     He was too tired to walk any more and saw a small field off to one side by the light of
the full moon.  Richard stumbled through the coarse grass and sat against a tree at the
field's edge.  Hugging himself tightly, he could do little more than sit there and shiver. 
Tears ran down his cheeks and gave him little comfort.
     The voice spoke to him, and he realized he had fallen asleep. Or worse.
     Ah, there you are.  I've been looking for you.
     "No!  Go away!  I don't want you near me."
     Don't be like that, came the petulant answer.  You'll come to like it once you get used
to it.  There are not many nighttime hours left.  I don't like the daylight and we have far to
go.  Come with me.
     Helplessly, Richard felt himself again separating from his body.  He saw that even in
sleep, his body was shivering.  They slowly merged until he could feel the creature
envelop his entire being, then slowly they drifted toward the road.  As they approached
the shoulder, Richard could see car lights flashing around the corner.  The vehicle was
driving very slowly.  It went past the clearing, braked, then backed up.  A beam of light
speared out of the passenger window and towards the field.
     "God dam!" 
     That was his father's voice.  Elation coursed through him.  His father had been looking
for him.
     Ah, a grownup.  I feel strong enough tonight to deal with one of those.
     "No!" screamed Richard.  "Get away, Dad.  Drive as fast as you can."
     Richard's father could not hear his voiceless shout.  He opened the door, got out, then
slammed the door shut.  Hard.
     "Dad, run!"
     He walked towards the clearing, the flashlight bobbing its bright beam of light straight
at the tree where Richard knew his body was asleep.  The creature followed, and with it,
Richard's consciousness.  His father's voice muttered a litany of profanity.
     "Little god-damned shit for brains.  I've been out all night looking for you.  Just what
the hell did you think you were doing?  Answer me!"
     The monster sidled right up to his father and Richard could feel the preparatory lunge
that the creature was making.  It was waiting for his father to take in a breath.
     "What the hell?  Asleep.  Christ, he's going to catch his death of cold and Beth will
chew me out over it.  Just what I need."
     Richard saw his father pull back his leg.  He couldn't believe it.  The man was going to
kick him.  He'd been slapped in the mouth before, had bruises from being gripped by his
father's steely grip and had his bottom tanned, but his father had never kicked him
before.  Just before the foot swung forward, the monster shot forward and into the mouth
of Richard's father.  And Richard's mind went with him.
     He could feel the hiss of air as they entered, past the teeth, into the throat and deep
into the lungs of the man.  Richard felt a thump as the creature did something that locked
the passage of air in and out of his father's body.  Of course, his father was off balance,
preparing to kick.  He must have fallen when his breath choked off.  There was a
continuing series of movements, which Richard knew was his father writhing on the
ground, fighting for air.  At first, he felt panic at what this creature was doing, knowing



that his father was dying.  Then, a new feeling, a wave of pleasure, broke over him.  All
the years of abuse, mental and physical, melted away.  He was one with the creature,
destroying someone who had always held only contempt for him.  Richard found himself
starting to cheer the monster on, adding his strength to complete the job.  All the anger
pulsed through him and into the beast, and together they felt the spark of life fade. 
Together they fed.
     Richard blinked and was suddenly awake.  He was laying on something that was soft
and hard at the same time.  As his vision cleared, he saw his father's face right in front of
him, saw his own small hands wrapped around the large man's throat.  Slowly, he pulled
his hands back and looked at them as if they were something he had never seen before. 
Then he again looked at his father.  The dead man's throat was bruised, as if someone had
throttled him.
     Light seemed to flow into his mind and he was back in his dream the night before. 
This time, he was by himself at Timmy's house.  The dining room window had been left
open a crack, and he had gently forced it wider so he could get in.  Timmy had opened his
eyes and looked at him just before he pushed the pillow firmly into his face.  When all
movement had ceased, Richard had placed the pillow back on the other side of the bed,
carefully making sure that it appeared as it did when he first took it.
     His father's dead eyes were accusingly silent.
     Doesn't have much to say now, does he, came the voice.
     "No," answered Richard.  Fully awake, he now knew the voice would be a part of him
forever.  Something inside told him that it had always been with him, that the tunnel
where he dreamed of the monster was someplace deep inside his own mind.  As he fished
the car keys and the wallet out of his father's pockets, he recalled something that brought
a harsh laugh into the still night air.  More than once his father had called him a little
monster.  He hadn't known just how true that was.

     Richard found driving ridiculously easy.  He was a tall nine-year-old.  At least his
father had passed that much down to him.  A highway sign indicated a town not more
than 20 miles away.  Richard's stomach started to gnaw at him.
     We're hungry again, the voice said.
     Richard grinned.  Not much longer, he thought.  Not much longer.
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     It was a year of travail and a season of
discontent for Vyones and its people.
     The battle of Poitiers had left France
defeated, the flower of her chivalry cut down by
English archers, her king a prisoner.  Weary
Vyonese knights returned from the battle to raise
ransom only to be mocked by the peasants. 
"They ran away!" the

commoners cried.  "The forked beards  ran away!"
     The countryside now belonged to mercenaries, armed brigands released after
Poitiers – English andGascons, Burgundians and Germans.  They violated the truce,
looting monasteries and burning villages.  None were spared their insensate cruelty. 
Grandfather or monk, virgin or child, they fled to Vyones seeking shelter within its
ancient walls.
     Vyones, still marked by the long-past Plague, lay half-abandoned.  Wildflowers
grew long in fields once tended. The First Pest had killed every third man; taxes levied
to ransom the French king had left the other two nearly penniless.  Now a Second Pest,
lately arisen in Picardy and Flanders, threatened to carry them away as well.  Faces
soon became furtive and unfamiliar.  People rarely went abroad. The outlands belonged
to their foes.
     And as for the outlands, they were closer now.  Nature had been swift to reclaim its
own, to subvert the work of man in the wake of war and pestilence.  These days the
wilderness came to the very city walls.
     To Petrarch in Paris, the River Seine seemed to weep for the shame and devastation
of all France.  To a Carmelite prior it was as if the land had put upon itself a garment of
confusion, a cloak of mourning.
     Perhaps it is for these reasons that the renown and feared sorcerer, Gasquet of
Aquitaine came to Vyones in the Year of Our Lord 1361, anno Domini.
     He had left the English-occupied province of Aquitaine with little more than the
robes on his back, his staff, and a single gray ass weighed down with decrepit, wormy
tomes.
     The Treaty of Bretigny, signed by the kingdoms of England and France the year
before, had proven as grave a misfortune for the sorcerer as it was for France.  Edward
of Wales, the Black Prince and ruler of Aquitaine, had ordered Gasquet to leave or face
imprisonment, torture, and death.  The Prince would not tolerate a servant of the
Adversary in his midst.  Nor did Gasquet's refusal to levy tribute help plead his case.



     The people of Aquitaine did not sorrow at the sorcerer's departure.  Indeed, years
later it was said to be the only wise decision ever made by the reckless, vainglorious
Black Prince.
     And so into Vyones came Gasquet, and hardly a soul suspected he was more than a
simple weary traveler, another refugee, this lone youngish man of middling height and
long mouse-colored hair.  Wizards and such are usually prepossessing figures.  Awe
precedes them and fear lingers in their wake.
     This fellow excited little more than curiosity with his blandly handsome features,
straggling mustache and delicate frame.  Indeed, for a time the people of Vyones were
more interested in Gasquet's manner of dress than the man himself.  He wore robes, an
embroidered mantle of many-shaded green, and an oddly peaked black cap of the sort
worn by the Wallachians.  His puffed breeches and queerly buckled shoes meanwhile
spoke of realms even further away – Byzantium, Tartary and beyond.
     There was but one flaw, one mark upon the man and that upon his face.  Gasquet's
right eye was blind.  Rolled half-upward within socket, it lent a weird, fragmented
serenity to his face, but whether it was the peace of sainthood or death none could
decide.
     The Flemish wizard Ludvig Prinn, perpetrator of the dread De Vermis Mysteriis, is
said to have resided within a pre-Roman tomb in his later days.  Gasquet, while
rumored to have studied under Prinn, was not as flamboyantly morbid in his lodgings. 
He chose instead a lofty and drafty garret in Les Ruelles, one of the rather less savory
of the city's districts.
     Visitors to Gasquet's abode were very few.  They acknowledged his grace and
politeness, but they had little good to say of either the sorcerer or his home.  True, there
was never a lack of wine, nor bread, or cheese.  A fire always burned in the grate. 
Violets were spread upon the floor.  The best of the sorcerer's furnishings were at their
disposal.  But beneath all, there lurked something watchful and sardonic.  A mute
autumn gloom seemed to hang permanently over the garret, like smoke or a shroud – no
amount of firelight or thoughtful conversation could dispel it.  Words rang hollow and
yet were without resonance, so that all speech was like that of muttering blind spirits.
     And always, the sense that one was never entirely alone in that place.  Things
flickered and whispered at the peripheries of perception.  Before long the most ordinary
of objects became isolated, unfamiliar, and blackly suggestive.  What was a visiting
census-taker to say when an empty chair slid across the floor toward him?  And what
should the apothecary think when he looked upon a mirror and saw reflected there,
standing behind him, a floating mass of oily iridescent spheres?
     Even the most evil of men sooner or later desires a companion.  The question was,
who would become Gasquet's?
     Perhaps he desired a mistress, the people of Vyones said.  A wife was unlikely, for
an evil man can never truly give of himself in matters of love.  The mistress would be
pale in appearance, dark in manner, and slender as the promise of spring in midwinter. 
She would appear in his garden beneath a horned moon. But no mistress appeared.
     Perhaps an advisor or confidante would be more to his liking, a fellow conspirator to
whisper in his ear at the appropriate moment – much to the discomfort of visitors. 
Preferably he would be small and scuttling, with the face of a nocturnal animal. But of
such men there was no sign. Gasquet did not much trust anyone's counsel besides his
own.
     He was a sorcerer of ability, some said. Perhaps he will fashion a companion from
dead air or dead flesh - a conjured devil or a summoned skeleton.  But a devil is a liar,
others argued, a twister of words, ever eager to deliver its master to still greater masters
- Astarte, Shub-Niggurath, or Iog-Sotot.  The summoned skeleton proves a puppetry of
empty obedient bones and nothing more. Devils and the undead, they said, are best
summoned in secret, far away from others.
     The people of Vyones waited, and wondered.
     Eventually Gasquet's self-imposed exile came to an end.  He had need of others. 
Sorcerers never go long unknown, and the increasing disrepute in which he was held
necessitated personal protection, while the rather verminous state of his garret
necessitated a companion of the four-legged variety.  In Vyones he found both.
     The first, his guard, was Pierre Udon. He was a madman of the first water - lean as



the Reaper himself and tattooed like a Pict with strange bluish markings.  Udon wore
neither tunic nor shoes.  His hair was brutally cropped and of the same rusty shade as
his pronounced mustache.  His knotted hands spoke eloquently of savagery, whether
they wrought forth music or blood.
     Udon played the bagpipes. The instrument in question was of tanned goatskin, oddly
decorated and its lilting chaotic tone was exquisitely strange - clearly a relic of the
unknown East.  The Vyonese shuddered to hear it.
     Many tales surrounded Udon.  He was said to be a graverobber, a Gascon mercenary
turned loose from Poitiers, and an outlaw.  He was the Wolf of Malinbois, who had
eaten children and mated with wolves. There were those who believed he was all these
things.  One only had to look into his pale cold eyes, to smell the violence upon him. 
Ecclesiastical torturers had been unable to break him: it was said he had laughed at all
the designs of pain.  Exorcism could not cure him: he had merely gibbered and barked
and vomited animal hair and pins, shards of pottery and squirming eels.
     Udon was appalling in full rage.  The mightiest of knights could scarcely stand
against him.  Iog-Sotot, Udon would shriek, Iog-Sotot, as he beat madly upon helm and
shield with his great-sword, driving foes to their knees.
     The second was a notable specimen of feline, as handsome as Udon was repellent. 
His name was Le Matois, or the Guileful One.  He was large and of the shade of
smoke.  His eyes were of jade shot through with copper.  As cats go, Matois was well
into middle age – competent, comfortable, calculating but not coldly so, and as
phlegmatic as Udon was mercurial.
     No one truly owned Matois, though his was a familiar face at many a back door or
garret window.  An accomplished mouser, Matois knew every inch of Vyones – every
alley, rooftop, gangway, footpath, garden, cloister, veranda, gutter and windowsill.
Vyones was his kingdom, the hearth of the innkeeper Bertrand his court.  The people of
Vyones were his subjects and he their benevolent ruler.  None were so lowly or ignoble
that their king Matois did not visit them at least once in their lives, even then if only by
circumstance, chance, or in the case of the newly-arrived Gasquet, curiosity.
     Had times been better, perhaps this tale would not end so strangely.
     Had times been better, sorcerer and swordsman would have been turned forth,
banished to the unknown.
     But they were not.
     There were none to challenge the two who were not preoccupied, or afraid, or sick at
heart.  With the agony of existence multiplied threefold, was there any reason to seek
further trouble?  God had sent the Pest, and then he had sent the English.  Who wished
to know the third scourge?  Let him come forth then and ask of the sorcerer's designs. 
Let him come forth and ask why Gasquet should ascend the tallest of hills to speak with
the dread demon Iog-Sotot, or why should his foul servant mock the people of Vyones
and speak of the unfathomable Old Ones and a terrible reckoning long overdue?
     And so if someone should suddenly disappear and the circle draw smaller yet again,
the people of Vyones nervously named it an act of God and pleaded His mercy.
     Matois, however, knew as little of God as he did sorcery.
     It was a mystery to many why he had chosen to live among the doubtful goings-on
within that strange, high, blackened garret, where sulphurous lights flickered and odd
sounds emanated in the dead hours of night.  Normally he was the most staid and
conservative of creatures, disliking any disruption in routine and all things unusual.  So
why this taste for the fantastic?
     Matois will leave soon, the people of Vyones said.  He is like the wind.  He visits
much but seldom stays.
     But The Guileful One remained with Gasquet and Udon.  He was often seen sitting
in the garret windows, a smaller shadow among shadows.  Or atop the steep roof, like a
diminutive gargoyle, his feet tucked beneath him.  He visited no one.   Such portents
greatly upset the people of Vyones.  Had their Matois abandoned them?  What deviltry
bound him to that shunned place?  The innkeeper Bertrand, Matois' greatest friend,
offered his finest meats and richest creams to the disinterested feline in an attempt to
lure him away. Matois did not heed him and Bertrand came to believe that Matois was
bewitched.
     The half-blind old woman Dulot, who kept toads and mice as pets in her tiny home,



did not think so.
     Gasquet, on occasion, consulted with her upon matters she felt unwise to discuss. 
She had been to the lofty garret perched high above its crooked cobblestone alley.  She
said it was thick with spirits and the comings and goings of doubtful things.  A mere
man should not enter such a place – but one wise in certain arts, as she, was relatively
safe.
     As for Matois, he did not appear to be in any danger.  She had heard the delicate
jingling of a bell-toy in an adjoining room, and Gasquet told her he thought it odd that
Matois preferred to play alone and out of sight.  Nor did Dulot believe the cat to be
ensorcelled.
     Rather, he seemed more to await something – what, however, no one could guess.
     Udon grew to hate Matois.
     Perhaps man and breast were too akin for the liking of either; Udon almost like an
animal, Matois very nearly human. The former did not care for the way in which the
latter looked upon him.  The cryptic jade eyes were full of secrets a tattooed savage
born of snow and wilderness could not hope to understand.  Why did his master tolerate
this imp, this insolent little bastard?
     Udon's hatred was a terrible thing, like him a wild beast.  He cursed the cat. He
kicked at it. He chased it.
     Matois was not unduly disturbed by Udon's antagonism.  Driven to a rooftop, he
attended to the cleaning of his paws while below the Wolf of Malinbois raved and
promised black revenge.  Offered a present of fresh meat tainted with hemlock, the cat
disdainfully left dead field mice upon Udon's rude bed.  Through Udon's fevered
dreams the smoke-shape capered, tantalizingly out of reach.
     In time the people of Vyones came to laugh at Udon.  The fiercest of outlaws was
sorely lacking in wit.  He was no match for Le Matois.
     Gasquet, too, was rather amused by the affair and did not intervene.  He once told
Dulot that he wished to see whom was stronger, cleverer, whom would prevail: man or
beast.
     A sorcerer after all, he said, should never have too many companions.
     In the end Udon prevailed.  With rabbit skins bound about his feet to muffle his
footfalls, Udon cornered Matois one wet spring day, and strangled him.
     Matois fought furiously, tearing so with his teeth and claws that the latter's hands
and wrists appeared to have been flayed. Udon, his breath hissing through his teeth,
squeezed the cat's throat ever tighter.  Matois' struggles weakened.  He cried out
helplessly. Soon he was dead, though Udon in his blind fury continued to throttle him.
     When Udon finally realized that he had killed his hated foe, he howled his triumph
and threw the body at the wall.  He raged at invisible foes.  He kicked and trampled the
pathetic corpse.  He laughed madly and danced in circles, crooned to himself as he
touched his blood to his chest and face drawing strange designs.  He was the Wolf of
Malinbois.  The Terror of Averoigne.  No man could stand against him, let alone the
worthless little rat-chasing bastard Matois!
     Outside the garret a fearful mob had gathered, drawn by the agonized shrieks of the
cat. Udon threw the corpse at them.
     Bertrand was first to approach the body, and he wept when he saw that it was
Matois, the lithe body limp, the handsome face bruised, the lovely eyes puffed shut. 
Udon laughed at Bertrand, who cursed him and started forward.  He was held back by
his friends.  They knew that the portly innkeeper was no match for the Wolf of
Malinbois.
     Udon spit at the people of Vyones and called them dogs fit only for beating.  There
could be only one Beast, he said, and that was Pierre Udon.  Now take your silly little
King and go.  Feed him to the worms.
     In tears the people of Vyones wound a shroud about Matois and brought him to the
gentle hills that lie beyond the city walls.  There beneath the lime trees they laid him to
rest within an isolated tomb among giants long dead: knights and princelings, monks
and crusaders.
     The people of Vyones sealed the tomb shut.  Rain began to fall, pattering among the
leaves.  Of the mourners, Bertrand lingered longest.
     Cats do not readily leave this world.  Le Matois was no exception.



     Like Bertrand, they linger at the door between existence and spirit, in life and in
death.  They are hardly discomfited by their new circumstances.  Their kingdom is as it
has been before; only they have changed – silent as fog, twisting like smoke.  Of
barriers there are none.  They pass through air and earth and stone with equal impunity. 
Among the wind and leaves and pebbled streams they move, high into the sky, deep
into the secret places under the earth.
     But ultimately, they are creatures of habit, and follow the dictates of the physical
world - especially if they have unfinished business there.
     Matois visited first his old friend.  Bertrand was certain he heard the cat's plaintive
homely cry from his cellar one shadowed April day.  Astonished, he went downstairs to
investigate.  He found nothing but swore to his puzzled patrons that he felt Matois
brush up against his ankle, and heard the swift patter of cat-feet up the stairs.
     Soon others spoke of similar sights and sounds.  Matois was seen sunning himself
upon the stone sundial in the nunnery garden.  He leaped from rooftop to rooftop in the
dead of night.  From another room might be heard the soft tattoo of paws, the scratch
and scurry of claws, the jingle of his favored bell-toy.
     A few were dismayed by Matois' apparent return and expected some form of hideous
retribution for his death.
     Others found a certain poignant comfort in his presence.  He was here to bid
farewell to those he knew and loved best.  Perhaps God was not entirely displeased with
them, and the world not entirely indifferent to their suffering.

     In the end, both theories proved true. It was neither philosopher nor demonologist
who later learned the truth of the matter, but Arnaud, a humble woodcutter.
     Admittedly, Arnaud was slightly simple and prone to fantastic sights and stories.  He
was a lonely man given to wandering the hills and forests of Averoigne, often amidst
lowering storms.  While it is true he had been to places seldom visited by others, no one
entirely believed his wild tales – talk of faerie rings and wyverns and rivers that flowed
uphill.  The good people of Vyones knew better.
     Arnaud claimed to have been approached by Gasquet and Udon one evening, as the
sun sank into the west.  He had liked neither the unctuously polite sorcerer nor his
oddly marked grinning servant, but they offered Arnaud a goodly sum to lead them far
into the hills beyond Vyones.  The coins in question, to some astonishment, were later
found to be gold and of Roman make.
     And so Arnaud had brought them to the tallest and most windswept of hills.  It was
well into sunset by then, and stars innumerable had begun to fill the darkening sky. 
With stick and chalk Gasquet had begun to scratch into the earth signs the woodcutter
did not like, and then a circle.  Then even the simple woodcutter was alarmed. He tried
to slip away but Udon seized him by the wrist and asked Arnaud where he might be
going.  The countryside is full of dangerous men and…wolves.  Perhaps it is better you
remained with us, bon ami.
     Yes, Gasquet had said, please remain with us.  There is one other we must yet meet.
     Gasquet and Udon stepped within the circle.  Confused, the woodcutter thought he
should join them, but was roughly pushed away by Udon.
     Damn you, the Wolf of Malinbois said. Do you realize what you're doing?
     The woodcutter replied that no, he did not.
     Then watch where you step, Udon replied, grinning. Because you nearly ruined my
master's circle, and bad things happen to people who do that.  You don't like bad things,
do you?
     The woodcutter replied that no, he did not.
     Then stay back.
     The wind lashed at the long grass and though night was close a curious luminosity
filled the air, so that Arnaud saw far away the green ridges beneath the blue-black sky.
Something flickered silently there, like lightning, revealing the bones of the land.
     It was toward this that Gasquet turned, his staff above his head.  He began a
sonorous chant in a language that Arnaud thought to be Latin, though he was not
certain.  For a seemingly endless time came the outpouring of mysterious words, while
Udon, clearly restless, swayed from foot to foot, and on occasion turned to offer
Arnaud a gaunt knowing grin.



     Gasquet's voice grew louder.  The lights on the horizon blazed in muted violence,
seemingly in time and measure with the sorcerer's words.  Arnaud contemplated
running, but he was certain the limber agile swordsman would have no trouble catching
him.  A fear had fallen upon him, greater than that of the visions that plagued his
waking or the nightmares that snaked through his sleep.  Something was coming – he
knew it.
     Slowly he inched away from the surreal scene.  Gasquet and Udon were preoccupied
with events, with the glowering horizon.  Then there was a particularly brilliant flash,
Arnaud said, so that the entire sky went white.  At that moment Udon began to play his
pipes and an eerie ululation filled the air, the notes swirling like smoke.
     Arnaud saw at first what he thought to be the sickish, shifting spots that accompany
such phenomena, but realized with cold dread that this was hardly the case.
     No, it was no corneal illusion taking shape before him, drifting slowly up the
wind-whipped hillside.  It was in fact something, a being, an inhabitant of the outer
void.  Over the hissing grass they came: a universe of oily iridescent spheres of all
dimensions, some no larger than a man's fist, several large as horses and one tall as a
tower.  They orbited one another to bizarre music, flowed into one another, broke and
coalesced in a hypnotic saraband of muted color: dull orange and russet, muddy green
and blue, ochre and mauve.  Some were swift, sparks in the gloom.  Others proceeded
with far less alacrity.  But all converged to became a restless, shapeless congeries of
protoplasm that massed overhead, touched with fire, burning brilliantly in the last light
of the day.
     Higher and higher rose the utterly silent, unknown being, revolving ponderously in
its courses.  The smaller spheres clustered about and between the larger in strands, like
amphibian eggs, slick and fluid.
     Arnaud was sick with dread.  He crouched down into the grass.  The poisonous
colors shimmered and wavered.  A purposeful, almost palpable malevolence filled the
air and he knew it was alive, and aware after some awful fashion.
     Then a voice rose above the shrill whine of wind and pipes, uttering words of
malignant and terrible potency: Iog-Sotot!
     Arnaud turned to run.  Something was coming toward him, however, through the
grass.  It was too small to see.  Up the slope it came, darting first one way, and then the
other, swiftly, stopping only for the briefest of moments before its pell-mell progress
resumed.  As the grass grew shorter near the hilltop, Arnaud saw that it was a cat – a
big fellow, gray and handsome, with something in his mouth.  At first he thought it
might be a mole, or a mouse, but it was a small toy, and it jingled merrily.The cat
darted between his legs, intent on some private game.  How could it not notice the
horror before it?  It paid no mind.  Instead it dropped the toy and
began playing like a kitten, knocking the thing about, leaping and
pouncing.  Closer and closer it drew to the circle.
     Udon, disturbed by the delicate bell, was first to see the cat.  His
wild music ceased and astonishment clouded his features. It became
terror when the capering animal chased his toy through the carefully
drawn magic circle, breaking utterly its spell of protection.
     Bastard! Udon cried.
     With a thunderous crack the conglomeration of spheres swiftly
broke apart, and descended upon the two men.  The smaller globes
swarmed like wasps about them, and Arnaud shuddered to describe
their effect upon bare flesh, which was like that of aqua regia, or
flames touched to parchment.  Like will-o'-wisps the spheres went in
pursuit of the fleeingcat.  Yet even as Arnaud watched, the animal faded from view.
     Soon it was gone and it was only then that Arnaud saw that the demon Iog-Sotot
intended to take him as well…
     Arnaud's flight from that dreadful place became legend – undoubtedly the most
fantastic of all his tales.  It chased me, he insisted later.  And it would have had me, had
I not ran so swiftly, and had it not already taken the sorcerer and his accomplice!
     The people of Vyones simply smiled and shook their heads.  Poor old Arnaud. 
Perhaps if his wife were still alive, and his children not far away, he would not be quite
so mad.  But it was a story worthy of Le Matois.



     Bertrand remained curious, however, and months later he visited the hill.  That he
should find its crown scorched as if by a great fire was alone disturbing, but to find
among the cinders yellowed bones and two skulls frankly unnerved him.
     Little else was left besides a rusting great-sword, a ruined set of bagpipes, and the
charred remains of what might have been a staff.  Silently he blessed the place, so that
no evil creature would return here. The skulls he crushed underfoot. Then he said to the
empty air: Matois…though you are no longer within this world, I ask you to return. 
The city will continue without its king, but I am lonely for your company.  Please return
to me, if only for a day, or an hour.  You know that in my house, you are always
welcome.
     With the wind at his back, and his thoughts far away, Bertrand left the hill.
     Perhaps something heard him that day.  The innkeeper is certain of it.  Should one
chance upon his inn talk is sure to turn to Matois, The Guileful One, when the ale is
flowing and the fire burns low.  Matois, clever as an old peasant, even in death.  Not
even the demon Iog-Sotot could catch him.  Le Matois, who still walks among his
beloved, the people of Vyones.
     To this day, visitors to the inn are said to occasionally hear the homely cry of a cat
from the cellar at odd hours.  Sometimes it is scampering and scurrying.  And
sometimes it is no more than the jingling of a toy bell.



Editor's Note: This story may fit better in our November issue entitled 'Hollow Trees' however it fits well
here, too.  Just take this as a taste of what you'll get next month!

CRIME BY THE STONE
by Joseph McCullough V

    As the sun began its slow descent behind the horizon, two young women came skipping
and laughing up the side of a grassy hill.  Although one girl was clearly the senior by several
years, both had been blessed with the long black tresses and the pretty features of their
mother.  As they reached the top of the hill, they both became immediately silent and
struggled to maintain serious expressions, but smiles continued to betray them
    They stopped skipping and stood side by side looking down into the trees on the other side
of the hill.  They looked at one another with grim faces and immediately broke into large
grins.  Just able to contain their laughter, the two young women started down the other side of
the hill with pretend stealth.
     At the bottom of the hill stood a small densely wooded area.  As the tree's shadows slowly
grew longer, the two young maids slipped into the grove.  Mastering their laughter, at least for
the moment, they moved from tree to tree, pretending to hide.  This continued for a minute or
so, until both crouched behind one large tree.  Together, they peeked around its trunk.  In a
small clearing, fifteen feet in front of them, loomed a ten-foot high standing stone.  Perhaps it
had once been part of a trilathon or even a full ring of stones; no one knew anymore.  The two
young women just knew they weren't supposed to come here, which was exactly why they
had.
     Their smiles having momentarily vanished with the sight of the great stone, the sisters
moved out from behind the tree and slowly approached the grey monolith.  They touched the
cool stone and ran their hands along its weathered face.  The younger of the sisters pushed
against it.  It didn't move.  She turned to ask her sister a question, when a scream came from
behind them and caused them both to jump.
     The girls turned in the direction of the scream.  From the midst of the trees a woman
appeared.  She had long blonde hair, and tears rolled down her face.  Her hands tried
desperately to keep the torn remains of her dress from falling off.  She ran through the trees
towards the sisters and the standing stone.  The younger sister took a step towards the woman
but froze as a great yell split the air.
     From the trees where the blonde woman had appeared seconds before, emerged a new
figure, a man such as the sisters had never seen before.  He was a harsh featured man with
flowing red hair and a great beard of the same color.  A shirt of metal rings covered his torso,
and a metal helmet sat on his head.  In one hand, he held a great ax. 
     The man charged through the trees behind the blonde woman.  The sisters watched in
stunned horror as the woman ran between them, seeming not to even notice them.  A split



second later, the younger sister screamed as the warrior charged straight at her.  The young
woman cringed as the charging form reached her.  But nothing hit her.  Instead, the man
charged straight through the girl without ever having noticed her.
     The horrified sisters turned and watched as the man caught the blonde woman by the hair,
and threw her against the stone.  The woman screamed as the man dropped his ax and tore at
her dress.  The sisters turned and ran.

     Two-and-a-half weeks later, a giant, broad-shouldered man sat on a horse at the edge of
the village.  Black hair shot through with grey hung down just past his shoulders, and a dark
cloak covered most of his body.  From under the cloak, the hilt of a large saber could be seen. 
The man had crystal blue eyes that scanned the entire village. 
     As the newcomer studied the village in silence, a middle-aged man emerged from one of
the small wooden houses and approached. He looked up at the man on the man on the horse.
     "Cimeon Blackfeather?"
     The mounted man looked down. "Yes."
     "I'm Richard.  I'm the one who wrote you."
     "It was your daughters that saw the specters?" asked Cimeon as he dismounted.
     "Yes, Sir. If you'd like to come inside and talk with them, my wife could fix you
something to eat."
     Cimeon's crystal colored eyes looked into Richard's. "That should not be necessary. Take
me to the stone."
     "Yes, Sir." The small man took a step back.
     People stared in curiosity at the imposing figure of Cimeon Blackfeather as he followed
Richard through the village.   No man like him had ever been seen in the small hamlet.  His
name was spoken quietly when spoken at all, and many titles had been given to him.  The
most common of these was "witch hunter."  Occasionally, Cimeon would glance at one of the
villagers with his blue eyes, and they would look away or duck inside a house.
     Soon, the two men had walked out of the village and moved across an open field towards a
small hill.  Out of earshot of the village, Richard began to speak again.
     "Everyone in the village knows about the stone, and a couple have even claimed to have
seen the young woman and the Viking before."
     "You're sure it's a Viking?"
     Richard swallowed hard. "Well, not sure.  He looks like the stories we've heard, and this
area was once overrun by them hundreds of years ago."
     Cimeon nodded as Richard continued.  "Anyway, the whole thing has never really been
important.  We've just avoided the stone, and told our children to do the same.  Of course,
they don't always listen."  Color crept up Richard's face.  "Things are different now.  The
village is expanding, and there are some people who want to cut down the trees around the
stone to make houses.  This, combined with the scare received by my girls, has convinced us
that it was time to do something.  We'd heard of your reputation and talent with these kind of
problems.  That's why I wrote to you.  We know you are a much sought after man, and we're
honored by your presence.  The rest of the village and I have collected twelve silver.  I know
it's probably not much compared to your normal reward, but it is a great deal to us."
     There was a pause in the conversation as the two men climbed over a short wooden fence;
then Richard continued.
     "I suppose you've handled lots of situations like this one, haunted stones and all."
     Cimeon glanced at the other man.  "A few, though I wonder how much your stone has to
do with it."
     "You don't think it's the stone?"  Richard's face displayed a shocked expression.
     Cimeon gave a slight shrug.  "It would be unusual."
     Richard continued to talk as they started up the low hill.  Cimeon was quiet, though he
occasionally nodded.  From the top of the hill, they looked down into the grove of trees on the
other side.
     "It's straight down into those trees.  Do you need me to show you?"
     "That won't be necessary."
     Cimeon walked slowly down the hill and into the grove.  Richard watched him disappear
inside, and then turned to walk back to the village.

     The noonday sun shone steadily overhead, but the densely packed trees allowed only the



occasional ray of light to reach the ground as Cimeon strode through the wooded area.  In a
matter of seconds, he reached the clearing surrounding the stone.  He slowed his gait as he
approached.  His gaze traveled up and down the face of the rock.
     With a gloved hand, he reached out and touched its weathered exterior.  He slowly walked
around the stone.  Having gone all the way around, he stopped in front of the side that faced
the village.  This was the side, according to the letter he'd received, where the Viking
committed his crime upon the young woman.
     Cimeon looked up through the trees.  Faint wrinkles appeared beside his eyes as he
squinted at the sun, noting its position.  He frowned, then knelt down in front of the stone. 
From a sheath that hung just behind his saber, Cimeon pulled out a long thin dagger.  He
placed his left hand flat on the ground and put the tip of the dagger between thumb and
forefinger.  He turned the edge back and forth for a moment and drove the dagger into the
earth.  It sunk to the hilt with ease. Cimeon pulled the knife back out.  Moving six inches to
the right, he repeated the procedure.  Eleven times he drove the blade into the ground in
different places in front of the stone.  On his twelfth attempt, the knife went half way into the
ground and stopped.  No expression showed on Cimeon's face as he wiped the knife blade on
his cloak and returned it to its sheath.  
     He then reached into a satchel that hung across his body, resting on his right hip.  He
pulled out a metal spade.  Planting the metal tip at the last place he had driven in the knife, he
carefully began to dig.
     Minutes passed as the giant man carefully dug out a shallow hole.  There was a soft click
as the metal spade hit something.  Cimeon carefully dug around the object, until he had nearly
uncovered it.  Laying the spade aside, he grasped the object with both hands and pulled it out
of the ground.  Cimeon held up a human skull covered in dirt.  He turned the skull over in his
hands, and frowned.

     Hours later, Cimeon sat motionless on a fallen tree several yards to one side of the
standing stone.  In one hand he held the skull, which he had cleaned as best, he could with his
hands.  The other hand rested on his leg.  As the sun began to set, the surrounding trees cast
grey shadows onto his features, until he began to resemble the rock which he faced. 
     As the sun began to disappear over horizon, Cimeon heard a scream.  He watched,
completely immobile, as a blonde woman ran through the trees towards the stone.  Then he
heard a great yell, and the red-haired Viking bounded out of the trees behind her.  As they
reached the clearing, the Viking caught the woman, flung her against the stone, and tore the
dress from her body.  Cimeon watched impassively as one of the greatest crimes was
committed.  But, there was more.  The blonde woman screamed and clawed at the man's face
with her left hand, while her right hand circled around her attacker's waist and closed upon a
knife that was tucked into the back of his belt. 
     Cimeon's face cracked into a slight smile as the blonde woman took the knife and plunged
it into the back of the Viking's neck.  The knife's tip emerged on the other side.  The
red-haired man gave a gurgled cry as he fell to the ground, blood pouring from his pierced
throat.  As Cimeon watched, the blonde woman and her dying attacker slowly faded and
finally vanished from sight.
     Cimeon stood up, and looked at the skull that he held between his hands.  He gave a slight
smile.
     "Rest in peace...warrior," Cimeon said with a sneer of contempt.  The muscles of his arms
tensed as he crushed the skull between his hands.



Editor's Note: Happy Halloween! For your information, below please find the October Edition of a
newsletter straight from Halloweenville or somewhere near there!
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It's That Time of Year Again! Gila Monster Terrorthon Airs

GIVE TILL IT HURTS AND KEEPS HURTING!
Sentiments—Marquis de Sade
Here He comes again! If it's the Month of All Hallows, Jeery Loosebones must be
ghosting another Terrorthon. The skeletal ghost will once again gravely regale us with
bare-bones humor between ghosting the biggest names on the monstrous map of
Horrorwood.
Vlad Dracula will probably perform his show-stopping feat of drinking a quart of blood
while giving voice to a Vamptriloquist's Mummy—or is that really ImpAle—hey, Vlad?

We are likely to get a case of the Warm Fuzzies when the Wolfman puts in a plea to help
us defeat Lupus Garuus Syndrome.
Then Doctor Frankenstein will no doubt come out and join Jeery Loosebones in a plea
to Heal A Monster—Heal a Monster Today!!

A SPOOKTACLE!

TO KILL AN EXORCIST
 Now available for your

VCR(Video Crystal-ball Receptacle)
 

Is There a Witch Doctor In The House??
Warning is given to Airborne denizens of the Black Arts Realm there is a nice strain of
the Flew about this season. Symptoms include lack of agony and a cheerful demeanor.
Flew shots are available for Denizens at your local Health-Prevention Center, and are
free for Witches over 650 years of age

CRYPTHOLD SAFETY TIP:

To treat Holy Water burns:

Dab liberally with Evil Pond Scum.

SBOOK REVIEWS
CHARES: A LIFE; A DEATH; A LIFE (Doublenight Press: $19 Tana Leaves)

This sbook should better be titled A JOURNEY—From Mom's Tummy To The
Mummy's Tomb. Chares has obviously been all wrapped up in himself since his big
breaks starring in his one masterpiece, THE MUMMY, and the done-to death sequels,
THE MUMMY'S CURSE, THE MUMMY'S TOMB,  and THE MUMMY'S
REVENGE.
Unfortunately, the sbook deteriorates into self-centered wrap session wallowing in
bathos over his lost, unrequited love of three thousand years which really reads like
three thousand years.
While talking freely about making the movies in which he starred, he holds back the
intimate details of how he could catch panicky mortals at a full run while walking
slowly and dragging one foot. This is a magic tip all of us in the Netherworld could use.



DRINK IMPALE

Halloween party ideas & tips
Making A Real Splash

For those with a swimming pool, BOBBING FOR APPLES can take on a whole new
dimension. Rig a DUCKING STOOL for an added treat, and be sure to use only the foulest of
poisoned apples.

If a FROG-KISSING CONTEST is part of the program, it is only fair that there be at least one
real Prince in the mix. For those on a budget, there is a surplus of them in England, and they
are quite reasonable.

Concrete lawn furn-iture near the pool should be clearly marked, NOT TO BE USED AS A
FLOTATION DEVICE.

FRANK & STEIN'S
FULL SERVICE

MORTUARY
ORGAN BANK

DELICATESSEN



Editor's Note: I stumbled across this
picture after reading the story and knew
it had to be the same guy!

"REPAIR WORK"
Original Artwork by

Duncan Long

Editor's Note: When I read this story, I
had to contact the author to find out if
it was real or not!  It never occured to
me that an object could be so infected
with evil that it took on a life of its
own.

LITTLE JACK
by Randy B. Money

Police Report, Sept. 26, 1996. The following are excerpts from the recently discovered
computer files of accused murderer, Dr. Bernard Jacobi, M.D.  The files comprise an
informal journal covering the years 1979 to 1996.  These excerpts were written during
the two months before his capture.

…  1979 through August 14, 1996 are irrelevant to this case.

August 15, 1996
Mrs. Amwirth in today.  Odd for such a physcially fit woman to have such high blood
pressure.  Addicted to potato chips, corn chips, dill pickles, hot dogs, salt potatoes, all of
the above?  Probably.  Prescribed low sodium diet and Lasix.
... [Beth is] excited about tomorrow's show.  Me, too.  I enjoy watching her.  She usually
walks like a dancer, erect, balanced and light.  But when looking for antiques, she prowls,
stalking like there's a purpose for each step.

August 17, 1996
Beth and I spent most of the day at the state fair grounds.  Must have been two hundred
exhibitors, not one with old magazines.  While my body wandered, my mind did,
too—did I remember potassium for Mrs. Amwirth?  I must check her records Monday.
... Beth didn't buy anything.  I did, though.  An old knife.
Curious thing; handmade, bright, sturdy, sharp.  Pure impulse buy.  Beth dislikes it,
which is odd.  Beth doesn't normally register dislike that quickly.

August 18, 1996
... Got Mrs. Amwirth's prescription to her.  Luckily she lives just a few doors from me.  I
better be more careful.  That could have caused trouble.
I was going to read the journal that came with the knife, but today was too hectic.  Maybe
tomorrow.  Dozed off examining the knife.  The way light plays along the blade is



hypnotic.  I dreamed I smelled horse manure and frying fish, heard the steps of shod
horses and wooden wheels rolling over cobblestones, and giddy women laughing.  I even
dreamt of seeing myself in the blade and realizing it wasn't me but someone looking out
at me.  That's when I awakened and found myself yawning and stretching, blinking at the
knife.  It was nearly midnight.  Same thing happened last night, too.  What possessed me
to dream of horse manure and cobblestones two nights in a row, I can't imagine.

21 August 1996
Disgusting journal!  I looked forward to reading the hundred year history of an artifact,
learning of its travels and of the lives and actions of its owners, perhaps discovering if
they, too, had felt my enthusiasm on sighting it.  If nothing else, I had hoped to share in
the daily pursuits of hunters, fishermen, campers, even cooks, anyone who by nature or
vocation might be attracted to a knife.  Instead, I found a sick little boys' game in which
each owner tried to exceed the last in portraying cruelty and debauchery, like the most
recent writer who depicted himself performing sexual acts on his wife with the knife.  If I
knew where the old man was, I would fling the knife and journal in his face!  Neither
would I demean myself by demanding he return my money.  No, that is a small price to
pay for a reminder of man's inhumanity.

24 August 19--
I have found myself fascinated by knives.  This was not always so.  Why, as recently as
Saturday before last, I had thought knives of little value beyond spreading butter, dicing
carrots, slicing steak or other forms of surgery.  I jest, of course, but I certainly detected
little beauty in the cutler's art.  Today, however, I found myself halting my luncheon walk
along the streets of S------- to gaze through the display window of a cutlery shop,
admiring paring knives, fillet knives, and even a bowie knife, entranced by the solidity of
handles, the light gleaming along the metal, the curve of blades, the point of them. 
     I am surprised, now, that I wrote so little about my purchase of last Saturday.  I expect
the knife, though of excellent craftsmanship, did not seem so fine as to fuss over, and my
wife's reaction to it, though unlike her, was not so pronounced as to cause me qualms. 
Over the days since then, however, each has gained in significance in my thoughts.
     I suppose the origin of my newfound fascination rests in Beth's passion for magazines
from the late nineteenth century.  Advertisements had led us to expect the August 16th

show would exhibit something other than flea market remnants, so we were disappointed
by the abundance of vintage Texaco signs and 1960s French Tart Barbies.  Still, our stay
provided an otherwise pleasant rainy afternoon diversion: we observed some objects of
interest, and honed our wits on items from plaster "Thinker" bookends, to Shirley Temple
salt and pepper shakers, to ancient, unopened bottles of Utica Club beer lined between
Schultz and Dooley mugs.
     In spite of our disappointment, and because we had nothing better planned, we
decided upon a second circuit.  We had hardly begun when, as Beth bent to examine the
handle of a letter opener on which a panda was pictured sampling eucalyptus-flavored
cough drops, I was struck by a ray of light. Shielding my eyes, I looked to discover the
light's source and found it emanated from a table an aisle away, one we had somehow
missed in our perambulations.  Curious, I stepped away from Beth and toward the light
     Unlike other tables, this one was not overly burdened.  The objects on it included an
axe, a small portion of a railroad tie, several pencil nubs bundled together, three long,
golden feathers, and the origin of my blinding.
     In a burnished mahogany case upon crimson satin lining lay a singular knife of
approximately ten inches in length, with a blade tapered to a remarkably fine point, its
edge so honed as to split atoms, and its cherry haft so firm as to survive such an
operation.  In the mirror-like reflectiveness of the blade I saw myself and the aisles
behind me.  I leaned nearer, looking deeply into my own eyes, when I felt myself sway,
overtaken by dizziness.  Steadying myself, I looked again at the knife and was
astonished: instead of my eyes, I saw an alley in moonlight, and a woman, not young but
trying to appear so, smiling and gesturing to me from her mouth.  Something about her
too rouged lips and waxen skin, her missing teeth, the grime beneath her nails, the worn
shoes missing buttons ...  something angered me and I stepped after her ...
     "Interested in knives, sir?"  The speaker sat behind the table.



     I jerked, feeling freshly awakened.  "Ah—yes.  Or no, not really. Except this knife."
     The speaker rose slowly and revealed himself as an old man of so pronounced a frailty
that with one sneeze he might crumble to powdered bone and flesh.  Yet, in spite of his
skeletal appearance, he maintained an air of dignity.  I know not why, but I doubted not
that he disliked me.
     "It strikes many people, sir, and many people feel strongly about it.  Something in its
crafting, perhaps, or the sense of history it carries."
     "History?"
     "Yes, sir.  It was made in London in the late 1880s, sir.  I believe there is an
inscription on this side, a date—"
     "Yes.  I see it.  -- 1888.  July of 1888."
     "You have a fine eye, sir.  Many men cannot read that."
     "Really?"  I wondered if such pandering netted him higher returns from his usual
customers.
     "Quite.  As I was saying, it was made in London by a master cutler who disappeared
shortly thereafter.  His body was never found and he was believed murdered. Indeed a
tramp was convicted and hanged for it.  The knife was rumored to remain in London into
late autumn of 1888, then it, too, disappeared.  Since then, it has traveled around the
world while the property of various—surgeons.  I lost track of the knife during the war,
but came into its possession after it was smuggled from Russia.  I was told Communist
troops found it in Hitler's bunker and presented it to Stalin, but that is not in the journal,
and so I doubt it."
     "Journal?"
     "Yes, sir.  The cutler's journal is included with the purchase, and each owner has
seemed compelled to record his stewardship."
     "Where'd you find it?"
     He shrugged.  "My grandfather bought and sold this knife, as did my father.  I have
bought and sold it five times.  We have been tradesmen for generations and some objects
have shown an affinity for us.  Were you to buy it, now, I should not be surprised to see it
again in the future."
     I smiled.  "You spin a wonderful yarn.  How much are you asking?"
     "Twenty-five dollars, sir."
     "Twenty-five dollars?"
     "Yes, sir."
     "Is something wrong with it?"
     "No, sir.  The blade is neither nicked nor dulled, neither is the handle cracked or
significantly worn by an eventful—life.  I assure you, sir, this knife is as fine today as
when first honed."
     "But you only want twenty-five dollars?"
     "Few men are interested in it.  Some even find it repulsive.  Only certain—men
appreciate it."
     I cannot adequately convey the dryness of his voice when he paused at words like,
"certain," and they made me hesitate: was there something amiss about the knife? Did he
have more to tell if I knew the proper questions, or was I merely a fish on his hook?  I
decided I did not care, and handed him the money.  Proud of my new possession, I
hurried off to find Beth.
     "What a beautiful box," she said, running her fingers along the mahogany.  "What's in
it?"
     I opened the lid.  When she said nothing, I looked up from the blade.
     "I don't like it, John," she said; she had turned pale.  "I don't like it at all."
     I did not know what to say, except, "I'm sorry.  I'll keep it in my den, out of the way."
     She did not say anything for a moment.  "I suppose that's okay," she finally said. 
"Maybe it's time to go." All the way home she sat with her back partly against the door
and frequently glanced at the case resting on the back seat.  Poor Beth.  To be so
disturbed by an inanimate object.  Yet Beth is not prone to intuitions, so her immediate
dislike of the knife unsettled me.  I tried to reassure her by briefly recounted the old
man's yarn, but that did no good.
     On reaching home, I went directly to my den, cleared a space on the shelves behind
my desk, placed the case there and opened the lid.  The knife shone wonderfully against



the oak paneling.
     Beth watched me from the doorway a moment.  "Do you have to keep it?"
     The voice that normally fell husky and warm on my ear, then sounded coarse and
petulant.  I turned, smiling to hide my irritation.  "Why, yes, I bought it, after all."
     Beth turned away.

29 August 19--
... [A]nd now I think on it, last night was quite peculiar.
Beth's mood, so distracted and sullen of late, lightened perceptibly when I suggested
dining out.  I was famished and drove us to a small restaurant, one of our favorites, where
I gratefully satisfied a craving for liver.  Normally I detest the stuff, but last night I could
hardly get my fill.
     We returned home after dark.  I believe our slow drive from the restaurant along the
winding streets of Carmody Heights and still slower drive through the corridor of maples
leading home, contributed to a romantic mood, reminding us why we love this house,
enclosed as it is by the woods, secluded from neighbors; its privacy leads to intimacy.
After ten years of marriage, each of us knows the other's needs and appetites; still, for all
our ardor, neither of us was satisfied with the result.  I do not mean to brag, but even at
our worst times, we have never been disappointed when making love.  Yet Beth seemed
unable to relax, while I -well, I found myself thinking about the knife.  Even as we
cuddled, I made a decision. 
     Beth works part-time at the Veteran's Hospital.  This morning I awaited her departure
patiently, but hurried her along when I could do so unobtrusively.  Once she left, I called
my office and feigned illness, though I assured them I would be fine by morning.  I had
no misgivings, since only one of my patients was truly ailing, and she should have died
five years ago.
     I proceeded to my den, extracted the journal from the case and read it again.  I had
thought myself finished with the journal, but after several nights of studying the knife, I
decided that perhaps I had been too hasty in my condemnation.  I am not sure, now,
whether I was or not. Not that the journal is less bloody or violent than I remembered, but
that the audacity of these writers amuses me.  Reading between the lines, the knife has
been owned by doctors, lawyers, miners, and farmers, and traveled from London's East
End to Dusseldorf to Bangkok to Hong Kong to Calcutta to Chicago.
     In truth, I read and reread the journal through most of the day, grateful that Beth
delayed coming home, though curious what she might be doing.  I am satiated with the
knife's history, and need to contemplate the owners and their stories.  Before Beth
returns, I think I shall take a stroll.

30 August 19--
     The most curious thing happened yesterday afternoon.  I cannot recall how far I
walked—odd, since I am normally alert to my surroundings—but I enjoyed the walk,
quite taken with the maples and oaks along the path, and with the thriving roses in the
yards of our neighbors.  I must have walked over two miles along a trail behind our house
when the curious incident occurred.  But I dramatize, for I merely heard several screams
from behind me.  Still, they were not the screams of children frolicking, but those of an
adult at the height of terror.  My first instinct turned me about, but my better sense kept
me rooted and out of other people's affairs.
     When I returned home, I was greeted by the scent of steak broiling and potatoes
baking.  I ignored Beth and the smells, and quietly slipped into the den.  There, I
deposited the knife in its case.  I had carried it in my belt on a whim, as a precaution,
though I cannot say what it was a precaution against.  Still, when the screams started, its
weight was comforting.

1 September 19--
... I feigned illness again.  I could not face the parade of aging women groaning about one
ache or another; it is all in the old crones' minds.  And, frankly, I was distressed by the
morning newspaper.  Mrs. Amwirth was attacked in her home early yesterday evening
and viciously and repeatedly stabbed.  The screaming I had heard during my walk was
that of a neighbor who found Mrs. Amwirth almost immediately on completion of the



deed, and was said to still be in shock: A colleague who attended the woman told me this
morning she had screamed off and on throughout the night.  Though the news offered
scant details, mutilation was implicit in their wording.  Apparently, the police lack clues
to the killer's identity, and are still investigating. ....
     Again, Beth is late.  With the news of Mrs. Amwirth's murder, I am most uneasy.  I
hope she arrives before dark.

6 September 19_
     Another bloody murder on our doorstep last evening, again the police are baffled,
again it occurred along the route I walk, and, by all accounts, about the time of my walk. 
The reporter on the scene spoke of rage and brutality; she had seen the victim uncovered
before stammering her report.  Patrol cars pass along the main road constantly, now, for
all the good it does them.  I shall change my route.
     I have again read the journal and I am convinced my earlier judgement was hasty. 
After all, we boys must have our fun, and these stories no more represent a desire to harm
women than a murder mystery represents a desire in the author, or for that matter, in the
author's readers, to kill. And then there is the fun of trying to concoct a plausible scenario
under such restraints: the voice must first appear rational and distinct from the other
voices in the journal, then slowly transform into a more formal voice exactly like the
formal voice previous owners have used while relating the most ghastly details.  It is a
challenge and I wonder if I am equal to it.  I must consider this!
     Beth remains distant, hardly uttering a word at night.  Poor Beth, so uneasy, often
looks at the den door as though expecting a monster to burst through it.  I have attempted
tenderness, but she treats me like a stranger.  I catch her watching me quizzically,
worriedly.  She shrinks from my touch, flinches at my voice.
     Perhaps I should rid myself of the knife.  Still, Little Jack, as one of the other owners
named him, is a good knife, even a pretty knife, if a knife can be termed pretty.  I should
miss him and Beth's nervousness might have a different source; perhaps she, too, is
troubled by the recent murders.
     Or perhaps not.  She may have other reasons for disquietude.  Of late, I have begun to
wonder if Beth has a lover.

10 September 19--
     Again, I stayed home and reread the journal.  I am particularly amused by Herman
Welcome's story.  Welcome, a farmer outside M------, mere miles from my house, states
that he was a member of the Underground Railroad, and greatly respected for his work. 
Respected, that is, for about three years, when his cohorts realized that, while men in
Herman's care moved on safely, many young women disappeared.  Their suspicions were
further aroused upon learning that Herman always bought bags of lime when visiting
town.  Several of them forced entry into Herman's house. Something unspecified by
Welcome prompted the men to excavate the cellar floor.  They found, in one corner,
beneath a thin layer of dirt, great quantities of lime, and, in the lime, bones.  Digging
further, they amassed a pile of bones that spread over a four foot square section of floor,
and rose over three feet in height.  They concluded from those bones least eaten by the
lime that they were human.  By that time, Herman had escaped into the Canadian Yukon
where he continued his journal entries until, according to the next owner, he froze to
death. 
     Curious, though.  Nothing indicates how the journal and knife left the Yukon.  Perhaps
I'll invent my own story of its travels and travails.
…..I now know Beth has a lover.
     When I finished reading the journal, I drove to the Veteran's Hospital and watched
Beth meet a man for lunch.  He was tall, handsome and, I concluded from her expression
as he talked, witty and charming.  He seemed quite familiar and comfortable with her
ways.
     I was so angry upon returning, that I dared not meet her when she arrived.  Donning
my coat, I grabbed the knife and left for my walk.  But now I am not sure that was wise. 
I am bothered by something I saw upon returning.  As I went to replace the knife in its
case, something near the handle caught my eye.  Turning on the desk lamp, I looked
closely and saw a smudge of red staining the blade and part of the handle.  I thought it



might be blood, but on examining myself where I had secreted it in my belt, I found no
cuts or abrasions.  When I again looked at the knife, the smudge appeared smaller and,
even as I watched, it disappeared, as though absorbed.
…..I am most confused and do not know what to make of this.

15 September 19--
     Beth dissembles.  I have continued following her, and she has met the same man twice
more for lunch, twice while walking into work from her car, and once while leaving
work.  Oh, those last look innocent enough, like "chance" meetings, but I know better.
     She must suspect me, though.  Over dinner she tried to converse, mentioning a project
she shares with her administrator of planning methods of attracting more volunteer
workers.  I am on to her, though.  I know her secrets…..

16 September 19--
     I am frantic!  I have endured two disturbing events today!  But I must compose myself
in order to describe them adequately.—
     There.  A brandy and I feel, once again, myself.
     As I said, there were two most distressing incidents today.  The first occurred after my
daily walk.  Again I found blood on the knife and again it disappeared, as though lapped
up by the metal and wood.  This frightens me.  I do not know the origin of the blood.  I
somehow feel that I would not like to know.
     The second incident occurred shortly before I began writing this.  As I rested in my
den rereading the journal, I came to those entries of the owner previous to me, and found
they were no longer the last entries.  There are now several new pages describing horrid
murders, murders that match, in every detail I have heard, the murders in recent weeks
here, in C________. It occurred to me that perhaps someone had entered my den and
added these entries as a practical joke, but I immediately dismissed the notion; no one
knows about the existence of the knife and journal except Beth and myself, and Beth has
made clear that she will not enter the den until the knife is gone.  I scrutinized the entries
closer and noted they conformed with the pattern I had seen before, that of a distinctive
modern voice moving into a more formal voice.  But that was not the worst of it!  As I
examined the entries, I suddenly realized that the handwriting was my own!
     While I have toyed with trying my hand at such writing, I had not yet made the
attempt.  Now, finding this, I am frightened and distrustful of my own actions; I have a
sense of dark gods hovering near, directing my hand.  I resolve, therefore, to stop my
walks, and to no longer carry the knife; it disturbs me and I must rid myself of it.  If I
have previously considered restricting my walks because I wished to avoid a lunatic, now
each time I face a mirror, I must pray I am not looking at that madman.

19 September 19--
     We have had it out.  Though Beth denies the affair and swears he is her boss and
nothing more, that their luncheons are solely for the planning of their project, I saw the
lie in her eyes and merely raised an eyebrow.
     "Who are you to follow me around?" she raved.  "For that matter, who are you,
anyway?  I don't know you.  You walk around like some lord of the manor, strutting and
frowning, treating that goddamn knife like a lover, and then you have the gall to accuse
me of an affair."
     Slut, I thought, holding myself back.  I can only surmise how I looked with my hands
clenched and my mouth shut tight, for Beth paled, fled to the bedroom and locked herself
in.  I barely restrained myself from breaking down the door and throttling the whore.
…..I have not walked in days.  I want to, desperately.  I want to feel the fresh air against
my face, to feel Little Jack nestled under my coat.
     Little Jack.  To think, only days ago I feared him and now he has proven truer to me
than my harlot wife.

20 September 19_ (early evening)
I will not go walking again.
Yet I should.  I need the exercise.
I will not go walking.



But I need to.  I crave the freedom of walking I will not go.
Oh, yes, I will.  Hungry, hungry, hungry.
I will not.
We boys must have our fun and she's cuckolded me.  Beth's cuckolded me.  She's a
whore, a whore, a whore.
I will.

20 September 19_ (later)
She has locked me out again tonight.
Poor Beth caught me red handed, red footed, red shirted, red panted, red faced, red
mouthed, red knifed - oh, but I love liver, so good when heated over an open fire.  Before
I could catch her, she ran into the bedroom and locked the door.  I heard her dialing but,
quick down the stairs, and a swipe of Little Jack and the phone died.  Poor Beth.  I have
sat for hours, now, outside her door, journal and laptop at hand, writing peacefully while
listening to her pace, telling her to leave the windows alone or I'll surely punish her, me
and Little Jack, reading aloud my latest journal entry in which I recount how she lied to
me, how she cuckolded me.  I have reminded her that this is my home and she is my
wife.  I am the master.  I have Little Jack.  I think tonight is a night for a double.  Yes, I
do.  And, yes, Poor Beth will be my second.  Soon, very soon, Poor Beth will come to
appreciate Little Jack as the others have, she will see how he extends and strengthens my
arm, she will learn the terror of his sheen in moonlight, the sharpness of his biting wit, his
thirst, his hunger.  Poor Beth, her door shall not stay closed much longer.  No, it shall not,
poor Beth.  I wonder what bags of lime cost these days?

Comments:
     On the night of September 21, 1996, our 911 emergency number recorded a call from
Mrs. Bernard Jacobi's cell phone.  Mrs. Jacobi whispered that her husband had trapped
her in their guestroom and was threatening to kill her.  She said she could not raise her
voice or he would hear her and break down the door.
     Our operator kept Mrs. Jacobi on the line while a patrol car was dispatched.  They
talked for nearly ten minutes, Mrs. Jacobi frequently referring to her husband's
"obsession" with "the knife" or "the damned knife."  The conversation was interrupted by
a sharp crash, like the sound of wood shattering.
     By the time the patrol car arrived at the Jacobi house, members of the Carmody
Heights Watch Group had heard shouting, including death threats, from the Jacobi house,
and called the police.  Several watch members were still nearby when the patrol car
arrived and they witnessed Dr. Jacobi answer the door.  They confirmed the officer's
testimony that Dr. Jacobi's clothes were covered with blood and that he carried a knife. 
When the officers attempted to question him, Dr. Jacobi pushed past them and ran.  When
they tried to subdue him, he attacked them with the knife.  The officers opened fire,
killing Dr. Jacobi before he could reach the woods.
     After detectives arrived at the scene, they conducted a thorough search of the body
and its surroundings, even into the woods where, when shot, Dr. Jacobi might
conceivably have flung the knife as he died.  They failed to uncover a knife of any kind. 
Neither did they find the knife in the house.  No case or journal like those mentioned in
the excerpts above were discovered, either, though one detective noted two large
rectangular clean spots in the dust on the shelves in Dr. Jacobi's den.
     Lastly, the organizers of the antique show mentioned in the excerpts were questioned. 
They knew of no vendor at the show who matched Dr. Jacobi's description.
     On the basis of our investigation, we have come to the conclusion that Dr. Bernard
Jacobi's mental deterioration began shortly before the murder of Mrs. Emily Amwirth. 
That its onset was sudden and fast is testified to by the incredible story found in his
computer files.

With this, we feel the case should be closed.



Editor's Note: All three pieces of artwork are by the same artist from his collection. I was amazed at how well
they adapted to the following story. It's almost as if he'd read the story,which he hasn't yet.

Original Artwork by Duncan Long
Artwork in order of appearance:
Stairs to the Sky 11/50
Stained Glass Window 27/50
Topographical Map of the Heart 35/50

Editor's Note: The first time I read this story, I was
enchanted by it's originality and tenderness.  But this is
supposed to be a scary story, you say. True. What is more
horrifying than human nature and secrets kept past death.

QUEEN OF HEARTS
by Kelly McClymer

    Joacheala silently submitted as her handmaids bathed and dressed her for her visit to the
heart room.  The white cloth of her garments was softer than any of her silks and brushed her
skin pleasantly with its soothing texture.
     "Why may I not come to the heart room with you today, Mother?"  Ariela's voice
trembled, sounding a childish whine.
     Nerves on edge, Joacheala stifled a sharp reply.  The memory of herself at Ariela's age
was like the clammy touch of a ghost upon her mind. How fearful she had been, so long ago,
when it was her turn to marry, her turn to know the alien feeling of a heart beating like a
winged bird within her ribcage.  "It is not seemly for you to enter my heart room anymore,
child.  Tomorrow you will be a married woman and will have your own room of hearts to
attend."
     "Could I watch from the tunnels, then?"  Ariela's mouth, so like her father's, pushed out in
a pout.
     "The tunnels will not be opened until tomorrow.  You know the ritual as well as I.  Hold
tight to your patience, my sweet." Ariela continued to fuss even as the maids gently guided
her through the exit door of the small, ceremonial antechamber and closed her petulance
away from the sanctity of the heart room.  Though Joacheala had thought she would not be
able to attain the serenity to enter, as the cloth settled around her she calmed.  Her attendants
stepped away.  Three were careful to hold the sweeping white skirts from the floor as the
fourth unlocked the two foot thick oak door and opened it just wide enough for Joacheala to
pass through.
     Silence pressed tight against her as the door was shut and locked behind her and she stood
unmoving for a moment before beginning the ritual she had learned at her mother s knee and
practiced alone for twenty years, except for Ariela's company one day a week when the child
learned the heart-tending rituals.  First, she went to the casket which held her youngest son's
heart.  The box was of pine and small, but well made.  Next week he would celebrate his fifth
year.  As a gift, she had ordered a larger casket, carved with an engraving of the sun with the
face of the boy upon it.  The rhythmic beating in the room stopped for a scant second and a
hiss of laughter came from the stones in the wall at the end of the room.  The words that



followed were faint, but clear, "If he lives.  Your time is better spent tending to the lion's
heart." Joacheala realized that she had been smiling, and schooled her features into
impassivity as she ran her fingers over the smooth pine lid of Berean's casket.  Despite the
fact that Berean was less than a sevenday from passing the dangerous age of child death, it
was best not to create ill luck by presuming he would live, as her last six had not.  She lifted
the casket lid and picked up the small heart.  It beat fiercely and steadily in her hand, the dark
pink color a sign of health.  She lifted it quickly to her lips and pressed a kiss upon it as she
kneaded the warm muscle with experienced fingers.
     Reluctantly, she put Berean's heart back into its casket and followed the next step of her
ritual by touching each of the six empty pine caskets that lay between Berean's heart and
Ariela's.  She said nothing, not even deep in her mind where she could not be heard by the
wall.  Then she glanced at her oldest daughter's casket; she had ordered it carved thirteen
years ago when Ariela turned five.  It bore a rainbow stretching between the sun and a rain
cloud.  As a child, Ariela had tended toward the sun in her behavior.  For the last three years,
however, she had favored the rain cloud.
     The stones shifted restlessly in the wall and the voice came soft, like the press of a pillow
against her mouth, her nose.  "She's leaving you."  It still did not seem possible.  Tomorrow
Ariela would marry.  Tonight, for the first time since the child's baptismal day, Joacheala
knew that her daughter's heart could no longer stay safely in its casket under her protection. 
The gifting ceremony to be held in only a few hours would make Ariela her own
heartmaster.  With a sigh, Joacheala lifted the heart, kneading it with extra care.
     The young man, Cedric, was a good enough choice.  His father had given him a castle of
his own and Ariela would have her own heart room.  His mother would reside in her own
castle, miles away from the newlywed couple.  Ariela married, it seemed an impossibility that
the petulant child would become a wife and take her own as well as her husband's heart unto
her care.  Thoughts of children could safely be kept at bay for at least a year.  But the
wedding was to happen tomorrow.  Joacheala replaced the heart in its casket, afraid her
daughter's happiness would be tainted by the sorrow which suddenly permeated.  Knowing
that she must, Joacheala turned to the large casket which sat upon its own pedestal in the
middle of the room.  The carvings were many and intricate.  When she had received the box
from her mother-in-law's hands, it had displayed only a rampant lion within the crest of her
husband's family.  Although now there were symbols of each king he had defeated or
persuaded to serve him, each child he had fathered (though six were blacked by fire because
they had not lived) each battle he had lost or won.  She knew that tomorrow, when their
people filed past to view their leader's heart, they would be looking for signs that his was
weaker, paler, that it beat less strongly.  She knew that it was her job to keep his heart strong. 
She knew all this, but not the answer for her own failure.
     "You didn't care for the heart well enough," came the familiar taunt from the wall, in the
bitter liquid scorn of her husband's mother's voice.  Joacheala thought herself rid of the
woman when the old queen died.  She had been wrong.
     "I held it everyday, you know that, you saw me."  Joacheala did not open the box as she
spoke, but ran her finger along the smooth edges.  The heart had been healthy enough for the
first few years.  And then, when the children began to be born, and to die, she spent less time
in the heart room, less time with her husband.  "You must laugh more," he would tell her,
"You don t laugh as you used to."  She tried to make herself laugh more, but his heart beat
less strongly every week, and her children continued to be born, and to die.
     Joacheala opened the box to remind herself of her failure.  His heart was blackened and
soft.  She was afraid to touch it, lest it burst.  "Your fault," came the accusation.  "You let
them have him." "I didn't know," Joacheala said.  "I thought they would comfort him, I
thought..."  She trailed off and shivered at the sound of the haunting cackle.  She had not
realized, at first, how the other women mattered, except of course, that they brought a tight
cramp to her own heart.  She had thought they were sport for him, nothing more.  With the
children, she had so much less time to please him, to play as he sometimes wished.
     Each one he took to his bed seemed to corrupt his heart until she dared not take it out of
the casket.  It was bitter irony that she had watched his heart blacken, while he himself
seemed to remain strong, his battles more won than lost. For a moment she considered
opening the casket tomorrow and revealing the blackened heart.  She imagined shouting at
the gaping crowd that this ruined thing had been untended for five years and their king had
still protected them, had won three battles and made a fine marriage for his daughter.  But



then they would know that she had not done her job well enough.  She could not reveal her
own weakness, any more than that of her husband.  Tomorrow, she would do as she did each
year on viewing day - take a lion's heart and replace the soft, black heart of the king with it. 
For now, she must finish the ritual.  She closed the intricately carved casket and used the
dragging skirts of her gown to sweep the stone floor clean of dust.  Lifting the skirts, she
polished the three glass walls which separated the room from the viewing tunnels and then
whisked away cobwebs that started anew in each corner since yesterday's cleaning.  She left
the stone wall until last.  "You failed him," whispered the wall in a steady litany that broke
over her in waves as she approached," failed – failed – failed."  Joacheala lifted her skirts and
used them to wipe away the drops of blood that oozed from the stones.  "I was right not to
trust you," the stones sang.  Her skirt became wet with the blood of the dead which had once
lain in this castle heart room as long ago as seven centuries and were now buried behind the
stones.  There was some blood every day, but today her skirts began to grow heavy with it
and turned scarlet in long, wide blotches before she wiped the stones clean.  The dress was a
burden she was glad to be relieved of when her ritual was completed and she stepped from
the heart room to the antechamber where her handmaids awaited her.  They stripped her and
threw the ruined fabric into the ceremonial hearth to burn.  One woman, a shy daughter of a
minor lord, stepped forward and said timidly, "The King would see you, my Queen, as soon
as you are free of the heart room."     "The rooms prepared for our new son-in-law's parents
are not suitable." The King's voice
was strong and tremorless, though
he was somewhat red in the face
from his current anger and his dark
eyes shone with it.
      "They are our best."  Joacheala
knew that the rooms were well
suited for Cedric's father, they were
spacious, well lit, comfortable and
they kept his wife far from
Joacheala's husband.
     "They are too far away.  I need
Cedric and his father close by to
finish the negotiations."
     "The wedding is tomorrow. 
What more is there to negotiate? 
Would you leave our daughter
without a groom on her wedding day
over a shortage of lamb's wool or a cask less of ale?"     He did not meet her eyes, resorting to
the short command, which worked well with his men.  "I want them moved."
     "They have our best rooms.  Do you doubt that I have taken care of our guest's comfort?" 
Joacheala allowed a small silence, and then added, "Perhaps you have lost all faith in my
judgment and wonder if your heart will be healthy at the viewing tomorrow?"
     He met her eyes, then, and waved his hand in irritation.  "Of course I don't doubt your
competence.  I am strong and healthy."  A smile passed quickly on his lips and Joacheala was
sure that he was remembering the last night, passed with Cedric's mother.  "I would know it
at once if my heart were sickly."
     She nodded.  "I could not help but wonder, when you doubt my ability to house our guests
suitably." He waggled a finger at her, impatient now that his simple request had turned into a
matter of breaching the Queen's honor.  "I bow to your greater experience, my queen. 
Thought, I must ask that you try to work harder to please me without taking offense."
    Joacheala, knowing that she was dismissed, turned and left to supervise the kitchens.
     Before she reached the kitchens she met Cedric and his father.  Cedric was a handsome
man, with well-formed limbs, a straight nose and good teeth.  His father wore his years well,
which boded well for the health of Ariela's groom.  Cedric often smiled in such a way that he
reminded Joacheala of her husband when they first married, before their relationship had
been marred by irritation, grief, and guilt.  He said, "I am well pleased with your daughter."
     Her mind on how many loaves of bread to bake and how many pigs, sheep and chickens to
kill and dress for the week's festivities, Joacheala nodded.  "She will make you a good wife."
     "After seeing her mother, I have no doubt of it." Joacheala recognized the look in his eye



belatedly.  "Thank you for your kindness."
     "It is not kindness.  To think that Ariela might be as beautiful and kind as you in twenty
years makes me thankful." Joacheala had grown used to men of Cedric's father s age admiring
her looks.  It was surprisingly flattering to find that she had attracted a younger man's eye. 
The thought pleased her.  She had turned aside Cedric's father's suggestion that they follow
the example of her husband and his wife.  Infidelity was not something Joacheala considered. 
But the bright, dark eyes kindled a flickering of desire that she suspected was more for lost
youth than for the strong arms and supple skill of a young man's body.  Even so, the feeling
grew rather than receded as she bade the men good day and continued on.  Would Cedric be a
faithful husband to Ariela?
     Because she had seen to hiring competent staff and let them know well in advance what
was required, she needed only to adjust the number of pigs to be dressed by two and reduce
the number of chickens to be plucked by six.  The bread sat cooling on the tables.  When she
took up the bucket of pig hearts and intestines, no one questioned her.  She did not put the
sleeping powder into the mix until she was near the lion's cage, and there was no one to
observe her.
     The living symbol of her husband's power growled a greeting low in his throat as he came
to the bars. His nose twitched at the smell of blood.
     "You are looking tired, my fine lion," Joacheala greeted him.  He had been in a cage in the
castle for the last fifteen years, since the last lion had died.  His few trips away from the cage
had been up to the battlements to strike fear in attacking enemies.  There was silver threaded
through his mane.  Soon, she realized, they would need to bring another lion in to take his
place.
     His golden eyes were focused upon the blood feast in her bucket.  "I need your heart
again, my friend," she whispered, as she dumped the bucket into his feeding trough.  He
gazed at her once, fleetingly, to her surprise, before he set himself to his meal.  He was,
indeed, growing old.
     Joacheala went to the stables to see that enough hay was made available for their guest's 
mounts.  When she returned, to check on the lion, she found that the golden beast lay still
upon the floor.  Too still.  Her heartbeat in a hard staccato against her ribs as she threw open
the cage and knelt by the lion's side.  His flanks no longer lifted with the motion of
breathing.  Fighting her own feeling of suffocation, she plunged her hands into the dead
beast's chest only to return with a heart that had burst and lay flat and drained of life on her
open palms.
     For a moment she allowed the consequences of her failure to flash in rapid sequence in her
mind.  Revelation.  Recrimination.  Ruin.  Not just for herself, but for her husband, her
daughter, her son.  And then she rose, deposited the ruined heart in the bucket, and carried it
away.  She had only one thought now.
     Where could she find a suitable heart?
     She had no time to go digging in the ground where dying mothers buried the heart boxes
in their possession if there was no woman to care for them.  She would have to send a servant
to do the job.  Joacheala hesitated.  Never before had she shared her shameful secret.  She
must choose wisely.  Her kingdom depended on it.
     A young boy directed her to where Ibon, the head gardener, lay sleeping beneath an apple
tree.  The preparations for the wedding had been strenuous for all.  At eighty, Ibon was
entitled to a rest.  Joacheala was thankful for the reprieve as she looked down upon the old
man sleeping as soundly as a babe.  He was trustworthy, and he had few years left.  Still, once
her secret left her lips she no longer held control of it.
     As she waited for Ibon to wake, Joacheala remembered a visit from Ibon's wife ten years
ago.  The dying woman had made an unusual request - permission to place her husband's
heart within his own chest, rather than bury it safely in the ground.  She had said, fiercely,
"He's capable of looking after his own heart, my lad, just as he's looked after your gardens all
these years.  I don't want to bury it in the cold ground."  Joacheala began to tremble as she
remembered the scene.  She had granted permission, despite the unorthodox nature of the
request.  She wondered if Ibon's wife had indeed placed the heart within his chest before she
died.
     Kneeling beside the sleeping man, she took his heart without waking him.  It was a gray
and purple mass, befitting an eighty-year-old man.  Not the heart of a king, she thought, as
she placed it in her own chest, against her own heart, and felt it beating feebly, heavily.  She



turned back toward her home.
     The moment that Joacheala reached the bustling kitchens, before she had even sent a
messenger boy to the king to notify him of the lion 's death, her youngest handmaid
approached.  "It is time to prepare for tonight's ceremony, my Queen."
     With a glance to the sun, poised to set from the sky, Joacheala made her way to the
antechamber.  She had not anticipated how quickly this day would pass.  A spasm of pain
deepened into an ache as she stood gowned and waiting beside Cedric's mother.  Though
most thought the wedding ceremony tomorrow was the more important - a final separation of
child from parent - Joacheala felt that this ceremony, on the eve of the wedding, was the
harder for her to bear.  Each mother held the casket containing her child's heart and Joacheala
saw her own fears reflected in Cedric's mother's trembling fingers and shallow breathing. 
After so many years of care, the moment had come to give up their children's hearts to the
children themselves.
     Cedric and Ariela approached, their faces reflecting a natural eagerness to be done with
the most tangible ties to their mothers.  Each received their heart with a smile to accompany
the ceremonial words.  Each stood wide-eyed with wonder for a moment as they felt their
hearts beating within them for the first time in their own memory.  Each suffered kisses from
both mothers, awkward embraces from both fathers.  Joacheala watched as Ariela flirted
joyously with Cedric.  There was no sign of the child about her now, and every so often one
hand would steal to rest just over where her heart now lay.  It was a new sensation for her, as
well as for Cedric, Joacheala knew.  But for Ariela, the feeling of her heart beating would
remain, while Cedric would give his heart into Ariela's care tomorrow when they wed.  She
was so young for such responsibility, how would she manage?  There were many mornings
when she had to be coaxed from sleep with the promise of honeyed bread or a biscuit and
fresh jam.  Would she be able to prevent Cedric's heart from going rotting, as Joacheala had
not been able to do for her own husband 's heart?
     She remembered then that the wedding would not occur until after the viewing and the
heaviness in her chest grew.  Ibon's heart would not reassure the people that their king was
strong.  Would the wedding be cancelled?  She closed her eyes against the sight of her
blushing, laughing daughter.  Fate would decide now.
     When Cedric moved to her side and pressed his hand against her elbow, she knew what
fate had demanded as the price for her family's security.  She whispered to him of a quiet
place.  He whispered a time.
     Guilt did not always prevent pleasure, Joacheala found, when she lay with Cedric.  She
abandoned herself to a reign of senses until he lay sleeping heavily beside her.  When she
took his strong, kingly heart from his chest and placed Ibon's mottled heart in its place, he did
not stir.     The viewing began at dawn so that all who wanted to could see their ruler's heart
before the wedding ceremony.  Joacheala
began her own preparations an hour before,
so that as the first rays of light arrived, the
King's heart would be properly shown to
advantage in the center of the room, the
casket tipped just enough to show his
people that their king was still strong.
     "Where did you get this heart?" The
stone walls hissed in anger as she used the
cloth upon which the black heart rested to
lift it out of the box without touching it. 
She placed the ruined mass in one of the
plain boxes, which had once held the heart
of a baby girl for the two weeks she had
lived.  "This is not a lion's heart."
     Joacheala was puzzled.  Though the
whispers had been cruel and taunting
before,they had never been so angry.  She
answered angrily herself, "Your son is a man, this is a man's heart.  Be satisfied old woman. 
You are dead and I am his wife.  Have you not tortured me for my failure enough?  I am
protecting him, as I must."
     A loud wail sounded piercingly in Joacheala's ears.  "Where did you find it?  You did not



dig through the wall.  Where did you find my son's heart."  The stones sang with eerie
anguish.  "I buried it with me, to keep him safe from you.  How did you find it, witch." Angry
and tired, Joacheala muttered, "Will you never leave me in peace, old woman?  I have had
your son's heart here, in its box, all these years."
     A moan rose, rustling the soft skirts of her robes.  "Did you think I would trust you, a
foolish girl, to take care of his heart?  I had it safe with me until you stole it.  Witch."
     She went to the wall then, and touched the four stones behind which lay the body of her
husband's mother.  They vibrated with the keening moans of the dead woman.  Horrified,
Joacheala stumbled into the antechamber, struck to the heart.  Her handmaids came toward
her, hurrying once they saw her pallor.  She held herself together and answered their
questions with a half-truth.  "It is not every day that my daughter is wed." Inside herself,
where no one could see, she wept.  "Nor that I discover my husband's heart was never mine to
hold."
     She knew now, and felt only a cold fury at her own foolishness.  The King's heart had not
begun to blacken until the first lion had taken ill.  The blackness had been at its worst at the
lion's death.  For years, she had kept a dead lion's heart, replacing it each year with the heart
of a healthy lion so that no one would know of her failure.  She turned to go back into the
heart room, to scream out her fury to the walls.  Her handmaids stopped her, saying "the
viewing has begun." Through the narrow corridors wound peasants, lords, and kings as great
as her husband, separated from the heart room by an unshatterable wall of glass.  They all had
a stake in the welfare of her husband's heart.  Joacheala's concern that Cedric's mother would
recognize her son's heart as the one in the King's casket was not realized.  The woman did not
go into the tunnels to view; she said she entered her own every day and had no need to
squeeze into the cramped tunnels to see some other woman's domain.  Joacheala recognized
the falsity of the words as she saw the shadowed glance Cedric's mother gave him.  Her
worry clouded her eyes like a brewing storm clouded the summer sky.  Joacheala understood
the emotion so akin to her own and softened toward the woman who had shared her husband's
bed of late.
     "You are to be commended," Cedric's father said heartily, his fingers curving around her
waist as he used the excuse of a noisy crowd to draw her near him.  "Your husband's heart
beats as strongly as that of a man half his age."
     Joacheala smiled and thanked him as she unwound his arm from her waist and moved on
toward the room in which her daughter was being prepared for her wedding.  As she closed
the door of the room, the noise from outside gave way to the hushed approval of her
daughter's new handmaids.  The riotous scents of the mingling crowd gave way to the
perfume of roses.  Ariela stood quietly amidst her women, her cheeks pink.  She met her
mother's gaze with a look that spoke to Joacheala of her own wedding day.  Daughter to wife,
gone from having your heart in your mother 's keeping to your own.  The gulf was so wide
that once it was done, there was no going back.  Ariela, as all women must do, both feared
and longed for the wedding and for the keeping of her own and her husband's heart.  First
certain, then uncertain, about whether she could keep two hearts healthy for the stretch of the
future that was granted to her.  Joacheala longed to ease her fears as her mother had eased her
own so long ago.  But she did not want to tell lies to her daughter.  Not today.
     The music began which indicated the start of the ceremony, and they broke the contact of
their gaze.  Ariela's handmaids swept her away with them in the midst of hushed laughter and
scattered whispers.  Joacheala followed and took her place beside her husband.  Her hands
did not tremble when she walked to Ariela's side with the casket that had contained her
daughter's heart.  Ariela took the casket with its rainbow carving, allowing Joacheala to lift
the lid as she held it above her head for the crowd to witness its emptiness for a moment
before Ariela turned to face her bridegroom.  Cedric stepped forward to fill the casket with
glittering jewels.  Ariela closed the lid and handed the box to her mother.  Joacheala kissed
her daughter on the cheek and went to her husband, presenting the casket of jewels to the
King with bowed head.  He rifled through the jewels and then snapped the casket lid closed
with a sharp nod of his head.  Ariela turned back to Cedric and reached into his chest with a
measured movement that surprised Joacheala with its intimation of maturity.  Within a
moment, a heart was carefully cradled in Ariela's hands and placed into the casket Cedric's
mother held open.  Joacheala knew the shielded family crest had been carved upon the new
casket, but she could not see it through the haze of tears in her eyes as Ariela, in a clear and
steady voice, repeated her vows to care for her husband's heart with her life.



     Joacheala traced the rainbow carving, thinking of her wedding day and the bitter mistrust
gifted to her on that day by her husband's mother.  She was tempted to remove her own heart
and examine it.  It must be as black as her husband's false heart, now.  Perhaps she might
even leave it in Ariela's empty casket.  She pressed her hand under her breast to feel the dull,
steady beat.  It had grown heavier in her chest since yesterday and she felt as if she could no
longer bear the burden.  Ariela, inexperienced as she was, had no idea that the heart she had
accepted was that of an old man.
     "I am well pleased to marry into this family," Cedric said, boldly leaning close to whisper
in her ear as the revelers grew drunk and noisier still.
     Joacheala looked steadily at him, as if the scent and sight of his well-muscled body did not
stir her any longer.  "I will be well pleased if you treat your wife with honor."  She wondered
if it boded ill for the future that he had not recognized his own strong heart had been replaced
by an enfeebled one.  But she had his heart safe in her heart room and she would care for it
with her life for her daughter's sake.  He seemed surprised, almost wounded, by her
indifference.  But after a moment, with the smile which had heated her blood yesterday, and
again last night, he turned his attention to his new bride.  Ariela responded at once and
Joacheala wondered how long her daughter would remain innocent of the toll her
responsibility would take as the years passed.  They were children, playing at being adults. 
But so had Joacheala been once.  So had they all.  That was the way of it.  The King rose to
toast the newly wed couple and she looked at him, strong, vital, laughing, with new
understanding.  In all their years together, she had never touched his heart.  Somewhere, in
the stone wall with his mother's bones, his heart beat on.  She would dig for it, no matter what
vile things his mother's ghost whispered as she worked.  Though it would be difficult, she
knew she must find a way to return Cedric's heart to Ariela's care no matter whether that care
was wise or indifferent, or fraught with childish carelessness.  Ariela, at least, would have a
heart room where the stone walls did not whisper and cackle of failure.  Unless it was
deserved, came the unbidden thought, in the hissing whisper of a long dead woman.
     But that was in the future.  For now, Cedric's well being was Joacheala's responsibility and
his own.  If he treated her daughter well, he would have nothing about which to complain.



Editor's Note:What if the only way to exorcise a ghost were to give him the love
and guidance he never had when he was alive? What if the only person who
could give him that love and guidance was a misanthropic grouch who spends
most of his time feeling sorry for himself, who relishes making those around
him miserable? This short story takes you on an emotional roller coaster ride.
There are a few good "gooseflesh"  moments. You'll find some laughs. There
are tears, too, and moments in which the heart is touched.

SECOND CHANCE FOR LOST
SOULS

by Jeva Singh-Anand

     "You shouldn't call people during a thunderstorm," Henry barks into the receiver. "Don't
you know that's dangerous?"  He hangs up. The first person to call him in two days is a
telemarketer.
     He grips his aluminum cane so hard he can feel the calluses bite into his palms. The
damned thing. He shouldn't even be  on it anymore, but he is not doing his exercises. No way
in Hell should he have come back from a ten-day vacation with Type 2 Decompression
Sickness. From a lousy 35-foot dive.  The memory of that day still burns in him, filling him
with rage, with shame. He remembers coming out of the postcard blue water, blood streaming
from his nose and the pain pulling on his cranium like gravity. He remembers how the dive
guide freaked out—the 72 hours in the decompression chamber, the eternity in rehab. "You
could have died." Sure, that puts everything in perspective.  Aloha! He hates feeling sorry for
himself. He is not going back to work. The checks keep coming.
     Outside, the rain mocks the melodrama of his predicament. He fights the urge to scream,
uselessly.  "Damn you!"  The cane pounding the floor like Ahab's leg, he crosses the room.
Lightning flashes. Thunder rends the air. The room goes dark.  "Damn you, too!" he shouts,
instantly regretting his rage.  A boy of maybe five or six, his blond hair matted and clinging to
his  face, is looking into the window. Henry is struck by how sad and  frightened his eyes are.
Lighting flashes again. The boy disappeared, and all Henry can see is his own reflection in the
window.  No wonder the boy was frightened. How long has it been since he has shaved, or
even brushed his hair?  He can't let him stay out there.  He'll catch his death.
      Standing on the front stoop, Henry peers into the rain, pouring down in sheets. The whole
block is without power. Only lighting manages to  pierce this darkness.  "Get into the house,
kid!  It's okay!" The rain weighs down his hair and clothes. The chill penetrates to the  bone.
He can't see the boy. Is he homeless?
     Days later, during one of her visits, Carolyn says, "No, I haven't heard of any homeless
children in this neighborhood."  She gets up from the couch, goes to the kitchen, "No, Hon,
you stay  there. You want some tea, too?"  Henry rises. He hates it when she acts like this is
her place. Now she clinks the dishes in the sink, just to let him know they need to be done.
     "Where's your kettle? No, the homeless go to the homeless shelter when  the weather gets
bad. That's what they do."
     Henry thump-thump-thumps to the kitchen. Carolyn is filling the kettle with water—so
she's found it—sporting that mom-smile, the one that makes him feel like a ten year-old who
hasn't done his homework. But suddenly that smile falls off her face.  Henry can almost hear
it  shatter on the floor, like a glass ashtray. Hah, victory! But what has  he done to earn it?
     "That wasn't a homeless boy," there is a rare tone of seriousness in her voice. "There was a
little boy who died in this house, twenty  years ago. I still remember that awful, awful day.
His parents kept him locked up in the attic, and he starved to death. He was only five."



     Henry cocks an eyebrow. Is she trying to sell him a ghost story?  Before he can say
anything, Carolyn adds, "Do not, under any  circumstances invite him in."
      "All I did was tell him to come out of the rain," says Henry. "That can't possibly count as
an invitation."
     That night he dreams of the little boy. He dreams of him pummeling the attic floor with his
little fists, beating them bloody. He is crying, begging to be let out. Henry wakes up drenched
in sweat. Thunder rumbles nearby. Better close the window before it gets wet inside.  Funny,
it's not even raining.  In fact, now the noise is coming from inside the house. Someone is on
the stairs. Henry feels his neck hairs bristle. Could it be -- ? No. But it could be a burglar. He
tightens  the grip on his cane. It's not very heavy, but if he swings it hard  enough, he will
cause the intruder a lot of pain.
     He peers into the hallway, sees no one, inches his way toward the  stairs, holding onto the
wall for support. He can hear his breath, feel the pulse race in his throat. The noise is coming
from downstairs.
     Someone is at the door. He whispers through gritted teeth, "If you want a piece of me, I'm
ready."
     The wooden railing creaks as he climbs down the stairs, one step at a  time. Henry unlocks
the door, his cane raised and ready to strike, then jerks it open. The screen door swings
against the frame. Thump. Thump. Thump. He forgot to hook it shut.
     Well, so much for burglars and ghosts. Carolyn will get an earful tomorrow for psyching
him out  like that.
     The ringing of the doorbell interrupts Henry's evening ritual:  watching TV, taking in the
latest news of disasters and wars from all over the world. Only a door-to-door salesman would
have the gall to bother a man at this time. And true to character, he—she? -- isn't content to
ring once. There it goes again.
     "Give me a god-damned minute to get off the couch!"
     But it rings a third time before Henry reaches the door, only to find himself staring into the
empty street. He feels the anger rise in him. Ah, what's the use? He shakes his head, returns to
the couch. What happened to the news? Why is the cartoon channel playing? The  remote
control is lying on the floor. Carolyn's ghost boy?
     Henry becomes aware of things being in the wrong place. One day he finds the phone book
in the kitchen, another day there are forks in the bathtub. Food begins to disappear from the
refrigerator. A week goes by, and then he notices the smell from the attic, thick, bitter: like a
dead rat. Muttering angrily, Henry pulls the ceiling hatch down. A cloud of fat,  black flies
bursts forth. He climbs up the ladder, awkwardly with his stiff leg. The stench becomes
palpable. Henry spits out the taste. He lifts himself into the attic, then reaches for the dive
light he has clipped to his belt.
      "What!" he shouts. The place is scattered with children's furniture and rotting food. But
Henry doesn't have time to take in the details. He hears something  rattle above him. The next
instant, a carton filled with dishes explodes beside him, making a deafening noise. It has
missed him by  less than an inch. From across the space, a bookcase hurtles toward him,
scraping along the floor, toppling and spilling its load, but still continuing toward him with
furious speed and unwavering determination.
     Scampering backwards, Henry drops through the opening behind him. Nothing breaks his
fall. Nothing softens it. Endless minutes pass as Henry lies on the beige wall-to-wall 
carpeting, struggling for breath, letting the envy eat at him as he watches the shiny, black flies
enter the opening in the ceiling without punishment.  This is his house. Why is it that he feels
he is the trespasser? Because ghosts aren't real. They're not supposed to be.
     "Ghosts hate Holy Water," says the man in the religious supplies store. "You sprinkle that
stuff in enough places around your house, and you'll be sure to drive that little bugger out."
     Henry sprinkles every room in the house.  But the ghost won't let him go near the attic
hatch, sending forth armies of flies every time he gets within a few yards of it.
     Night falls, and now it's the ghost's turn. Henry hears the sound of  rats scampering in the
attic, hundreds of them. Thousands. Scurrying,  scratching, squealing. Gnawing at wood,
tearing at fabric. They do  this all night long. The next night, he hears wolves howling
outside  at the window. The third night he hears something so terrifying, he is  afraid it will
drive him out of his mind: a child dying from hunger.
     Sitting in his bed, the sheets cold with sweat, Henry presses his  hands against his ears. But
that is not enough to muffle it. He screams. He screams all of his rage and fear into the



darkness, trying  to drown out a child's pain, a pain he has not caused and cannot cure.
    
      The doorbell rings. Henry groans, rolls over to look at his alarm.  It's 8:30. Two damned
hours of sleep is all he's had.
      "Henry!" It's Carolyn. "Hey, are you all right in there?"
      All right enough to strangle her when he gets to the door. Carolyn leans against the
doorframe and holds up a Burger King bag and two coffees. The smell of egg, bacon and
cheese croissants calls  him back to the world of the living, the real.  Okay, he won't strangle
her. God bless her.
     Carolyn giggles.  "Are you going to put some pants on?" she says. Henry realizes he is
only wearing a pair of drafty boxers. He grins  stupidly and heads for the stairs. Carolyn
clears some space on the coffee table.
     "Your neighbors told me you were making quite a ruckus last night," she says.  "They
thought someone was getting killed." In the bathroom, looking for his robe, he hears her
shout, "So why'd  you let the ghost in?"
      "I didn't know—" God, he's in no shape to have one of those  conversations now. "What,
are you an expert on ghosts now?"  Either she hasn't heard him, or she's ignoring him. He
hears the TV coming to life, followed by the flip-flip-flip of changing channels. Some
pop-psychologist is making an appearance on a morning talk show: "Kids cause trouble
because they are in trouble."  If he weren't so damned tired, Henry would have replied with
some caustic remark. But something strange is happening. He feels he understands something
about his situation that he hasn't understood  before. He is fighting with a five year-old, ghost
or not.  Henry  remembers that he used to hate people like that.
      Downstairs wearing an unironed shirt and blue jeans instead of the old  bathrobe, relishing
the egg, bacon and cheese croissant and restaurant coffee, he asks, "What was his name?"
      "Whose name?"

      "Brian?" Henry isn't sure how this is going to work. "Do you like TV-dinners?"
     It's Salisbury steak. Nasty stuff. Feeling guilty, Henry adds a glass of milk to wash down
the taste and a cookie for dessert. He places the tray under the ceiling hatch. The flies buzz
overhead. It stinks here. He'll have to sleep on the couch tonight.
     Do ghosts eat? Will Brian just take everything up to the attic and let it rot there, like all the
other food he has sneaked out of the fridge?
     The couch is uncomfortable, but Brian lets him sleep through the night.
     At 8:30, Henry can hear him stir around. The kid wants  breakfast. He wonders, if Brian
understands that this isn't a house  where breakfast is eaten—except when visitors show up
with bag fulls of junk food. Better not push his luck, though. He is pretty  sure he can find
some cereal in the kitchen. It has been almost two weeks since his last trip to the grocery
store. His knee is so damned stiff. Otherwise, he'd go more often.
      The Salisbury steak is covered with flies. There are flies in the milk, too. Henry picks up
the tray. Something moves overhead. A sound  like a cry, maybe a whimper, startles him.  "I
thought I'd bring you something for breakfast, would you like that?"
      Silence. Henry sighs and takes the tray downstairs. As he adds milk to the cereal and
smells the buttered toast's aroma, he begins to feel hungry, too. He should make something
for himself after he has fed Brian, he thinks, and then he should make a grocery list.
     For a whole day, Brian has let Henry place and remove food trays at  the spot under the
ceiling hatch. Henry is not much of a cook, but the food is working better than the holy water.
He hopes Brian will let him remove the spoiled food from the attic. He has an idea.
      "Do you like these?" he asks, putting two Tonka trucks under the hatch. He saw them in a
thrift store on his way to the gas station. "Sure you do. All boys do."
     He waits a little, then sees one of the trucks move, as if on its own. It's kind of creepy. Kid
or not, this is a ghost. The other truck begins to follow its mate on some mysterious errand.
This reminds Henry of his own childhood, his own Tonka truck days. He smiles, opens the
hatch, pulls out the ladder. Brian is ignoring him.
     This time the smell is even worse. Henry coughs. He covers his nose with his T-shirt. He
pulls the trash bag out of his pocket, takes another look. Some of the stuff has mold growing
on top of mold. Using part of the trash bag, he begins to scoop up, clumps of hamburger meat
and chicken, lettuce heads, mushy onions and garlic cloves. If that stuff is supposed to be
strong enough to chase away vampires and werewolves, why didn't it have any power over



Brian?
     The little trucks wheel and clank below. Henry doesn't see any toys here. In the darkness
he can make out a child's bed, a toppled shelf, cardboard boxes, other pieces of furniture. He
looks for a light switch, finds it. This is the dreariest, loneliest place he has ever seen. The
kid's parents, whoever they were, didn't even bother to cover the  insulation, hanging from the
rafters in dirty pink shreds. He fights his tears, unsuccessfully, "I'll make it up to you."
      Henry invites Brian to eat his meals with him in the kitchen. He has never been a
three-meals-a-day person, but things are different now. He is not living alone anymore.
     There is a small room upstairs, next to his bedroom, that Henry has been using for storage.
He could turn that into a child's bedroom. Why should Brian still have to be in the attic?
      "My nephew is staying with me for a few months," he tells the young  saleswoman, a
beautiful redhead with charming freckles and the biggest green eyes he has ever seen. "He
likes cartoons. Do you have anything with Scooby-Doo?"
     She giggles. "No one watches that show anymore, sir. Why don't you follow me?"
     Is she flirting with him? He is not the kind of person people flirt with. Not young,
attractive saleswomen.  Henry finds, though, that people who buy things for children --
wallpaper, toys, posters—are treated differently. Even complete strangers treat him with
kindness. They open doors for him when he carries an armful of Toys-R-Us bags. They hold
elevators. They smile a great deal more.

     "Would you say that again?" Carolyn sounds incredulous. "I think there is something
wrong with the connection."
     "I'm inviting you for dinner, and I'm going to cook. Friends do stuff  like that for each
other."
     They eat spaghetti with runny sauce and burnt garlic bread. The salad comes from a bag
and the wine from a box. Carolyn smiles, he observes. Very gracious of her. Henry is
nervous, because he has never made a candlelit dinner for anyone.
     "Are we expecting someone else?" says Carolyn, pointing to the third plate.
     Henry clears his throat, "That's for Brian."
     Carolyn adjusts her glasses, then looks at Henry, obviously expecting an explanation.
     "Is Brian who I think he is?" she finally asks.
     Henry points to the glass of milk and nods, smiling.
    
     It is not very difficult to get used to the sight of toys and other objects moving without a
visible cause, Henry discovers. Sometimes, when Henry is watching the news for a while,
Brian changes the channel  to the cartoons.  Usually that doesn't set off an argument, since at
that point, Henry is watching the loop for second or third time. When Henry walks past
Brian's room, he can hear the sounds of child's play: Legos clicking, the whirring of
Matchbox car wheels, the squeaking of  markers on paper—and laughter.
     Henry is doing his exercises again. He doesn't want to be sick and miserable anymore. He
doesn't want to depend on the cane anymore. He is tired of feeling sorry for himself. He can't
afford to, now that he has Brian to take care of.
     One night, Henry is awoken by sobbing. It's Brian. He wants to be let  out of his room. He
wants to eat something. He is afraid to die.  Henry stands in the middle of Brian's room, a
plate of cookies at his feet,  but the crying continues. He has never felt so helpless.
     "I don't know why he cried. It came totally out of the blue," he tells Carolyn over dinner.
Every Wednesday, they meet for dinner at his  house.  His cooking is beginning to improve;
it's no longer just spaghetti. "I try to make this a comfortable place for him."
      "It sounds to me like he was having a nightmare," says Carolyn. "I guess, his whole life
must have been a nightmare.
     "But what do I do?"
     "You know, real, I mean living children need to be held. You hold them in your lap and
you sing them back to sleep, or—you'll figure something out."
His teachers always told him he was good with clay, but Henry hasn't touched the stuff in
years. He is surprised to discover that they make no-bake clay now. All he has to do is add
water, sculpt it, and let it dry. He can even use acrylic paints on it. No messing around with
glazes. It takes him a while to get the hands and the head just right. He is not a good painter,
but he manages to paint a half-decent likeness of what he remembers Brian to look like.
Carolyn helps him to sew the body, the arms and legs.



     Carolyn and Henry can't agree on what clothes to get him. She wants something in pinks in
reds, "It's vibrant and happy." Henry won't have it, "My boy is not going to wear pink."
     "Oh. Well, why don't you buy him that little Rambo outfit over there?" she says. "I know
where you can find some hunting knives on sale.
      They settle on something rainbow colored.

     Henry places the finished, clothed figure in Brian's bed.
     "If you have bad dreams again, you can slip into this doll. And I'll cradle you back to
sleep," he says.
     When Brian has his nightmares, Henry clutches him to his chest with all his strength. He
tells him that he is safe, sings him back to sleep. What kind of people would do this to their
own child, he wonders, abandon him in the attic like an unwanted pet? What were they doing
when he was still alive?  Crying real tears, knocking on the floor of his attic prison with real
hands? These questions are always on his mind, but in these moments they achieve an
unbearable intensity. When he holds Brian's little hands, light and stiff as balsa wood, he
envisions a different childhood for him, one that he should have lived. He imagines the tiny
hands petting dogs, loading up toy trucks with shovelfuls of sand, stuffing French fries into a
tiny mouth getting messy with sloppy Joe meat. Sometimes Henry wants to know what
happened to Brian's parents. He wants to know that their punishment is harsh enough, that
they suffer as much as he.
     No, more. But as cries ebb into sobs and then fade into silence, he decides that  it doesn't
really matter where they are or how they are.
     This dream is different from any dream Henry has ever had. There is an  unusual sense of
clarity, more intense than any waking state. He is floating in mid-air, in a room without doors
or windows. Everything is  made of light, even his own body.  And now he realizes that
something terrible is about to happen.  Brian emerges through the wall in front of him. He is
no longer a sad and frightened apparition, but the content, loved child he knows from his
visions of what should have been. The child that should have been his son. Was, no is his son.
     "Daddy," he says. "Thank you."
     A wave of overpowering love flows from Brian, washes over Henry,  permeates him. And
Henry fights it as hard as he can. He knows what  must happen. But he is not ready to let go.
The days with Brian were made of gold, precious and radiant. He does not want them to end.
     "What will I do without you?" he says, wishing for tears.
     Brian smiles, says, "Live." His shape dissolves, becomes one with the light, leaving behind
an endless wealth of all-consuming love. And the pain of loss.
     A crashing noise pulls Henry into the world of wakefulness. It comes from Brian's room.
Henry jumps out of bed, hurries to the door, switches on the light. The doll lies in the middle
of the room, surrounded by toy cars and  Lego blocks. Its face bears an expression of being at
peace that Henry has never seen before.

     The alarm clock beeps. For the first time in a week, Henry gets up,  and not just to go to
the bathroom. He is hurting all over, but now, for the first time, he finds the strength face the
day. He knows he will always grieve for Brian. But his sense of being cheated by fate and his
bitterness over his injury are losing their grip. They can't cripple him anymore. Brian's love
can never be taken away.
     He resolves the clean up the house, to give Carolyn a call, to thank her for her friendship.
But now it is enough to eat his breakfast, drink coffee, read the want ads.



Editor's Note: I had to have a 'painting' of the faun in this story since the story revolves around it.  This one
depicts the one mentioned below quite well - just spooky enough!

  "Pan" - Original Artwork
           by Greg Hoose

Editor's Note: This story may be short, but it
is interlaced with mythology and folklore
from many different cultures. Some people
believe the satyr is a demon.  To others, he is
simply one of the gods or a nature-spirit.
Depending on what you believe, the story can
be very scary.

THE UGLY FACE
by Jenny Vernon

     The bedroom was smaller than most. I don't suppose it was much larger than a good-sized
pantry - but it was mine.
     There was the bed, low and very narrow, wedged along the wall and a small chest of
drawers. By the side of the bed was a table that my father had made specially. That was about
all; apart from the picture, that is.
     That picture! Oh, how it was to affect me during those tender growing-up years!
     In the daylight there didn't really seem to be anything about it that could possibly cause
concern to anyone. I'm not sure where my mother had found it. It could have come from
anywhere because she had been an avid collector when she was younger.
     It was about two feet by eighteen inches in size, contained in a stained wooden frame and
depicting an Arcadian pastoral scene; Arcadian, I should add, as the Victorians so often
imagined Arcadia to have been.  You know, with discretely clad shepherdesses tending
laundered lambs whilst, at the same time, glancing lovingly towards well-muscled young
shepherds.
     In the background was a landscape largely composed of distant hills and unidentifiable
clumps of trees. But it wasn't the background that presented the problem to me in those days.
It was the foreground group.
     This was composed of two shepherdesses and a shepherd who was of the well-muscled
variety. But there was also another figure there. This one was quite different; almost devilish.
I imagine, it was a Pan-like faun but, to me in those days, it was Satan himself.
     The intriguing thing about the creature was that you had to imagine what its face looked
like. It was half turned away from you. Only one eye could be seen, one horn and part of a
long hairy nose. But even in the daylight my young mind had the feeling that at any time it
would turn around and look at me. I hated it.
     Many times I asked my mother to take it away but she never did.
     ' It's only a poor, old picture, honey,' she used to say.
     And I had to agree with her. How could a poor, old picture hurt me?
     Foolish me - I should have trusted my instincts.
     It was at the very end of October when measles struck me down. I was confined to my bed



for several days. I was contented enough. There were books to read and the radio to listen to
and I had visitors. It was the nighttime hours that brought the terrors.
     I tried not to look at the picture but every so often I found my eyes attracted to it. It was
mesmeric.
     On the night before Halloween I sensed something rather different about the picture. The
main characters seemed all right but there was a subtle change in the way the faun was
standing.
     Despite my misgivings I found myself drawn to his shape. And then I realized what the
difference was. I could see the tiniest part of his other eye and the furry hair that lay beneath
his unseen horn. I realized, then, that he was indeed gradually turning towards me and in that
moment I experienced real fear.
     The doctor came to see me the next day, Halloween, and agreed with my mother that I was
running a temperature.
     'If she imagines that the picture is upsetting her I should turn it to the wall, Mrs. Simpson,
or take it down altogether.'  My mother agreed and the day passed pleasantly.
     Occasionally, I glanced at the blank, brown back of the picture, but I was in the middle of
a great pony book and had reached a particularly exciting part and so I lost interest and it was
quite late before I had reason to look up at it again.
     The moon shone through my window and cast its rays upon the wall, illuminating the back
of the picture. Later, I heard my parents preparing for bed and waited, breathless, as the house
creaked into quietness. I was young and curious. I had to know.
     The frame seemed so much heavier as I turned it round and for a moment I watched the
moonlight shining across the surface of the glass.  The shepherd and his shepherdesses were
all there and so was the faun.
     For a second or two I looked at him in disbelief and he looked back at me. The yellow
teeth grinned beguilingly at me through drooling lips.  The warty, creased nose and evil, red
eyes framed by a dusty, hairy and greatly misshapen face seemed to be drawing me closer to
him.

     Many years later, on our honeymoon, my husband spotted an old picture in a little gallery
in a seaside side street. He called me over to see it.
     'Hey - what about this Arcadian group, Jen. Shepherds and shepherdesses and...'  I smiled.
     'An ugly faun, I know.'
     He looked at me lovingly but surprised.
     'Yes, you're right, darling but - ,' he laughed, 'you haven't mentioned the little girl kissing
him.'



Welcome to our Poetry Section. Ghosts and goblins and shades, oh
my! And dragons and spiders and haunted castles and vikings and
vampires. . . Well, we have 15 poems to delight your senses this
month.  All fit within our format but range from a cute limerick to some
serious free verse. Of course we had to throw in a couple villanelles.
Some are good, old-fashioned ballads - they tell a story. If you don't
like poetry, our artwork and graphics are enough to make you ponder
awhile.

BOREAS MOURNS by Lynne Remick is based in mythology and folklore. Illustration -
Angel of the Lord by Duncan Long

VENGEFUL EYES by Kevin Tisserand is a ballad about a lost loved one; although,
vengeance doesn't always turn out as planned.

FLORA by Lea Docken is a villanelle about the haunting of a small town. Illustration -
Gloves - by Judith Huey

THE HAUNTING OF GWENDALYNE by Diane Davis proves love is not always of this
realm. Illustration - Juliette and her Dragon - by Eden Celeste

UNREQUITED CONQUEST by Shea Fulgham shows us that we can be haunted by our
own minds.

DESPAIR by Kathleen Hill hopefully shows you that editors can be writers, too. Illustration
- Dark Angel - by Eden Celeste

JUST A DREAM by Josh Johnson is about as bad as you can get for a nightmare!

THE HAUNTING OF CASTLE RAIT by Kathy Kehrli is about a real castle and a real
legend.  Go to the link page and read all about it. Illustration - Ghost Girl - by Eden Celeste

ELUSIVE SPIDER by Lea Docken is really about the cycle of life and death. Illustration
Web - by Mori Leslie

HIS ROSE by Kathleen Hill is another villanelle about a man haunted by memories of the
war and more.

SOMETIMES by Kathy Kehrli brings to mind all those old vampire movies we watched
and then couldn't sleep for weeks afterwards.

THE CLOSET MONSTER by Cesanne Davis is a limerick. Since they're so short and have
such a defined rhythmn and rhyme scheme, not many people write them anymore.  This one
reminds me of my childhood. Why did I always have the bedroom with the attic door in the
closet?

HAUNTINGS by Xartania comes with a warning label: This may cause extreme emotions
to surface.

I DO NOT CARE by The Widowmaker is our mystery writer poem for the month.



SHADOW OF A WINTER WEAVING MOON by Lloyd M. Lohr is about fairies - good
and bad.

FAIR SISTER by Gregg Bieber deals with our greatest fear - death. Illustration  - Visions
from the Darkside of the Mind #1 - by Iain Maynard



Editor's Note: The name of this painting is
deceiving. With the stars in his brow and
the beard, I think he looks like the North
Wind.

Angel of the Lord
Original Artwork by
Duncan Long

Editor's Note: You may ask, what does this one have to do with hauntings?  In mythology, Boreas is another
name for the North Wind. It's October and he has just started to haunt us in the midwest United States.

BOREAS MOURNS
by Lynne Remick

Sitting powerfully
atop the world,
cold and painfully alone,
he listens as the north wind howls
against the merriment
of a gypsy band of dancing lights
upon a dark and desolate plain
wrought of his own wrath.
Boreas mourns.

For more information on mythology, go to the Kansas City Public Library link at
www.kcpl.lib.mo.us/ref/reflinks/mythlore.htm

http://www.kcpl.lib.mo.us/ref/reflinks/mythlore.htm


Editor's Note: This poem reminds me of the 'Legend of Sleepy Hollow' from America and the legend of the
Scottish highwayman who's love pulled the trigger to warn him.  I'm sure there are many more stories from
many folklores that are similar to these.  They say ghosts haunt the sites of tragic events.  What is more tragic
than the loss of one's true love?

VENGEFUL EYES
by Kevin Tisserand

With vengeful eyes did Fergus ride through Delanar that night.
No thought was giv'n to tales of fiends, although there was no light.

He pounded forth with just one thought: his promised one lay dead.
Her scarlet essence soaked the ground, her neck without a head.

His eyes the colour of her blood, his fury running hot,
He longed for nothing but to slay the killer that he sought.

Perhaps he lost his way without the light from any star,
But likely 'twas the foul beasts, that dwell in Delanar.

He should have paid more heed to tales of wraiths and ghouls and wights
That live in Forest Delanar and hunt on cold, dark nights.

No living sign has since been seen; no trace of what befell
The man who went to seek revenge, his anguish for to quell.

But now his ghost has joined the rest that haunt the Forest deep,
And travelers had best be warned that ghosts don't ever sleep.

If you should venture forth, beware the eerie, dreadful sight:
With vengeful eyes does Fergus ride through Delanar this night.



Editor's Note: This is a style of poetry called villanelle.  It has repeat lines and rhyme schemes as well as
rhythmn and tells a story. You decide who is being haunted here.

FLORA
by Lea Docken

Commissioned Artwork by
Judith Huey

Nestled in a tiny villa
highlighted by sunlight's prisms
gloves lay in waiting for Flora.

Breezes wafting angelica
bring soft dust for exorcism.
Nestled in a tiny villa

rumors whisper belladonna.
A house shudders in cataclysms.
Gloves lay. In waiting for Flora,

choruses of light sing alleluia.
Still life waits for a baptism.
Nestled in a tiny villa

glittering rhinestones send out auras
searching for a touch of optimism.
Gloves lay in waiting for Flora

for decades of unending ritual.
Shrouds cover all in chanting catechism
nestled. In a tiny villa
gloves lay in waiting. For Flora.



Editor's Note: What is real to some of us, is not real to all. Love may exist on this plane, too.

THE HAUNTING OF
GWENDALYNE
by Diane Davis

Juliette & her Dragon
Original Artwork by
Eden Celeste

"I dreamt about her again last night,"
the young soldier said.
A tear rolled down his cheek.
"Gwen?" the older soldier asked.
"Don't say her name," he demanded.
"I couldn't bear to hear it,
knowing I will never see her face
or watch her dance beneath the moonlight."
He turned away from his post.
"You must not go on so," the older man said.
"Pull yourself together-"
"But don't you see?" he interrupted,
turning back to the soldier.
"We were soulmates,
meant to be together from the start."
His face contorted into a thousand wrinkles
as he tried to hold back his sorrow.
"How can I go on?" he cried.
He collapsed,
sobbing against the stone wall of the tower.
"Get control of yourself, man," the man said,
grabbing the young soldier by the shoulders.
"You have your whole career ahead of you.
There is so much to live for."
"What difference does a career make?
The only reason I choose to come here
because of her." He sniffed.
"Forget Gwendalyne," the older man said.
"It is time you faced reality.
Move on with your life."
"But she-"
"Need I remind you once again.
There is no she.
Gwendalyne is a myth.
Real dragons do not exist."



Editor's Note: Fantasy lives in our minds and can haunt with the
best of them!

UNREQUITED CONQUEST
by Shea Fulgham

Dreaming of screams
Your voice captures

The essence of beauty
Superficial

That is
The devil

Resides inside
Hollow chamber

I found when searching
For time to kill
My innocence
Spells of time

Cast upon my soul
Like a hammer

Forcing a nail through steel
I became

Indifferent to your cruelty
Evil is your charm

Only now I pay for it
As I

Still love you
To this day

Your ghost is my soul
I still bleed for.



Editor's Note: I wrote this poem several years ago and didn't think about publishing it, until I saw the
beautiful painting below. Maybe I'm not the only one she visits.

DESPAIR
by Kathleen Hill

I know Despair,
gliding across my room
in a dark taffeta gown of many layers.
Lace gloves reveal alabaster shoulders
peeking from under a flowing cape,
hooded like a shroud only thrown back
not yet ready to cover her and
whomever she comes for tonight.
She's been here before.
I feel her icy presence.
Eyes lock into mine.
I gasp as she nears my bed.
Darkness falls
leaving only a faint shimmer
of her skin as she stands over me.
I rise to meet her.
From the fold of her dress comes
a small golden chest
carved and studded with gems.
I know what's inside.
I've seen it in tormented visions.

Dark Angel
Original Artwork by
Eden Celeste

She bids me look in with her gaze. Red velvet lining blackens.
Breath is forced harshly from my lungs.
I feel stabs of memories, sad, hopeless, rushing upward, filling my soul.
Faster and harder they come.
I fall weak upon my pillow. The box snaps shut.
She gently gathers my face into her hands brushing back sweat-soaked hair,
leaning down she kisses me with cold lips.
Pulling up the hood she turns away.
"Wait!" I cry. "Why aren't you taking me?"
"Not tonight," comes the voice of Despair, deep, hollow, without inflection.
"Hope still lives within you, but, I will come again when it is gone."
The swish of silk grows faint in rythmn to my heartbeats.



Editor's Note: Ever had one of those nightmares that was so real you could swear you were awake? This one
almost made me dig out the valium for bedtime!

JUST A DREAM
by Josh Johnson

I've awakened they're coming
they're walking towards me
I've awakened they're coming
they're stalking me

they're staring at me
with one thing on their mind
they long to be
and destroy my kind

I'm screaming but no one
can hear me
I'm grieving for someone
to save me

between me & them
is a window
I know will not hold
I fall to my knees to let them feast

just then the window breaks
I'm knocked unconscious
only to wake up
still intact

but if this was just a dream
why am I bleeding?



Editor's Note: How could we call this a Hauntings issue without a haunted Scottish castle?!

THE HAUNTING OF
CASTLE RAIT
by Kathy Kehrli

If you dare to visit Scotland's
Old stately Castle Rait,
Be forewarned before you enter
Its towering granite gate.

Years ago great terror occurred
Behind these princely walls
And now the poor young victim
Still haunts the dim-lit halls.

The chieftain's daughter fell in love
With the adversary's son.
Despite their family differences,
They vowed to be as one.

The chieftain planned a massacre
To end the rivalry,
But failed because his daughter
Had warned the enemy.

To punish her he hatefully
Severed off both her hands,
Depriving her of love's last gift
The golden wedding band.

Overwhelmed with grief and despair,
She made a desperate pact.
Throwing herself from the tower,
Her final, farewell act.

A ghostly girl now paces down
The palace tower stairs.
With handless arms she brushes aside
The blood-soaked gown she wears.

Ghost Girl
Original Artwork by
Eden Celeste

Editor's note:  Did you know that there really is a Castle Rait in Scotland, and this poem is based on a legend
that really exists?  Go to the webpage that has real pictures and history about this famous castle.  It's
at:http://www.castles.org/Chatelaine/RAIT.HTM 

http://www.castles.org/Chatelaine/RAIT.HTM


Editor's Note: I find the cycle of a spider's life fascinating as long as they're outside, but some people
are deathly afraid of them.

ELUSIVE SPIDER
by Lea Docken

An elusive spider quickly spins a
velvety soft jeweled web of silk.
Spinning a never beginning never ending
maze of pathways, the spider works
silently building it's deadly web.
Calmly, quietly, swiftly it descends
soft as a warm summer breeze.
Enveloping all it touches.
Winter chills bring a warning of
empty days, and numbing nights.
The web drops swiftly bringing
one into darkness, a
smooth slide into death.
Blank eyes are following unknown ways
seeking to end the nightmare.
A voice cries endlessly in prayer
hearing only a cacophony of sounds
that splinters the jeweled web.
Slowly the false jewels fall away.
Remnants of the jeweled web slowly die
and a golden life begins again.
Elusive spider forever spinning
quietly waits for another.

Spider's Web
Original Artwork by

Mori Leslie



Editor's Note: War is haunting and sometimes love is all a soldier has to live for. But, what if that love isn't
true? The young man in this villanelle is haunted by memories of more than combat.(This poem was
published in 'Lyrical Iowa.')

HIS ROSE
by Kathleen Hill
He'd love her madly, deeply.  Vowed
never to let her memory die.
Red rose bud vase empty now.

Handsome young soldier, tall and proud
had his wings, ready to fly.
He'd love her madly.  Deeply vowed

to write every day as time allowed.
Finest porcelain he sent her nigh
a red rose bud vase.  Empty now

it sits among his letters.  Her eyes cloud
she knew her love was but a lie.
He'd love her madly, deeply.  Vowed

to keep him secret, she didn't know how.
Upon her bed so frightened, her eyes
red.  Rose.  Bud vase empty.  Now

she's gone, no face in the crowd.
Impossible to forget, although he does try,
he'd love her.  Madly.  Deeply vowed.
His red Rose.  Bud vase empty.  Now.



Editor's Note: You thought we
forgot the vampires, didn't you?
Come on, it's October!

SOMETIMES
by Kathy Kehrli

Sometimes in the dark of dusk, her mind plays wicked tricks.
She shivers to the sudden chill of numbing needle pricks.
The evil beast who possessed her still lurks out there somewhere.
She can run but she can't escape this hellish cold nightmare.
Sometimes in the dead of night, she wakens with a scream,
Her body drenched, her fingers clenched to ward off this bad dream.
She clutches close her rosary to ease her pounding heart.
She can't avoid his haunting face; he ripped her world apart.
Sometimes she hides; his demon soul will never disappear.
Fiery eyes, blood dripping fangs…reminders of her fear.

******************************************************************

Editor's Note: Who says scary can't be fun?  Here's a limerick you CAN repeat to your kids.

THE CLOSET MONSTER
by Cesanne Davis

She held on all through the night,
biting her nails in cold dead fright,
but then at dawn,
the fear was gone,
she shut the closet so he couldn't bite.



Editor's Note: This is probably the scariest piece in the magazine. People don't seem to realize that
domestic violence is not only a hideous crime, but its effects are longterm. Many victims suffer from
PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) which causes them to relive the horrors not only in dreams but
when awake, too. Their dreamworld isn't fantasy. They are truly haunted.The symptoms not only include
nightmares, but anxiety attacks, blackouts, depression, migraines and many other physical ailments.Stop
the Violence.

HAUNTINGS
by Xartania

Flashes of remembrance
     cold shudders, shock to reality.
No more dreaming!
Sleep stay away
     don't haunt me again!
Images of the past
     sacrifice of sanity
The same old shit I keep shoveling
     out of my head.
But he returns to teach the horrors of his hate.
My mind reviews lessons learned in pain
     Repetition.
     Intensity, stifling.
     Breaking me down.
     Sucking my strength.
Youth gone and hard as stone in the mirror.
I cry out to a face that once loved
     in trust and innocence.
Now, only emptiness with no peace to rest,
where dreams conjure him up
     for more
     Abuse.



Editor's Note: Here is our mystery writer
this month. Her name is quite apropos.

I DO NOT CARE
by the Widowmaker

I do not care . . .
     What her lover thought as he pulled the trigger.
     What words she whispered with her dying breathe.

I do not care . . .
     If she begged for a reprieve with tears of the damned.
     His dark eyes were cold as he followed her.

I do not care . . .
     That he held her one last time in his strong arms as she fell.
     If his warm tears fell upon the cold beauty of her cheeks.

I do not care . . .
     That he will forever be haunted by love destroyed.
     As she will love him forever and ever, and

I do care . . .
     That her  love will be all he will ever know.
     Her love will be the torment his eyes will show.



Editor's Note: Most of us don't think of fear when we
think of faeries. Why not? It's only a matter of a changing
the vowels around.

SHADOW OF A WINTER
WEAVING MOON
by Lloyd Michael Lohr
We tread into the seasons of harshness,
only fear resides on the tip of silent tongues,
for deep within the ancient loam of earth,
a Moon King awakens,
and soon the omens of famine and war,
will begin to echo in the dark places once more,
to a realm rich with grain, wisdom and gold,
so descends a scourge,
for darkness is the Moon King,
a malignant sovereign of cold,

the Faerie Queen and her children seek shelter in the sacred wood of old,
in search of relief even merchants are honest and kind, or so I've been told.
But the Dragon of Enigmas can no longer endure,
so she summons forth a heroine of myth and lore,
for not all chivalry is in drought as the seeds of good deeds are sown,
for soon the rightful queen shall ascend to the elm leaf-covered throne,
upon the Moon King's charred or sun-bleached bones,
or so she hopes,
for these are fanciful dreams indeed, in his wake,
as ancient voices and cauldron tales lie dormant in the womb,
his unforgiving iron hand grips strong and the mountains quake,
for the Moon King is the potentate of poison and the rune weaver of doom,
death and destruction are the twin hammers of his evil loom,
yet as Winter fires burn patient with dreams of Spring,
swirling shadows of rebellion slowly stir deep within the faerie ring.



Editor's Note: Congratulations, you've made
it through our poetry section! I truly hope
this is NOT what you're feeling.

FAIR SISTER
by Gregg Bieber

Death Be Near
     Life grows short
     The horizon looms

Death Be Near
     Your darkness calls
     My bed is made

Death Be Near
     Wrap me in your gown
     Then I may sleep

Death Be Near
     Loose my chains
     Release my soul

Come O Death
     Complete the circle
     I long to dream

Visions from the Dark Side of the Mind
#1

Original Artwork by
 Iain Maynard



Welcome to our review section.  With all the wonderful new artwork
and writing we are presenting to you every month, it wouldn't seem right
not to mention some of the great fantasy work that is already out there.
In this section we will feature reviews of books, artists and movies, as
well as board, role-playing and electronic games. We may even surprise
you with reviews of writer's tools to include computer software,
reference materials and instruction. If you can think of anything else,
send it along! Our publication is designed not only for fantasy readers,
but writer's too, and we want to make it as easy and enjoyable as
possible to ply your trade. Relax and have fun!

WINDOW ON THE SHAMANIC VIEW - by Lloyd Michael Lohr - is definitely
something you'll want to add to your writer's resource list. The author himself is a Shaman,
and plugs us into his world of one of the oldest surviving forms of Folklore.  He includes
places to go for more info.

WIND & THE WARRIOR  - by Lea Docken - is the first in our new series of Electronic
Book reviews.  What's that, you may ask? It is the newest rage in the publishing world.  Buy a
book and print it off yourself.  Sure beats paying all that shipping and handling.  And what if
you're taking a vacation and want to pack light?  Take your laptop, load it with electronic
books and save yourself some baggage!



Editor's Note: This month we have a little
something different for you.  As you know, this
is a magazine for writers also.  The following
article is a wealth of information on a subject
that is the essence of folklore.  Shamanism
goes back farther than history and is still alive
today.  Bookmark this one for reference.

A WINDOW ON
THE SHAMANIC
VIEW
by Lloyd Michael Lohr

One must forgive those of blind ignorance when they transgress upon your
being for they are held by the chains of foolish human folly and know no better.
A petty man can direct hate easily at everything, and everyone. A wise man
knows hate is a madness and thusly a foolish commodity of no use to him.

The Way:
       In the languages of the old ones wisdom meant one word. In Tungus it was Saman, in
Tocharian it was Samane, in Prakrit it was Samana and in Sanskrit it was Sramanas.
     The word Shaman is a cognate to the word Saman, first used by a Tungus-speaking
people, the Evenk, in Siberia. The role of the Shaman in his/her society was/is a vital one.
They talked to spirits and animals and saw visions of the future. Born from the reverence
early humanity had for their surroundings and the eternal wonderment of the spirit world,
Shamanism held a distinction as being different than a magician or healer in early society. For
the Shaman would walk the pathway to the spirit world routinely. Through altered states of
consciousness induced with or without the aid of a catalyst, the Shaman would converse with
the spirits. As a faith, Shamanism fits into many types of belief systems, due to the fact that is
independent of dogmatic, institutionalized religion.
     Shamanism is one of the oldest divinatory practices in the world to promote healing and
spiritual wellness. By archaeological and anthropological evidence the practice has existed for
some 20,000 to 30,000 years. Evidence of Shamanism has been found globally in isolated
regions of the Americas, Asia, Africa, regions of Europe and Australia.
     It is most prominent in tribal cultures. Today, various tribal peoples in the Republic of
Tuva, China, Siberia, Samiland and Australia as well as several Native tribes of North
America practice this ancient religion. In tribal culture the Shaman is a person who can enter
an ecstatic state of altered consciousness. While in the state of altered consciousness or trance
he communicates with his guardian spirit who gives him information and/or power to heal the
sick person. Usually the shaman who enters the trance is said to seek information from
another reality.
     Most believe that they must have a close connection with nature because their guardian
spirit usually is that of a plant or animal. Many say the guardian spirit takes the Shaman to the
other reality where he is given his needed knowledge and power through a hole in the world.
The Shaman may also seek information to help his people and village. In the various cultures
trances are induced by singing, dancing, chanting, and drumming.  Some cultures also used
psychedelic drugs to actuate trances.
     The Shaman relied on alliances with spirits for their magic. They were believed to have



the power to foresee the future, heal the sick and bring success to the hunting or fishing
expedition. The Shaman was also thought to control the weather and affect what it does.
Because of the close contact with spirits they were feared and lived away from the villages in
the forests. The Shaman was responsible for traditional myths of death, rebirth, the connection
between human and animals, and the connection between the natural and supernatural.
     Shamanism in Europe was derived from Celtic and Germanic cultures rising out of the
Indo-European tribes and unfortunately was successfully wiped out by the church and the
inquisition. Traditional Shamans disappeared but many Shamanic fragments remained in the
belief of the common folk and their cultural folklore. Cultural anthropologists have in the past
defined Shamanism as an initial stage of the institutionalized religious systems. That is a false
analysis. In reality Shamanism was/is actually the beginning steps toward human spiritual
development.

Siberia:
     Shamanism is an important part of the identity of indigenous peoples.  While most
westerners think of Shamanism in terms of a technique involving trance journeying and
healing, most people in Siberia describe Shamanism as their religion and an expression of
their inner faith.
     The practice and philosophy of shamanism is an essential part of Siberian cultures in
particular. Elder Shamans are respected as carriers of traditional knowledge, and as powerful
individuals possessing vision for the future as well as knowledge of the past. In each area,
there are strong traditions of Shamanic culture, including healing, ceremonials connected with
the land and human concerns, divination, and, in some cases, accompanying the souls of the
dead to the next world. Shamans were and are highly respected members of Siberian society.

Contact:
For more information on Shamanism, contact the Foundation for Shamanic Studies at
www.shamanism.org or write them at the address below.
The Foundation for Shamanic Studies
P.O. Box 1939
Mill Valley, California
94942 USA

Sources: The Way of the Shaman - By: Michael Harner, Fire In The Head:

Shamanism and the Celtic Spirit - By: Thomas C. Cowan, The Larousse Encyclopedia of
Mythology, Bullfinch's Mythology, In Search of The Indo-Europeans - By: J.P. Mallory.

Video Documentary: Drums of the Ancestors; Manchu and Mongol Shamanism.

http://www.shamanism.org/


Editor's Note: Welcome to the newest style of literature - Electronic Publishing. Your publisher has been
busy doing other things than writing, I see. I saw this "book" and it is truly amazing what we can do on the
web these days!

The Wind and the
Warrior

BloodWind
by Charlotte Boyett-Campo
Twilight Times Publications
http://www.twilighttimesbooks.com
Copyright © 1999 by Charlotte
Boyett-Campo
ISBN 0-9668209-3-2
418 pages
Download Version $3.95
CD ROM $9.95

     Charlotte Boyett-Campo takes the reader on an adventure full of romance and intrigue.
Kamerone Cree, a Reaper, the highest ranking warrior in the Ministry of Acquisitions, is
accused of insubordination.  Captain Cree has been programmed since birth to follow orders.
He is not to think, feel, or question. The Military Tribunal sentences Cree to Behavior
Modification and a month on a penal colony.
     Little does Cree realize he is being delivered into the hands of the Resistance when he
arrives at the Behavior Mod unit. Cree meets and falls for Dr. Bridget Dunne. Kamerone Cree
is unaware the Behavior Mod Unit is bringing him face to face with his humanity and love.
     Boyett-Campo captures the reader with the first sentence of her fantasy romance novel and
does not let the reader go until the last page. The pace is filled with tense moments, fun
adventure and intrigue. The reader follows Cree and Bridget coming to terms with his
humanity and their love while helping the Resistance.  The intrigue is riveting. I usually can
second-guess where the author is going in any book I read.  Boyett-Campo put a stop to that.
Whenever I thought the characters would do one thing she would have them do another. I
love books like this. It takes a lot to keep my interest and Boyett-Campo does just that.
     Hael Sejm is the perfect villainess.  Sejm is evil personified. A villainness one loves and
hates. Boyett-Campo shows exactly where Hael Sejm is coming from. We see the world
through her eyes more then once.  The back-story of all characters in the book is fascinating
and placed in the exact spot it should be. BloodWind is a smooth adventure into fantasy
romance blending fantasy worlds with the real world.
     Boyett-Campo takes us from the world of Rysalian Prime to Earth, specifically Grinnell
and Kellogg Iowa and back again flawlessly as she weaves her tale of intrigue and love.
     She brings us into her characters lives with ease and makes us care what happens to each
and every one. BloodWind is definitely a book to read.
     BloodWind is my first E Book review of many you will see in this column.  I am
impressed with the publication and the publishers who made this wonderful read possible. If
you have not read an electronic book yet I highly suggest you order BloodWind. You will be
greatly impressed as I am. The cost is within reason and you have choices as to how you
would like to read the book. Downloading is available, or you can chose CD ROM, or E

http://www.twilighttimesbooks.com/


readers.  E Book readers are also on the market. I have yet to buy one, but when I do you will
hear how I like it in this column. I downloaded BloodWind, printed it out- it came double
columns-, placed it in a three ring binder and immersed  myself in a wonderful tale with
unforgettable characters and places.
     Find BloodWind and other books by Charlotte Boyett-Campo at
http://www.darkstarpublications.com. It is well worth the visit.

May the Willow Breeze Bring You Joy
Lea Docken
Publisher FF&F

http://www.darkstarpublications.com/


Forrest J. Bass – Artist – Cover "Out of Body Experience" – was born11/15/79, is 5'9", brown
hair, blue eyes. He was a finalist in the L. Ron Hubbard Artist of the Future Contest and is listed as an Ardeon
Artist. His art is all original free hand illustrations, some computer colored with added special effects.  He
does Commercial art, Graphic art, Freelance art, 2D-3d Design, Portraits, Website Design, or anything else of
Fantasy or Reality. He is open to work on just about anything creative. He is majoring in commercial art at
Dutchess Community Collage and has been taking private art classes with Paul Abrams who has drawn for
Marvel and many other companies for the past nine years.  He has several sculptures in mixed media, has
done a few murals, illustrated the New Paltz high school year book for nineteen ninety eight, and I has a large
Illustration portfolio. His work can be seen at http://members.tripod.com/fo32bfx and
http://www.ardeon.org/members/artists/fbass/fbass.htm

Gregg Bieber – Poet – Fair Sister - is part mystic, part human.  He believes that in the upper realms,
we are all connected to one another.  Our physical bodies are just part of a ruse; the price we pay for one
lifetime. Once life and death run their course, then we can really remember who we are.  He grew up on the
barren prairie of  South Dakota which provided ample time to search for himself.  He now searches through
his poetry

Theresa Brandon - Artist – "Sphinx" - is a freelance illustrator, a graduate student in a Master of
Fine Arts program and a stay-at-home Mom. She also enjoys reading, antiques and restoring her Victorian
home. You can see more of her work at www.theresabrandon.com and she maintains a website with
information for illustrators at http://members.aol.com/thedrawing 

Cathy Buburuz – Artist – "Skull" - is a Canadian artist who has illustrated for many fine magazines
over the years including Space & Time (USA), Dark Regions and Horror (USA), Prisoners of the Night
(USA), Deathrealm (USA), Enigmatic Tales (UK), Nasty Piece of Work (UK), and Shiver Magazine
(Canada).  She's also sold stories to Tenebres (France), Northern Fusion (Canada), Flesh & Blood Magazine
(USA), Bare Bone (USA), and The Reaper (USA).  In her spare time she designs poster and t-shirt art for
Canada's all-female Cajun band "Louisiana Jane."  If you need an illustrator or would like to comment on
Cathy's work, email her at: cathyartist@hotmail.com   

Eden Celeste – Artist – "Dark Angel" Juliette & her Dragon" - lives in soggy Portland,
Oregon where she resides with her 6 pets that include one dog, two cats, one frog, one newt and her husband.
On a typical day you can find Eden either working her art, sewing medieval, middle eastern or sci-fi
costumes, reading a book, playing RPGs, embroidering or on the computer creating web sites, surfing the net,
emailing or playing video games. When Eden's not being distracted by her other pastimes she's working on
her favorite type of art. Currently that would be either dark and brooding gothic women or watercolors of
women and other fantastical creatures. Eden has been finding herself drawn more and more to the macabre
and gothic-themed genres and has gained a reputation as a gothic artist. You can visit her at
http://eden.darkers.com 

Jeffrey A. Corkern – Writer – co-author with Mark Rudden – The Price of Wisdom - is an
environmental chemist in the jungles of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, where he is held in awe by the local wildlife
for his close association with a most holy object, the "Never-Empty Cat Food Bowl."

Cesanne Davis – Poet – The Closet Monster - is 20 years old, and lives in Ogden, Utah.  She's
currently attending a creative writing school, and has been published in a few poetry journals and periodicals. 
She's currently working on a fantasy novel who's title hasn't yet presented itself to her, and a collection of
poetry entitled "Moonflower Monsters" which should be completed very soon.Cesanne is sincerely hoping
that the monster will go away, so that she can finish school, her collection of poetry, and her still unnamed
novel.

http://members.tripod.com/fo32bfx
http://www.ardeon.org/members/artists/fbass/fbass.htm
http://www.theresabrandon.com/
http://members.aol.com/thedrawing
mailto:cathyartist@hotmail.com
http://eden.darkers.com/


Diane M. Davis – Poet - The Haunting of Gwendalyne says when she is not writing for e-zines,
she is busy working on middle-grade novels for children. She is presently searching for a home for two
historical fiction novels and is working on a  fantasy novel, entitled "In Search of a Song". She works as an
art teacher at the Parker Middle School in Reading, MA and lives in Chelmsford MA with her husband and
two teenage children.

Lea Docken - Poet (and your publisher) – "Flora" "Elusive Spider" - lives in an old house full
of magic and mystery in Sioux City, Iowa.

Shea Fulgham – Poet – Unrequited Conquest - was born December 11, 1982 in Montgomery,
Alabama and currently resides in Topeka, Kansas.  Her interests are writing anything from poetry to short
stories, old movies, drama and art.  Her influences are Lord Byron, Pablo Neruda, Sylvia Plath and John
Keats.  She has her own style which nobody can disagree is unique.  She says she refuses to change it.  She
prefers beautiful wording, which is complex, but makes sense unlike much of today's 'modern poetry.' She
considers her style to be a dark romantic revival that combines the past with modern terminology.

Kathleen Hill – Poet – (and your Editor) – "Hauntings" "His Rose" - is a tired old woman of
42, living back home in Sioux City after residing in Maryland and Minnesota.  She also lives in a big old
house along with 2 teenagers, 3 cats and a noisy parrot. She does honestly believe life begins at 40. She loves
antiques, crafts, reading, teaching writing and a good merlot.

Greg Hoose – Artist – "Pan" -  has been an artist all his life. His Mom is a watercolorist and ceramicist,
his Dad was a woodworker, his sister a painter and his wife and kids are all budding artists and toymakers.
They homeschool their kids. He has a Masters of Art in Art from East Carolina University in Greenville NC
from 1977. He attended a number of schools in NC including UNCC at Charlotte. His major was ceramics,
however his true nature is undecided. He has been studying Sumi art for twenty years. The last few years he's
been converting his artistic knowledge to fit computer technology. He loves the versatility the computer offers
an artist. The chinese ink brush is his favorite art tool, and he feels closest to it in all his thinking and creating.
Greg says; "I feel it is superior to all other brushes; with a variance from the thinnest line to a full swath. In
this incredibly varied stroke one can achieve up to seven shades of light and evoke color even in just black and
white. This is truly magic to me! Computer imaging and tablet variance enable me to approximate the chinese
ink brush. The brush is always in my mind when I create with electronics. Thank you China!"  His website for
viewing is at Grey Goose Arts  http://www.hoose.com 

Judith Huey - Artist – Gloves - paints a variety of subject matter in a variety of media.  Her captivating
depictions of nature, figures, and fantasy have brought her widespread acclaim.  Huey's often painstakingly
detailed work is an inevitable consequence of her scientific background; she earned a BS degree in chemistry
and physics from Auburn University.  Yet it is Huey's dramatic perspectives and atmospheric moods which
lend an emotional element to her work.  Dothan Wiregrass Museum of Art and several galleries carry her
mixed media paintings.  Her work has appeared in several wildlife and fantasy magazines.  Bookcovers are
the newest addition to the list of interesting endeavors. Some of her sork can be viewed at 
http://www.ardeon.org/members/artists/jhuey/jhuey.html 

Josh Johnson - Poet – just a dream - is a twenty-one-year old single male (and adorable as can be!),
disturbed and angry with the city he lives in.  He desires no oath for the future.  A serious poet for less than a
year, he's hopelessly in the middle of an inspiring 'reality sucks' time of his life.  Set off by the stumbling
stages of growth, his poetry has no direction – he just goes with his mood – contradicting himself because he
doesn't care what others think of him.  As manager of a used CD shop, music is the junkie he loves, and
poetry is the redhead he desires.

Merry Johnson-Muhsman, Writer – Feature – The Misadventures of Don – Don, The
Prodigal Son, Part 2 – Says writing has always been a second love—Don is just one of the ways she
enjoys nurturing her hobby. Don came from humble beginnings. At one time, Merry belonged to a Writer's
Guild in Iowa that gave out weekly writing assignments. One assignment involved taking one sentence and
continuing the story where the sentence left off. Whether it was a stream of conscience or just plain fate, Don
evolved from that sentence, and consequently, he has inspired short several stories. Merry lives in rural
Nebraska with her husband Doug, a dog named Lady and cat, Spook.

Kathy Kehrli – poet - , Poet – "Sometimes" "The Haunting of Castle Rait" - lives in NE
Pennsylvania and enjoys the outdoors, reading and writing.  She has been writing poetry for over fifteen years
and will have a haiku published in the upcoming issue of "An Eclipsing" ezine.

Steven King  - Artist – Possession - is 32 years old living on the sunny gulf coast of Florida.  He works
mostly in colored pencil and watercolor, but uses any media that strikes his fancy. Steven spends most of his
free time sketching something or other much to the dismay of his family and friends. He's a member of
Elfwood and the Ardeon Fantasy Guild. Examples of his work can be found at
http://members.aol.com/Lilbit1709/index.html

Mori Leslie – Artist –  Spider's Web - is a California native who escaped from the heat to Juneau,
Alaska. She dabbles in arts, crafts and writing. She also cooks fattening desserts for her SO and plays with her
cats. Being a computer geek is also in her repertoire.

Shelley Little - Writer – Feature – Mother Goose Archives – The Far and Away
Kingdom -is a media specialist who managed five elementary school libraries in a Northern Iowa rural
farming community.  When she decided this position did not have enough challenges or stress, she made a
career change to help Tarkio Academy start a library for their students.  The Academy's students consisted of
over 300 teenaged males, aged twelve through twenty, who somehow found themselves ordered to the
facility by the Judicial systems of various states.  In other words, it was JAILS OR US! Working in a private
youth prison was like jumping out of the frying pan into the fire.  This position was dangerous, challenging
and rewarding.  The greatest danger, however, came from the stock market that controlled the finances.  After
two and a half years, the market took a nosedive.  Twenty-eight people and Shelley were downsized.  After a
six-month hiatus in the southern part of Iowa, she took a position as a K-12 media specialist in a very small
farming community.  This new place of work comes with a daily commute of eighty miles.  When she is not
commuting, she enjoys antiquing, crafting, traveling, reading and of course, writing.

http://members.xoom.com/ghoose
http://www.hoose.com/
http://www.ardeon.org/members/artists/jhuey/jhuey.html
http://members.aol.com/Lilbit1709/index.html


Lloyd M. Lohr – Writer/ Poet – "A Window on the Shamanic View" "Shadow of a
Winter Weaving Moon" - is a practicing Indo-Eurasian Shaman and a Circle Foundation member of the
Foundation for Shamanic Studies. Thus far, he has published over 200 short stories and poems. His writings
have been published in 23 countries and translated into 17 languages, including Welsh, Chinese, Romanian,
Croat, Malay and Tamil. He is an Assistant Editor with a seat on the Editorial Board of The Harrow, an
Internet-based magazine of Horror and Fantasy fiction (www.theharrow.com). He is also a monthly poetry
contributor and mythology research columnist for The Outer Rim science fiction and fantasy magazine
(http://www.geocities.com/~outer-rim/). By the daylight hours he is a university researcher.Lloyd is currently
working on two debut novels, one solo, and one with an esteemed writer.

Duncan Long – Artist – "Repair Work" "Stairs to the Sky" "Stained Glass Window"
"Topographical Map of the Heart" and "Angel of the Lord" - is a professional artist and
writer who often illustrates his own technical books. Long's more fanciful illustrations are springing up at a
number of Web sites as well as on covers of novels, magazines, and e-zines. When not creating artwork,
Long can often be found writing and has seen over 60 books go into print, including 13 novels published by
HarperCollins and Avon Books. His extensive online gallery, 1st Encounters, can be found at: 
http://www.kansas.net/~duncan/Artpage/

Iain Maynard – Artist – Visions from the Darkside of the Mind#1 -is a talented and versatile
artist whose distinctive work has won him much praise this year. He was born in 1973 and for the past two
years has been working as a freelance illustrator, supplying artwork for a number of magazines and journals
in the independent press His paintings have been in exhibition and many of his illustrations have appeared in
British magazines. . He has a keen interest in film and media arts and has recently taken to writing - a short
story, Music for the Gods, is scheduled to appear next year. He is currently working on more pictures and
designs for his Visions from the Dark Side of the Mind collection. All uncredited illustrations in
ENIGMATIC TALES are by him. See his work at www.epress.force9.co.uk  

Kelly McClymer – Writer – Queen of Hearts - has been reading and writing science fiction for as
long as she can remember.  A devoted member of an SF critique group until she moved from Delaware to
Maine twelve years ago, she attempted to fill in the critical gap with a stint at Clarion '88.  While the
workshop was all that was promised and an excellent experience, unfortunately, she was unable to box up
the other writers and ship them back to Maine when she left E. Lansing, so she ended up joining a critique
group of aspiring romance authors who actually lived nearby.  Thanks in large part to the patience and
support of that group, Kelly will have three historical romance novels on the shelves beginning next year.
Kensington will publish The Fairytale Bride in October of 2000, The Star-Crossed Bride in December of
2000, and the Accidental Bride in March of 2001.  But SF/F short stories will always be her first love.

Joseph A. McCullough V – Writer – Crime By the Stone -  says that after six weeks of
wandering around Europe, he has returned to his hometown of Greensboro, North Carolina.  He is now busy
trying to answer the question, "Is there anything you can do with a history degree other than teach?"

Mike Minnis – Writer – Circumstances of Ghostly Cats – is 29 years old, lives in the Midwest,
and currently writes for an online magazine, The MetroNet.

Randy B. Money – Writer – Little Jack – lives with his wife, Sharon, his daughter, Devin, and lives
in Syracuse, N. Y. He works at Syracuse University's E. S. Bird Library as a Computer Consultant, which
entails training staff in applications, solving staff computing problems, and addressing their computing
concerns.  He has an A. S. in Computer Programing from Onondaga Community College, and a B. A. in
newspaper journalism from S. U.  In the last few years he has had the good fortune to have stories appear in
the anthology, The Magic Within; a story and a poem in "Kimera," a magazine and web-journal out of
Spokane; and a novella and an essay in the Internet journal, "Eclectica."  He has recently begun contributing
a book review/literary column to the Internet poetry magazine, "Conspire."

Darin Park – Writer – Bump in the Night - was born in Newfoundland. Transplanted to mainland
Nova Scotia at the tender age of 11, he took root and flourished in the England-like climate. His interest in
fantasy began with the Brothers Grimm while he was an adolescent, and escalated into SF and F upon his
procuring a library card in his early teens.  He works at home as a court transcriptionist and divides his time
between listening to the legal manipulations of solicitors, and writing fantasy stories that often contain a
comical twist or satirical view. Upcoming stories will be featured on Anotherealm at www.anotherealm.com  

Lynne Remick – Poet – Boreas Mourns - lives in New York with her son Kevin and her Schipperke,
Dante, where she reads, writes stories, book reviews and poetry and runs an on-line writers group called
Writer's Ink, which is being featured in the June Issue of the Amateur Poetry Journal E-zine. You can visit
Lynne at her website at www.PlanetL.com, to see her world, in words and pic-tures, or at
http://writersmoon.virtualave.net to see her moon. A few of her ineterests are Adoption, Collecting, Crafting,
Creative Endeavors, French History, History, Poetry, Scottish History, Titanic History, Travel, Travel
Writing and Writing in all mediums.

Mark Rudden – Writer – Co-author with Jeffrey Corkern – The Price of Wisdom - is an
itinerant  writer of fantasy and science fiction stories who still doesn't know what he wants to be when he
grows up.  For the next few months, he will be living in New England with his wife, Melissa, who makes it
all possible. He just spent a few weeks in Africa and returned in time to see his first sale in print here!

Marge B. Simon – Artist – "Palmist" "Ghostly Cats" – Writer – Ask Your Local Palmist
- Her works have appeared in numerous publications such as Palace Corbie, Tales of the Unanticipated,
Amazing Stories, tomorrowsf.  She edits a column for the HWA NL, "Blood & Spades, Poets of the Dark
Side" and also writes "The Art Bin" for Scavenger's NL.  She has a shared interest in fantasy & dark fiction.

http://www.theharrow.com)/
http://www.geocities.com/~outer-rim/)
http://www.kansas.net/~duncan/Artpage/
http://www.epress.force9.co.uk/
http://www.anotherealm.com/
http://www.planetl.com/
http://writersmoon.virtualave.net/


Jeva Singh-Anand – Artist – Strange Picture "Herbie" for Sept/Oct – Writer – Second
Chance for Lost Souls - was born in 1966 in Hamburg, Germany, and has been writing in a variety of
genres since the age of ten. At fourteen, he was put in charge of writing, directing and producing his village's
annual Christmas pageant. A year later, he wrote his first novel: seven notebooks' worth of spies, car chases,
and explosions. The next year, Jeva graduated from being an unpublished novelist to co-publisher of a small
science-fiction 'zine. Since his graduation from high school, he earned a B.A. in studio arts and an M.A. in
creative writing. He has worked as a teacher of Language Arts and Art on Guam and in South Dakota. He has
published several short stories and poems in small and college publications. His writing is influenced by a
wide spectrum of authors: Oscar Wilde, Roald Dahl, Orson Scott Card, Antoine de Saint-Exupery, to name a
few. He currently resides in Sioux City, Iowa, with his wife and young son and teaches Art, Photography and
Journalism in Walthill, Nebraska. Jeva is a member of  the Siouxland Creative Writers Guild.

Janice E. Terry  - Writer – Fiend & Scream Magazine -was nominated for an award in
politicoeconomic journalism with the Greater Los Angeles Press Club in 1977. She has written paid editorials
(conservative) for the Houston Post, and had her own columns in local NASA-Area newspapers for more than
two years. She has won the WWH (A Professional Humor Writers' Organization) Short Humor and Very
Short Humor Contests four times in the last two years. She is the author of two (yet unpublished) books,
POLITICALLY INCORRECT SHORT TAKES (Fevered Glimpses Into The American Dilemma); and THE
SMOKERS' BOOK (A Book Of Aid And Comfort For America's Most Oppressed Minority). She has been
known to carry a hatpin to prick the bubble of any authoritarian control-freak (or prick) trying to force his
way onto free citizens... She has a delightfully wicked sense of humor and signs her mail with: "Ciao (but
chew 32 times), jet"

Kevin Tisserand – Poet – Vengeful Eyes - is followed by a mystical force that compels him to write.
This usually takes the form of fantasy, with some science fiction thrown in,  and the occasional sprinkling of
romance.  He firmly believes that fantasy is an integral part of reality.  Kevin's reality consists primarily of
his family, without which he would probably cease to exist.

James Voller – Writer – The Ugly Face – has a B.Sc.(Econ) Hons. London University. He is a retired
former Headmaster of  The Wayland High School Norfolk England. The father of four grown children (eight
grandchildren) and married 46 years to Kathleen (not your editor, darn!) he has been a writer for numerous
magazines for over ten years. Has written two novels for young adults. James is particularly interested in
writing humour and fantasy.

Xartania – Poet – Hauntings – is a pen name and alter-ego of Kathleen's.  She works part-time at a
metaphysical bookstore so she can order anything she wants at a discount.  She makes magical crafts and
teaches workshops on meditation and self-healing when she isn't writing, doing household things or editing
this magazine!
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